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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction, Research Problem and Objectives
• Origin of the universe has been a long researched and yet an open ended problem.
• The problem not only brings in connectionism at single layer but makes the whole framework

multilayered.
• Every single layer is sub-layered, thus making the very nature of the problem multidimensional.
• The systematic scientific discoveries in the modern science and technology strangely and

uniquely correlates with Vedic (Vaidika = v{Edk) optics and work-flows.
• This creates a need and desire to dig deep to bring out such highly correlated pieces and study

the patterns for connecting the dots.

Analytics 1.1.1 — The-Big-Bang-Theory. • The Big Bang theory is an effort to explain
what happened at the very beginning of our universe. Discoveries in astronomy and physics
have shown beyond a reasonable doubt that our universe did in fact have a beginning. Prior
to that moment there was nothing; during and after that moment there was something: ‘our
universe’. The big bang theory is an effort to explain what happened during and after that
moment [[1]].
• According to the standard theory, our universe sprang into existence as “singularity" around

13.7 billion years ago. What is a “singularity" and where does it come from? Well, to be
honest, we don’t know for sure. Singularities are zones which defy our current understanding
of physics. They are thought to exist at the core of “black holes". Black holes are areas of
intense gravitational pressure. The pressure is thought to be so intense that finite matter
is actually squished into infinite density (a mathematical concept which truly boggles the
mind). These zones of infinite density are called “singularities". Our universe is thought
to have begun as an infinitesimally small, infinitely hot, infinitely dense, something - a
singularity. Where did it come from? Why did it appear? [[2]].
• After its initial appearance, it apparently inflated (the “Big Bang"), expanded and cooled,

going from very, very small and very, very hot, to the size and temperature of our current
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universe. It continues to expand and cool to this day and we are inside of it: incredible
creatures living on a unique planet, circling a beautiful star clustered together with several
hundred billion other stars in a galaxy soaring through the cosmos, all of which is inside
of an expanding universe that began as an infinitesimal singularity which appeared out of
nowhere for reasons unknown. This is the Big Bang theory in Nutshell [[3]].

Analytics 1.1.2 — Vedic Conceptualization. • Even since immortal times of Vedas, Ori-
gin of Universe has been one curious and open ended question. There are instances of subtle
mention about the origin of universe, however these are encrypted forms.
• We develop Vedic connects by keeping ‘Ns̄sadīya Sūkta’ (nAsdFy s� ?t) from R. gVeda

(�`v�d) at the heart of the study.
• With this at the heart, we propose to build the Vedic equivalent tree for bringing correspon-

dences through correlation with Big Bang Theory.
• This Vedic tree would consist of other hymns and verse from R. gVeda (�`v�d) as well as

other Vedas, along with Saṅkhya (sAº) and Advaita Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t) implementa-
tions.

1.1.1 Schema

The research schema is as shown in diagram below:

The-Big-Bang-Theory

Quantum
Physics

Newtonian
Physics

Theory of
Relativity

Theory of
Uncertainty

Energy The-Vedic-Tree

C
O
R
R
E
S
P
O
N
D
E
N
C
E
S

Nāsadīya
Sūkta

Other
Sūktas

Sāṅkhya
Philosophy

Vedānta
Philosophy

:

• The schema of this work is being put down.
• We intend to build the Modern-Science-Tree (MST).
• This MST includes Energy Analysis, Newtonian Physics, Quantum Physics, Theory of Rela-

tivity by Einstein, Theory of Uncertainty and Schrödinger’s theories.
• On the other side we will build the The-Vedic-Tree (VT).
• This VT includes Nāsadīya Sūkta, Other Sūktas, Sāṅkhya Philosophy, Vedānta Philosophy

with the foundation of that of Pran. ava (þZv) or :.
• We intend to bring out the correspondences between MST and VT.
• Our conclusions will be based on the detailed analysis carried out.
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1.2 Significance of the Proposed Research Study
• Beginning and development of Universe has been a long researched and yet an open ended

issue.
• While few cryptic hymns from Vedic literature are devoted for describing the beginning, it is

needed to decrypt these scripts scientifically to make sense.
• It is equally desired to connect the findings from these Vedic hymns with the modern effort of

Big Bang Theory.
• Such efforts has not been done in the past to the best of our knowledge and while the newer

finding from Big Bang are becoming prevalent, such effort shall only help enhance the
understanding of human race about our universe.
• This study shall be done without any preconceived notions and only through systematic and

scientific methods.

1.3 Research Problem
• Although the two domains have been studied discretely, there is a need to do it jointly,

systematically and analytically.
• While few cryptic hymns from Vedic literature are devoted for describing the beginning, it is

needed to decrypt these scripts scientifically to make sense. One Example is shown below:

• Most of the research that has taken place is uni-modal
• There is scope to go beyond and study the linkages, thus creating a multi-modal system.

1.4 Aims and Objectives of the Proposed Research Study

Analytics 1.4.1 — Aims and Objectives. • Building Vedic Big Bang Tree with ‘Nāsadīya
Sūkta’ as reference point
• Creating an adaptive multimodal framework for studies at Physical, Conceptual and Tempo-

ral levels.
• Testing the hypothesis using modern parametric and non-parametric methods.
• To Benchmark the findings.

1.5 Research Questions
• How the Universe was formed?
• What are the corresponding evidences from Vedic Literature?
• What efforts have gone into connecting the two theories?
• Are the results sequestered?
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• What level of accuracy is desired and how much is the gap between desired and available
levels?
• Will enhancement in these results help elevate human understanding of the problem at heart?

1.6 Hypothesis the Proposed Research Study

Analytics 1.6.1 — Hypothesis. • We hypothecate to carry out the systematic research at
three different levels as follows:

1. Physical Level
2. Conceptual Level
3. Temporal Level

• Physical Level:
1. Hypothecation is based on similarities observed, e.g. between ‘Skambha devatā’ from

Atharva-Veda and Hydrogen from modern chemistry.
2. The hypothesis is: There are a little too many such coincidences. From incidentals to

coincidental, there must be a crisp logic beneath!
• Conceptual Level:

1. Theoretical Advancements
2. Understanding Evolutionary Patterns
3. Scientific meaning of ‘Sat’ and ‘Asat’.
4. Analyzing concepts like pÑFkrZ etc
5. Figuring out noticed similarities like 3 leads of modern Transistor and Brahmā, Vis.n. u

and Maheśa.
• Temporal Level:

1. Similarities noticed in modern physics and ‘Purān. as’.
2. Time keeping with reference to ‘Purān. as’ and ‘Vedas’.
3. Time Evolution of the creation of the Universe.

1.7 Research Design
• Most of the research that has taken place is uni-modal.
• There is scope to go beyond and study the linkages, thus creating a multi-modal system.
• Hence we propose to carry out the systematic research at three different levels.
• The ground truth shall be established by annotation through experts.
• Statistical methods shall be used to do the analysis.

1.8 Research Methodology and Techniques
• Data Collection from both the domains
• Annotation of data from domain experts
• Building consensus using inter-rater statistics
• Creating the ground truth
• Training the supervised BP NN for non-linear, non-stationary and non-parametric solution
• Creating fuzzy c-means graphs
• Drawing conclusions based on these
• Cross-Validation
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1.9 Research Approach
• Multi-modal approach for enhancing understanding of origin of universe
• Building connectionism amongst Vedic hymns and Big Bang Theory.
• Enhancing, Enriching and Embellishing human understanding of Universe.
• Bringing out scientific importance of Vedic hymns.
• Betterment in correlation and correspondences between modern and vedic schools of thoughts.

1.10 Scope and Limitations
This sections describes the scope and limitations of this work.
• This study uses energy analysis for bringing out correspondences between Modern Science

Tree and Vedic Tree.
• There are several other means of bringing out the correlation, however this study focuses on

the energy analytics that emerges out of basic of signal processing.
• This study touches allied branches of science and spirituality, but the focus remains on the

energy analysis to build the correspondence.
• The multiple other ways of building the correlation exist (e.g. numerical system, functional

system), however in this work these pathways are not explored to the fullest and they fall
beyond the purview of this work.
• The characterization of the systems is also restricted to signal processing realms.
• The authors certainly respect and value these other pathways, however to maintain the focus

and crispness in the analysis, it was decided consciously to concentrate on the signal processing
aspects of the study.

1.11 Chapter-wise Plan
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The names, description and short summary of all these
chapters is as follows

1. Introduction:
This chapter introduces the research problem of this work to the readers. This chapter also
details down the research schema, methodology adapted, scope and limitations of the work.
This chapter also describes the hypothesis emerging out of the basic research problems beneath.

2. Survey of the Research:
Any research is incremental in nature and is based on the work done by others. This chapter
systematically brings out the literature survey and converts into literature review. The potential
areas of research are also brought out to justify the hypothesis presented in the first chapter.

3. Methodology:
This is an important chapter of the thesis and presents the main part of the research carried out.
This chapter provides the interpretation of the decoding on the verses from Nāsadīya Sūkta
(nAsdFy s� ?t). This chapter provides comprehensive analysis of every word and presents
a novel style of decoding the verses. The correspondences are drawn between the decoded
verses and the modern postulates of signal processing. The chapter also delves into few other
important Sūktas to make the presentation more comprehensive and robust.

4. Results, Analysis and Discussions:
This chapter takes an important thread from the previous chapter further. From verse 4 and 5
of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) the doctrine of Satkāryavāda (s(kAyvAd) gets established.
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The two important schools of thoughts out of the S. at.dasśanas (qV̂dfn�) or the six schools of
Indian Philosophy which prescribe the concept of Satkāryavāda (s(kAyvAd) to it’s potential
are:

(a) Sāṅkhya (sAº)
(b) Vedānta (v�dA�t) or Advaita (a�{t)

This chapter presents the signal processing experimentation carried out on these two schools of
thoughts. The mathematical results are supported with simulations. The results are discussed
in detail to provide insights into the subject matter.

5. Concluding Remarks:
This chapter presents the conclusions drawn out of the experimentation carried out. The
chapter presents the contributions which emerge out of the analysis presented in this thesis
and the advancements proposed. The chapter also presents the future scope for furthering this
research work.
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2. Survey of the Research

2.1 Survey Overview
Any research is incremental and literature survey followed by review helps in understanding the state-
of-the-art of that specific piece of research. The review of research also enables in understanding how
other researchers have approached that research problem. This chapter provides detailed literature
review with identified research areas. The review of the research is done in three areas:
• Origin of the universe as per the modern science
• Viśvotpattī (Ev�o(p�F) that is the creation of the universe as per Vaidika (v{Edk) tradition.
• The correspondences drawn between the above two approaches.
To review the literature, we refer to the research schema as put down in chapter 1.

2.2 Origin of the universe as per modern science
The literature is reviewed to build the Modern-Science-Tree (MST). At the heart of this MST remains
The-Big-Bang-Theory and allied theories like Theory of Relativity by Albert Einstein, Classical
Physics by Newton and Theory of Uncertainty by Heisenberg revolve around it. The following four
manuscripts had lasting impact on the author to think more of the subject matter:
• Tao of Physics by Fritjof Capra [[4]]
• Dancing Wu Li Masters [[5]]
• Lost Discoveries by Dick Teresi [[6]]
• Cosmos by Carl Sagan [[2]]

This triggered curiosity was the genesis for the literature survey presented in Table (2.1) below:

These eleven readings formulate the core of the Modern-Science-Tree (MST). There are other
pieces of literature which were also referred and it includes [[18]], [[19]], [[1]], [[3]], [[20]], [[21]], [[22]],
[[23]].

From the literature read and comprehended following important pointers were derived:
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Sr No Name of the
manuscript and
Author

Name of the
Publisher

Year of
Publica-
tion

Short Review Summary

1 [[7]] The universe and
Dr. Einstein by L
Barnett

Harper and
Row, NY

1948 This research discusses the relativity and
how Einstein looked at the universe and it’s
emergence. The manuscripts also connects
science with spirituality towards the end
from the prespective of Einstein

2 [[8]] Atomic Theory
and description
of nature by Neil
Bohr

Cambridge
University
Press, England

1934 This manuscript discusses about the very
core of an atom and how microscopic phe-
nomenon are observed at macro level. This
connects the atomic constructs with the
laws of nature that build this universe.

3 [[9]] On Physical Real-
ity by Albert Ein-
stein

Franklin Insti-
tute Journal

1936 This journal article by Einstein himself dis-
cusses and presents the physicist’s perspec-
tive towards the making of the universe.

4 [[10]] Mathematical
formulation of
Quantum Theory
of Electromag-
netic Interactions

Schwmeger
- Selected
papers, New
York, Dover

1958 This Quantum formulation of modern
physics enables one to explore probabilistic
domain to characterize the very notion of
creation and understanding of the universe.

5 [[11]] Singularities in
the Geometry of
Space-time by
Stephen Hawking

Adams Prize,
Cambridge
University

1966 This very famous article by Hawking
presents the thematic understanding of sin-
gularities. The space-time unison and

6 [[12]] Physics and
Philosophy by
Werner Heisen-
berg

Harper and
Row, NY

1968 This manuscript by the scientist who in-
vented the uncertainty principle is a won-
derful treatise on the unison of science and
spirituality

7 [[13]] Philosophiae Nat-
uralu, Principle
Mathematica
trans Andrew
Motte, reprinted
in Sir Isaac
Newton’s Mathe-
matical Principles
of Natural Phi-
losophy and His
System of the
World (revised
trans Flonan
Cajon)

Berkley
University,
California
Press

1946 This reprint of the original work by New-
ton is an important piece in underatanding
the mathematical construct of the Newto-
nian Physics which dominated the scene
before emergence of the Quantum Physics.
Newton not only presents the laws of na-
ture in his unique style, but also explores
the connect with the realms of philosophy
and gives his system of world. This is a
profound thesis of analysing the giving the
cause and existence of the very universe.
This is certainly an important milestone in
presenting the foundation of all future at-
tempts.

8 [[14]] The Philosophy
of Physics by
Max Plank

Norton, New
York

1936 Max Planks is considered as father of
Quantum Mechanics. His work brings out
paradigm shift in the theory proposed by
Newton

9 [[15]] Image of Matter
by E Schrodinger

Clarkson Pot-
ter, New York

1961 Schrodinger’s Equation is considered to be
an enhanced version of Theory of Relativity
by Einstein. This work presents his myste-
rious equation and the annotations

10 [[16]] Black Hole: The
End of Universe
by J Taylor

Random
House, New
York,

1973 In the early 80s the topic of Black Holes
was discussed widely across the globe. This
manuscript presents detailed description of
understanding Black Holes in a very scien-
tific way

11 [[17]] The Mathemati-
cal Fooundation
of Quantum
Mechanics by
Von Neumann

Princeton Uni-
versity Press,
Princeton

1955 Von Neumann is considered as father of
modern computing. His writings on the
Quantum Mechanics and very precise. He
also presents the big picture of connecting
this theory with the universal laws and un-
derstanding them.

Table 2.1: Literature Review of Modern Science on Universe
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• There are various theories about ‘Creation of Universe’, and yet it still is an open ended
problem and has good research potential.
• The scientists and technocrats have used modern science and technology to decode the mystery

behind genesis of Universe effectively.
• Almost unanimously, these scientists have eventually converged with the philosophical and

spiritual realms.
• This leads to a strong case with good potential to explore science and spirituality together.
• The notional understanding of universe by these scientists is almost similar although outwardly

the manifestation may appear different.

2.3 Origin of the universe as per Vaidika Literature

This builds a strong case to explore the Vedic-Tree literature further. The heart and core of this is
Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t).

Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) has seven hymns. For every hymn we take into consideration
commentaries provided by 15 scholars across the globe. These scholars are from vivid religious,
geographical, cultural backgrounds and everyone adds value to our understanding. It should be
mentioned however, the interpretations given by Swamī Vivekānanda, Sāyan. ācārya and others who
follow them are closest to our heart. The interpretations of these scholars are provided as a ready
reference before giving our decoding of the hymn. Following Table (2.2) provides the list of these
15 scholars. The interpretations presented by Dr. Bheemarao S Kulkarni [[24]] and Shri. R G
Kolangade [[25]] were also studied along with the work done by Āhitāgni Rājawād. e (aAEhtAE`n
rAjvAX�) [[26]].

Various interpretations of Nāsadīya Sūkta are studied in depth and the new interpretations are
presented in this thesis. Along with this, other literature including [[42]], [[43]], [[44]], [[45]], [[46]].

The study of these various interpretations gives following leads:
• Most of the interpreters are either philosophers or philanthropists from various regions of India
• There are very few interpreters who bring confluence of Vedika scriptures with modern science
• Although the interpretations provide very strong hint of all the hymns being very scientific,

there is a need to bring the same out systematically.
• There are certain studies where very tall claims of one can know everything is Nāsadīya Sūkta

is understood are made, however there are no concrete doctrine to support the same.

2.4 Literature on combined approaches

The third category of survey of literature presents the works where Nāsadīya Sūkta and Vaidika
literature is studied along with modern science to understand origin of universe. In this study only
scientific literature is considered, and multiple blogs on internet about the Nāsadīya Sūkta and
creation of universe are not considered.

The important manuscripts studied along with the research potential in it is presented in Table
(2.3) below. This tabular presentation has one exemplar from Vaidika and one from modern literature.

Few more manuscripts comprehended under this category also include: [[47]], [[48]], [[49]], [[50]],
[[51]], [[52]], [[53]], [[54]], [[55]]. Amongst these, the work by Dr. Apte [[56]] is worth special mention.
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List of Comparative Interpretations of scholars on Hymns of Nasadiya Sukta

Name of the interpreter Title, Publisher and Year

Vivekananda [[27]] The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda, Volume 6 by RamKrishna Mission, 1892.

Max Mueller [[28]] History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, Williams and Norgate, 1860

A. A. Macdonell [[29]] A History Of Sanskrit Literature, Motilal Banarasidas, New Delhi, 1965

Raimundo Panikkar [[30]] The Vedic Experience - Mantra Manjari, Motilal Banarasidas, 1977

Griffith [[31]] The Hymns of the Rigveda - English Translation of the Rigved, Motilal Banarasidas, 1976

Jamison & Brereton [[32]] Edifying Puzzlement: Rgveda 10.129 and the Uses of Enigma, Journal of the American
Oriental Society, 1999

Geldner [[33]] Der Rig-Veda, Rotshchild publishers, 1951

A. L. Basham [[34]] The Wonder That Was India, UK, 1954

Wilson, HH: [[35]] Rig-Veda Sanhita: A Collection of Ancient Hindu Hymns, UK, 1850

Wendy Doniger
O’Flaherty [[36]]

The Rig Veda: An Anthology, Penguin, New York, 1981

Pandit RamGovind
Trivedi [[37]]

Hindi RigVeda, Indian Press Limited, Prayag, 1954

Siddheshwar Shastri Chi-
trav [[38]]

RigVedache Marathi Bhashantar, Bharatiya CharitraKosha Mandal, Pune, 1996

Krishnananda [[39]] Nasadiya Sukta, 2004

Hari Damodar Velankar
[[40]]

R. ksūktavaijayantī, Vaidika Samshodhana Mandala, Pune, 2009

Sāyan. ācārya [[41]] Ṙgveda-Saṁhitā with the commentary of Sāyan. ācārya, Vaidika Samshodhana Mandala,
Pune, 1946

Table 2.2: Contemporary Interpretations of Hymns of Nāsadīya Sūkta

Sr No Title and Author Limitations Research Potential
1 Nasadiya Sukta

Bhashya - Ahitagni
Rajwade

The interpretations are
skewed. In particular, hymn
4 is interpreted in a manner
that changes the course of
further study.

There is need to interprete hymn 4 and
for that matter all the hymns in more
scientific manner. The signal process-
ing perspective is missing which can br
brought out.

2 The Cosmic Connec-
tion: An Extraterrestrial
Perspective - Carl Sagan

The study provides deep in-
terpretations on the cosmol-
ogy. The balance between
modern and conventional lit-
erature is missing

There is good potential to explore cos-
mology from the very fundamental per-
spective as provided in Vaidika litera-
ture. A good balance between vaidika
and modern literature may lead to novel
pathways.

Table 2.3: Critical Literature Pointers - Research Potential
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2.5 Summary
The summary of the literature surveyed and reviewed is as follows:
• There is need to combine modern science with Vaidika science in balanced way to understand

the creation of universe better.
• There are very few attempts made on these lines and most of these attempts are skewed.
• There is very little done using energy analysis using the signal processing perspective.
• Energy analysis from signal processing perspective can be identified as potential area of

research on the said topic.
• The comprehension of cosmogenesis may get evolved by combining the best of modern and

Vaidika principles.
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3. Methodology: ‘Nāsadīya Sūkta’

3.1 Introduction: Towards Deciphering ‘Nāsadīya Sūkta’

Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) appears as 129th in the 10th Man. d. ala (m�Xl) of R. gVeda (�`v�d).
There are total seven R. cās (�cA) composed in tris.t.upa (E/£� p) meter or chanda (C�d). This section
provides our interpretation of these towards decoding the origin of the universe.

This Sūkta (s� ?t) begins with ‘Nāsadāsīnnosadāsīt’ (nAsdAsFàosdAsFt̂) and hence the name.
The R. s.i (�Eq) of this sūkta (s� ?t) is prajāpati (þjApEt) named parames.t.hi (prm�E¤) and devatā
(d�vtA) is paramātmā (prmA(mA).

R From the philosophical and spiritual perspective, this sūkta (s� ?t) is so enriching, that author
genuinely thinks that it should have become an Upanis.ada (upEnqd).

The language used in Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) appears to be confusing for many scholars.
The very subject of this sūkta (s� ?t) is to throw light on the very kernel of what is beyond the very
realms of the physical world. The effort is to explain what is inexplicable! That is why, although
the description sounds or looks and appears confusing, it is not. In fact, if understood appropriately,
it leads one to enlightenment. The most crisp dictum of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) is - the
physical world around us is of the form of Dvandva (�\�) and the creator is beyond the physical
world and hence is Nirdvandva (En���). At metaphysical level this journey is from Dvaita (�{t) to
Advaita (a�{t).

The Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) in devanāgarī (d�vnAgrF) with Svara (-vr) marked is as
follows:

.. Nāsadīya Sūkta ..

.. nAsdFy s� ?t ..
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1. nAsdAsFào sdAsF�dAnF\ nAsFdý jo no &yomA pro yt̂ ।

EkmAvrFv, k� h k-y fmàMB, EkmAsF�hn\ gBFrm̂ ॥ 10�129�01

2. n m� (y� rAsFdm� t\ n tEh n rAìyA a¡ aAsF(þk�t, ।

aAnFdvAt\ -vDyA td�k\ t-mA�A�yà pr, Ek\ cnAs ॥ 10�129�02

3. tm aAsF�msA g� �hmg}�_þk�t\ sEll\ svmA idm̂ ।

t� QÐ�nA<vEpEht\ ydAsF�ps-t�mEhnAjAyt{km̂ ॥ 10�129�03

4. kAm-tdg}� smvttAED mnso r�t, þTm\ tdAsFt̂ ।

sto b�D� msEt EnrEv�d�ãEd þtF	yA kvyo mnFqA ॥ 10�129�04

5. Etr�Fno Evtto rE[mr�qAmD, E-vdAsF_d� pEr E-vdAsF_t̂ ।

r�toDA aAs�mEhmAn aAs�-vDA av-tA(þyEt, pr-tAt̂ ॥ 10�129�05

6. ko a�A v�d k ih þ voc(k� t aAjAtA k� t iy\ Evs� E£, ।

avA`d�vA a-y Evsjn�nATA ko v�d yt aAbB� v ॥ 10�129�06

7. iy\ Evs� E£yt aAbB� v yEd vA dD� yEd vA n ।

yo a-yA@y", prm� &yom�so a½ v�d yEd vA n v�d ॥ 10�129�07

The devatā (d�vtA) of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) is paramātmā (prmA(mA). Paramātmā
essentially means Paramatattva (prmt�v) or the ultimate that is to be understood and comprehended.
Thus, it is obvious that this sūkta (s� ?t) discusses the subject matter which is of the highest order and
hence, the treatment and the way in which it is explained is also of the highest quality and extremely
matured. It is then imperative that the seekers should elevate their maturity to understand the same.

3.2 Schema for comprehending Vedic R. cā
R. gveda (�`v�d) is arguably the oldest doctrine in text form. It has been researched vividly by
western scholars, Indian scholar and others too. The language of R. gveda (�`v�d) is little cryptic and
therefore in this work R. gveda (�`v�d) is studied and looked upon as a code-book.

It is then important to come up with a systematic approach to decipher it. This and next few
sections bring out the schema which is used for appropriate decoding. Before deciphering the hymns,
first efforts put together by researchers in the same direction are discussed now.

The credit of taking the Vedic scriptures and making the western world familiarize with it
goes to Colebrooke and he has produced extensive account of the same in [[55]]. Amongst earlier
scholars from Germany who understood the importance of the study of Vedas, and R. gveda (�`v�d)
in particular was Adolf kaegi [[57]]. The work done by Max Müller is one of the most referred and
sought after work [[28]] along with which under the guidance of his teacher Burnhof, he also went on
to compile R. gveda Saṁhitā (�`v�d s\EhtA) with the commentary of Sāyan. ācārya (sAyZAcAy). In
the praise of the Indian culture and the advancements which were achieved at several levels, Arthur
A Macdonell wrote [[29]]:

Quotation 3.2.1 — Macdonell. “When the Greeks, towards the end of the fourth century B.C.,
invaded the North-West, the Indians had already fully worked out a national culture of their own,
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unaffected by foreign influence. And in spite of successive waves of invasion and conquest by
Persians, Greeks, Seythians, Muhammadans, the national development of the life and literature
of the Indo-Aryan race remain practically unchecked and unmodified from without down to the
era of British occupation. No other branch of the Indo-European stock as experienced an isolated
evolution like this.

A few examples will serve to illustrate this remarkable continuity in Indian civilization.
Sanskrit is still spoken as the tongue of the learned by thousands of Brahmans, as it was centuries
before our era. Nor has it ceased to be used for literary purpose, for many books and journals
written in the ancient language are still produced. The copying of Sanskrit manuscripts is still
continued in hundreds of libraries in India, uninterrupted even by the introduction of printing
during the present century. The Vedas are still learnt by heart as they were long before the
invasion of Alexander, and could even now be restored from the lips of religious teachers if every
manuscript or printed copy of them were destroyed.”

The Vedas are the primitive knowledge source per Hindū tradition. The word Veda has its origins
from the root ‘Vid’ (Evd̂) which essentially means knowledge or wisdom. This knowledge has been
manifested through the wisdom, internal vision and intuition of the seers, which makes Vedas to be
sacred knowledge bank. Conventionally Vedas have been considered to be Apaurus.eya (apOzq�y),
that is existed from eternity with non-human and divine origin. The elevated minds of the Seers or
R. s.is (�qF) could grasp it directly from the Supreme Being. As a result of the austerities performed,
these seers could literally see the Verses or R. cās (�cA). The word R. cā (�cA) is derived from the
root R. k (�k̂) which clearly states that R. gveda (�`v�d) is a codebook with sacred hymns. It is then
important to understand the code to be able to decode the R. cās (�cA) in R. gveda (�`v�d).

Mr N D Sonde [[58]] has provided excellent quotations and insight into the work of Whitehead
[[59]]. It is worth revisiting and pondering over the following quotation of Whitehead provided by
Sonde.

Quotation 3.2.2 — Sonde/Whitehead. “Veda is eternal, imperceivable, all pervading, all-
comprehensive, exceedingly subtle, un-decaying, without beginning and without end entirety
of wisdom though receptivity, reflection and constant meditation. It is what Dr. Whitehead
designates ‘as something which is real and yet waiting to be realized; something which is remote
possibility and yet the greatest of present facts; something that gives meaning to all that passes;
and yet alludes apprehension; something whose possession is the final good and yet beyond
all reach; something which is ultimate ideal and the hopeless quest’. Veda is Wisdom of the
unknown and not the Knowledge of the known”

The universality of Vedas is nicely captured by T N Dharmadhikari [[60]]. In his own words:

Quotation 3.2.3 — Dharmadhikari. “The word Veda therefore mens consideration, discussion
and experience also. The cognate roots of the term Veda are also found even in European
languages. Thus - Oida in Greek, Videre in Latin, Wissen in German and wit in English. If the
word Veda is related to vedeo or wisdom or vision, it would mean DARŚANA. Etymologically
also, the Vedas, therefore are seen internally by the Seers. The word R. gveda (�`v�d) is also
sometimes derived from the root dr.ś (d� f̂) to see.”

Lokamānya T. ilaka (lokmA�y EV�k) provides astronomical analysis and refers to Śatapat.ha
Brāhman. a (ftpT b}A�Z) and Vedāṅga Jyotīs.a (v�dA½ >yoEtq), thus providing chronology in Vedas.
He fixes period of R. gveda (�`v�d) to be 4000 B.C. The very ancient nature of Vedas, primordial
language and cryptic manifestation makes interpretation of Vedas extremely challenging.
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It is of utmost importance though to understand the meaning of the the R. cās (�cA) in R. gveda
(�`v�d). Although the R. cās (�cA) are the Mantras (m\/) and when uttered using Swara (-vr), namely
udātta (udA�), anudātta (an� dA�) and swarita (-vErt), it produces the effect of supreme order called
Swara-Siddhī (-vr - Es�F). Though this is true, Yāskācārya (yA-kAcAy) in his Nirukta (Enz?t)
emphatically proclaims, if the verses are only memorized without understanding the meaning behind,
such person is a tree, a stump, a mere carrier of the load! But the difficult part is Vedic Sam. skr.ta
(s\-k� t) is different than its present day form. Hence, we take help of Nirukta (Enz?t) of Yāskācārya
(yA-kAcAy) to decipher it.

3.2.1 Nighan. t.u / Nirukta of Yāskācārya
Nighan. t.u (EnG�V� ) = Vedic dictionary and Nirukta (Enz?t) = commentary on Nighan. t.u are master-
pieces of Yāskācārya (yA-kAcAy) which dates back to 800 B.C. It is indeed one of the oldest and
richest Indian texts which provides insight on how to understand Vedic hymns and has scientific
discussion on Etymology, Semantics and Philology. Yāska (yA-k) provides commentary on some
600 hymns in Nirukta (Enz?t). This is commentary on his own Nighan. t.u (EnG�V� ). Nighan. t.u is
divided into three sections [[61]]:

1. Nighan. t.u Kān. d. a (EnG�V� kA�X) - provides synonyms
2. Naigama Kān. d. a (n{gm kA�X) - provides homonyms
3. Daivata Kān. d. a (d{vt kA�X) - section dedicated to deities
According to Yāska (yA-k), in (1-19) of Nirukta (Enz?t), the sacrifice is flower and it fruitions

into knowledge of deities! (aT� vAc, p� 	pPlmAh । yAâd{vt� p� 	pPl� । d�vtA@yA(m� vA॥ Enz?t
1�19). We therefore, focus more on the Daivata Kān.d. a (d{vt kA�X) which provides detailed account
of vivid deities.

Yāska (yA-k) is very clear that the Mantras (m\/) are not recited for nothing and for unseen, but
for the meaning! This is an example of R. cās 4.58.3 (�cA 4�58�3).
• c(vAEr f�\gA /yo a-y pAdA , �� fFq� sØ h-tAso a-y ।

E/DA b�o , v� qBo rorvFEt mho d�vo m(y aAEvv�f ॥ �`v�d 4�58�3
This hymn is of Agni (aE`n). If the interpretation is not done appropriately it leads to confusion.

The four horns are four Vedas, and the three legs are three worlds namely Bhūh. (B� ,), Bhuvah. (B� v,)
and Swah. (-v,). All the deities reside and operate in these three worlds! It is well established that
they all originate from the one and only ‘Sat’ (st̂) and are manifestation of that alone. This is
expressed as Ekam Sat Viprā bahudhā vadanti in R. gveda - 1.164.46 (ekm̂ st̂ EvþA bh� DA vdE�t।
�`v�d - 1�164�64).

As Bloomfield [[62]] writes that Vedic deities to be representatives of nature objects, it becomes
more obvious that Western scholars have difficulty understanding the true nature of the Vedic deities.
They are also struggling to understand if this is Polytheistic or Monotheistic as is expressed by Max
Müller [[28]]. These two quotations are reproduced as a ready reference below:

Quotation 3.2.4 — Bloomfield. “For my part I always come to this theme in the spirit of
scientific elation. You know from preceding statements what I meant by transparent gods. They
are the gods who are at one and the same time nature object and person. In other words, they
are mythic formations whose personification is arrested; by the continued action and the vivid
memory of the very qualities which lead to personification. Figuratively speaking, just when the
chemical is about to precipitate or to crystallize into something unrecognizable, and fare removed
from its elements, it is shaken and dissolved anew. We are spared the labor of a qualitative and
quantitative analysis.”
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Quotation 3.2.5 — Müller. “I could not even answer the question, if you were to ask whether
the religion of the Veda was polytheistic, or monotheistic. Monotheistic, in the usual sense of that
word, it is decidedly not though there are hymns that assert the unity of the Divine as fearlessly as
any passage of the Old Testament, or the New Testament, or the Koran. Thus one poet says - That
which is one, sages name it in various ways- they call it Agni, Yama, Matarisvan. Another poet
says - the wise poets represent by their words Him who is one with beautiful wings, in many ways.
And again we hear of a being called Hiranyagarbha, the golden germ (whether the original of that
name may have been), or whom the poet says - In the beginning there arose Hiranyagarbha; he
was the one born lord of all this. He established the earth and this sky. Who is the god to whom
we shall offer our sacrifice?. That Hiranyagarbha, the poet says, is alone God above all gods - an
assertion of the unity of the Divine which could hardly be exceeded in strength by any passage
from the Old Testament.”

It is quite clear that Western researchers are confused. This confusion arises out of ignorance
towards correct method of decoding the hymns. This key to unlock the treasure is provided by Yāska
(yA-k) in Nirukta (Enz?t).

3.2.2 Classification provided by Yāska
To help researchers understand the Vedic deities better and to help them realize their areas of
operation and scope, Yāska provides crystal clear directives. Interestingly, this clarity provided by
Yāska (yA-k) is based on one Mantra (1.139.11) from R. gveda (�`v�d). The hymn is as follows:
• y� d�vAso Ed&y�kAdf -T p� ET&yAm@y�kAdf -T ।

a=s� E"to mEhn{kAdf -T t� d�vA yâEmm\ j� q@vm̂ ॥ �`v�d 1�139�11
Mantra (1.139.11) from R. gveda (�`v�d) clearly describes 11 deities each in Pr.thvī (p� LvF),

Antariks.a (a�tEr") and Dyuah. (�� ,).

R There are only three primeval deities and others are only variants of these three. These three
primary deities are:
• Agni (aE`n) on Pr.thvī (p� LvF)
• Vāyu (vAy� ) or Indra (i�dý ) in Antariks.a (a�tEr")
• Sūrya (s� y) in Dyuah. (�� ,) or Svarga (-vg)

There is enough room for imagination to also think of these three worlds on temporal axis and
that will help put many pieces in the jigsaw puzzle. The imaginary picture of this can be as depicted
as in Figure (3.1):

Prof. Macdonnel has listed these corresponding deities in the three worlds as follows: [[63]]
• 11 deities in Svarga (-vg) - Dyauh. (�O,), Varun. a (vzZ), Mitra (Em/), Sūrya (s� y), Savitr.

(sEvt� ), Pūs.an (p� qn̂), Vis.n. u (Ev	Z� ), Vivasvat (Evv-vt̂), Ādityagan. a (aAEd(ygZ), Us.as (uqŝ),
Aśvina-Yugala (aE�n - y� gl)
• 11 deities in Antariks.a (a�tEr") - Indra (i�dý ), Trita (E/t), Āptya (aAóy), Apānapāt (apAnpAt̂),

Mātariśvan (mAtEr�n̂), Ahirbudhnya (aEhb�ñy), Aja Ekapāda (aj ekpAd), Rudra (zdý ),
Marudgan. a (mz�Z), Parjanya (pj�y), Āpah. (aAp,)
• 11 deities in Pr.thvī (p� LvF) - Rivers (n�A), Pr.thivī (p� ETvF), Agni (aE`n), Soma (som)
The deities are enlisted, however it is important to comprehend the nature of these three worlds.

Only then, we will be able to assign the hymns to various aspects of the three worlds and derive
meaningful interpretation. The classical characterization of these three worlds in Yāska (yA-k) style
is as depicted in Table (3.1).
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Dyuah. (�� ,)

Singularity

Antariks.a (a�tEr") P.rthvī (p� LvF)

Sūrya (s� y)
Vāyu (vAy� ) or Indra (i�dý )

Agni (aE`n)

Figure 3.1: Three Worlds as per Yāska

It is interesting to note that the hymns expressed in Chanda (C�d) or meter Tris.t.up (E/£� p̂)
predominantly represent the happenings in Antariks.a (a�tEr"). The present Nāsadīya Sūkta
(nAsdFy s� ?t) however, must be an exception to this. We should take into consideration that this
hymn is the hymn of creation and hence goes beyond the scope of one particular world.

The concept is extremely useful though! For example, Indra (i�dý ) is in human form being the
King of Gods on Pārthiva (pAETv) world, and it is purely of energy form in the remaining two worlds.
The other forms will be uncovered and explained in detail in later part of this thesis, however at
this point it is important to note that the nature and manifestation is different in these different
worlds. Since this important link was overlooked or not understood by most of the western scholars,
their interpretations are skewed and biased. They either put their brains to map the entities strictly
on physical characteristics or completely in spiritual or mythological or imaginative realms. The
appropriate understanding has a main connect in figuring out which world the hymn and the verse
belongs to and then interpret it accordingly. This was very well comprehended by Sāyan. ācārya
(sAyZAcAy), however it was so obvious amongst Indian scholars, that he has not mentioned it
explicitly anywhere. That could be the reason why, western scholars particularly - without any
exception, missed this important link in the chain.

In this research work, we intend to establish the correspondence between the Vedic science
and the modern science. Therefore, it is important to understand these three worlds and their
corresponding realms in accordance with the modern science. The detailed explanation of this
will get reflected at multiple instances in this thesis, however the fundamental depiction is brought
out for clarity and demystification. As per hymn (5.69.1/2/3/4) of R. gveda (�`v�d), the scientific
characterization of these three worlds is as shown in Table (3.2). This is in line with the modern
understanding of physical world, comprising the earth, the space and the construct of galaxies.

Readers should note here that, Gravitational Force (g� !(vAkqZ) operates only at Pārthiva (pAETv)
level and only Pārthiva (pAETv) and Antariks.a (a�tEr") are bound by the time! This is extremely
important in deciding the chronological sequence of creation of the universe (Ev�o(pE�).
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World Dyuh. Antariks.a Pārthiva
(jg/y) (�� ,) (a�tEr") (pAETv)
Deity Āditya Vāyu/Indra Agni
(d�vtA) (aAEd(y) (vAy� vA i�dý ) (aE`n)
Sthāna Svah. Bhuvah. Bhuh.
(-TAn) (-v,) (B� v,) (B� ,)
Savana Sāyam. Mādhyāndina Prātah.kāla
(svn) (sAy\) (mA@yAE�dn) (þAt,kAl)
R. tū Vars.ā Grīs.ma Vasanta
(�t� ) (vqA) (g}F	m) (vs�t)
Chanda Jagatī Tris.t.upa Gāyatri
(C�d) (jgtF) (E/£� p) (gAyE/)
Prārthan 17 15 3
(þATn̂) (17) (15) (3)
Karma ĀdityaKarma =

Pravahlitam
IndraKarma =
BalaKr.tih.

AgniKarma =
Dārs.t.ivis.ayakam

(km) (aAEd(ykm =
þvE�tm̂)

(i�dý km = blk� Et,) (aE`nkm =
dAE£Evqykm̂)

Adhika R. tū Śiśira Hemant Śarada
(aEDk �t� ) (EfEfr) (h�m�t) (frd)
Adhika Chanda Atichandā Paṅkti Anus.t.upa
(aEDk C�d) (aEtC�dA) (p\E?t) (an� £� p)
Stoma 33 27 (3x9) 21
(-tom) (33) (27) (21)

Table 3.1: Three Worlds - Philosophical

World Dyuh. Antariks.a Pārthiva
(jg/y) (�� ,) (a�tEr") (pAETv)
Sthāna Svah. Bhuvah. Bhuh.
(-TAn) (-v,) (B� v,) (B� ,)
Wave (Vān. ī) Parā Paśyanti Madhyamā +

Vaikharī
(vAZF) (prA) (p[yE�t) (m@ymA + v{KrF)
Form Sat Seed (Sūks.ma) Gross (Sthūla)
(-v!p) (st̂) (s� #m) (-T� l)
Gravitational Force � No � No �XYes
(g� !(vAkqZ) (nAhF) (nAhF) (ho)
Time � No �XYes �XYes
(kA�) (nAhF) (ho) (ho)

Table 3.2: Three Worlds - Scientific
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3.2.3 Energy Analysis Fundamentals

It is interesting and important to note that all the three worlds (jg/y) as depicted by Yāska are of
the energy form. The energy gets transformed while moving from one world to another and hence
now we present the energy based interpretation of the three worlds. For this we will revisit few
important concepts from the modern signal processing. This will not only help us understand the
nature of these three worlds, but it will also enable us to decipher the very reason for the universe to
come into existence as stated in R. cā (�cA) four of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t).

Let’s examine the most natural form of signals that exist in the world, these are continuous
signals.

§ Continuous Signals:

A

T = 1
f

A sin(ωt + θ)

It is to be noted that the given signal is expressed mathematically as Asin(ωt + θ). Here A is the
amplitude or the magnitude of the signal, ω represents the frequency and θ is the phase. The given
signal is function of time (kA�) t.

The same signal can be expressed as phasor for the ease of computing using ‘Euler’s Identity’.
The derived version of Euler’s Identity is as follows:

e± jφ = cos(φ)± jsin(φ) (3.1)

if, x(t) = A cos(ω t + θ) (3.2)

=
A
2

e j (ω t+θ) +
A
2

e− j (ω t+θ) (3.3)

Re

Im

A/2

ω t + θ

ω t + θ

A/2

+ve

−ve

Since, the signal is considered as combination of rotating complex exponential with opposite
angular frequency, the phase mapping becomes much simpler. In the modern era of powerful
computing, we typically use the discrete (after sampling) and further digital (after quantization) form
of the continuous signals.

§ Discrete Signals:
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nTs = n

x(t) = A sin(ωt) (3.4)

= A sin(2π f t) (3.5)

x(n) = A sin(2π f ·nts) (3.6)

= A sin(2π f ·n · 1
fs

) (3.7)

= A sin(2πn · f
fs

) (3.8)

= A sin(2πFn),F =
f
fs

→ i/p
→ sampling

(3.9)

∴ x[n] = A sin[ωn] , ω = 2π f (3.10)

x[n] = A sin[ωn + θ ] (3.11)

Thus, x[n] here is a discrete signal.
These variations are only for the convenience. Deeper understanding of the signals in general,

emerges out of bringing out understanding of whether the signal is a ‘Power signal’ or an ‘Energy
Signal’. The salient feature of these types of signals is as under:
• A signal is referred as energy signal if 0 < E < ∞

• Power signal : 0 < P < ∞

• Energy signal : ‘0’ average power→ Deterministic & non-periodic.
• Power signal : ‘∞’ energy→ random & periodic.
The total energy in a given continuous signal x(t) is given as:

EC =
∫

∞

−∞

x2(t)dt (3.12)

For discrete signal x[n], the energy is calculated as:

ED =
∞

∑
−∞

x2[n] (3.13)
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Similarly, let’s examine the formulae for calculating the power in signals. The power in continu-
ous signal x(t) with fundamental period T is given as:

PC =
1
T

∫ T/2

−T/2
x2(t)dt (3.14)

For discrete signal x[n] with fundamental period N, the power is calculated as:

PD =
1
N

N−1

∑
0

x2[n] (3.15)

The summary of this can be represented in Table (3.3) below:

Type of Signal Power Energy
Vedic Name Śakti (fE?t) Ūrjā (UjA)
Continuous Domain PC = 1

T

∫ T/2
−T/2 x2(t)dt EC =

∫
∞

−∞
x2(t)dt

Discrete Domain PD = 1
N ∑

N−1
0 x2[n] ED = ∑

∞
−∞ x2[n]

Energy P = 0 0 < E < ∞

Power 0 < P < ∞ E = ∞

Nature Periodic and Stochastic Aperiodic and Deterministic
Table 3.3: Power and Energy Signals

3.2.4 More on Energy Analytics
It will be shown that Power signals are not meant for transmission of any kind. This physical world
is essentially governed by the ‘Energy Signals’. For periodic power signals, the analysis is performed
by using series expansion methods. There are many known series expansions like Taylor series,
Fourier Series, Maclaurin Series to name a few. For aperiodic energy signals however, ‘Transform’
techniques are needed, with the likes of Fourier Transform, Laplace Transform, Z-Transform to
name a few.

Need for transformations
There are many reasons for carrying out a transformation, most significant one is convenience! For
example we do not understand music as just few time domain signals with varying voltage, we
understand music as sequence of frequencies. Thus it makes sense to transform musical signal into
frequency domain and then the analyzer will be more comfortable dealing with those frequencies.
Ultimately we want to design filters, more pertinently filter banks in the context of wavelets, and it
is more convenient to design filter banks in frequency domain compared to time domain or spatial
domain.

For all conventional transforms like Laplace transform, Z transform, Fourier Transform and
Logarithmic Transform the basis function comes from natural logarithmic base e. However for
understanding wavelet transform we have to go beyond purview of these conventional transforms.
We already know how to analyze Linear Time Invariant (LTI) Systems. For doing so traditionally we
have two methods,
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1. Convolution
2. Difference Equations
Convolution comes out of the fact that given a signal x[n], we can decompose that signal into

scaled and shifted impulse sequences. After doing so we can write,

x[n] =
∞

∑
k=−∞

x[k]δ [n− k] (3.16)

This is the scaled summation of shifted impulses. We are able to do this because the system
is assumed to be linear and shift invariant. Since the system is linear and thus would follow
superposition theorem we are able to add up the products to get x[n]. Also because of time invariance
property we are able to shift the impulses without affecting the end result.
Once we do this and understand how the system reacts to impulses as stimulus, we would be able
to get the systems impulse response. Now if we call the impulse response as h[n], excite the LTI
system with an exponential e jω0n as an input x[n] and call the output as y[n] we would have,

y[n] =
∞

∑
−∞

e jω0nh[n− k] (3.17)

However we know by commutative law,

y[n] =
∞

∑
k=−∞

x[k]h[n− k] =
∞

∑
−∞

x[n− k]h[n] (3.18)

Thus by putting e jω0n in place of x[n] we have,

y[n] =
∞

∑
k=−∞

e jω0[n−k]h[n] (3.19)

This forms an interesting eigen system for LTI analysis. That is because we can split the
exponential term from equation (3.19) and then the summation happens for variable k and the term
e jω0n can be brought out out of this summation of k terms.

y[n] =
∞

∑
k=−∞

e jω0[n]e jω0[−k]h[n] (3.20)

y[n] = e jω0[n]
∞

∑
k=−∞

e jω0[−k]h[n] (3.21)

From equation (3.21) we can see that after exciting the system with exponential of frequency ω0
the result is the same term with something. The term e jω0n is known to us as eigen function and the
multiplying term is known as a eigen value. This eigen value in a broader sense is known to us as a
Fourier Transform. The basis function here is exponential e. This fact as discussed earlier in this
chapter remains the same for other transforms also, for example in Z transform the basis function Z
also equals e jω . It would be interesting now to look at from where this constant ‘e’ comes from.

The constant e was discovered by Dr. Bernoulli in a vague accident for which the story doesn’t
have authentic source, it is still very interesting though. Dr. Bernoulli was trying to help his banker
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friend because his business was not picking up. He gave him a solution based on the formulae for
calculation of compound interest. As we know the formula for investment of a one rupee or one
dollar or one euro as principle amount is given as,

{1 +
1
n
}n

Dr. Bernoulli brought in series expansion by applying limit for n terms to infinity,

lim
n→∞
{1 +

1
n
}n (3.22)

and the constant ‘e’ came into existence, waiting for Euler to give it meaning! An engineer’s
perspective is provided in the MATLAB code below for readers to try out the above limit approxima-
tion through simulations (rather than solving it actually – may be a mathematician’s perspective!)
and get convinced that it indeed gives us the constant after few iterations.

Analytics 3.2.1 — MATLAB code to approximate constant ‘e’. \\

%************************************************

%************************************************

% MATLAB code to understand calculations for

% Constant 'e': To be accompanied with thesis by

% by Aditya Abhyankar

%************************************************

%************************************************

clear all;close all;clc;

for n=1:1000000000 % MATLAB doesn't support zero index

% we can't take 'n' all the way to infinity

% hence some big number 1000000000

(1+(1/n))^n % compound interest formulae

pause; % to see the value after every iteration

% slowly value saturates to 2.7183

end

% End

J acob Bernoulli

Jacob Bernoulli (1654-1705) was son of Nicolas Bernoulli and elder brother of Johann Bernoulli.
Jacob acquired degree in theology to start his formal education as his father was against his
children taking up mathematics. In spite of that due to his deep interest and curiosity he became
mathematician. In 1687 he became Professor of mathematics at University of Basel, where he
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taught till the end of his life. He continued working on the lines of Napier and was able to
successfully discover the constant ‘e’. His contributions in the field of calculus are also well
known and respected.

Though the story of banker friend of Dr. Bernoulli lacks authenticity, it was certain that
around 1889 he published series of articles on theory of infinite series and proposed continuously
compounded interest. There were also some series expansions like

1 +
1
4

+
1
9

+ ...+
1
k2 + ...

for which he couldn’t settle with a converging number and the quest was completed by Dr. Euler
when he showed that above infinite summation equates to π2/6. Thus in many ways Dr. Euler took
Dr. Bernoulli’s work forward. After Dr. Bernoulli invented constant e, Dr. Euler came up with an
identity known today as Euler’s Identity which is still regarded as one of the most beautiful of all
mathematical discoveries.

eiπ =−1 (3.23)

From application perspective more useful version of Euler’s Identity is,

eiθ = cos(θ)+ jsin(θ) (3.24)

The interesting thing to note is if we draw a tangent to any point on this exponential curve the
y-intercept and slope of this tangent matches. Thus at any point along the curve we can resolve the
point into ‘cos’ and ‘sin’ components which are in turn orthogonal in nature. Dr. Euler really gave
special meaning to this constant ‘e’ and it’s because of his contribution we get orthogonal and energy
preserving transforms. It’s because of this unique property of ‘e’, the inverse of the transform also
exists.

L eonard Euler

Leonard Euler (1707-1783) was a Swiss mathematician and he was well known for the quality
as well as quantity of his work. His contributions in the field of graph theory, number theory
and calculus are considered to be outstanding. Born in Basel in 1707, in 1727 he went to St
Petersburgh Academy. In 1741 he joined Berlin Academy and in 1766 joined back St Petersburgh
Academy. He died in 1783. In 1748 he gave a meaning to the constant ‘e’ and gave base to the
natural logarithm which then went on to become basis to most of the transforms.

After Dr. Euler gave a powerful meaning to ‘e’, Dr. Fourier worked on analyzing periodic and
aperiodic functions and signals. The legacy of transforms is thus result of contribution from these
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three great scientists. Dr. Fourier gave a systematic way of analyzing periodic as well as aperiodic
signals through Fourier series and Fourier Transform framework. For a time domain signal x(t) the
corresponding Fourier Transform is given by following equation:

X̂(Ω) =
∫
−∞

∞x(t)e− jΩtdt (3.25)

Thus, conceptually Fourier description is the inner product between the signal to be analyzed
and the basis or kernel function.

J acob Fourier

(1768 1830) Jacob Fourier was a French mathematician and a well known scientist with the
contributions like Fourier series, Fourier descriptors, Fourier transform etc. Fourier introduced
the notion of representing continuous as well as discontinuous functions using continuous basis
functions. This was an important and path-breaking research which also encouraged scientists
like Laplace to build their own theories like Laplace transform.

Now, let’s look at question why wavelet transform? The wavelet transform decomposes signal
into two separate series. One which represents the coarse version which leads to scaling function
and other which represents the details or the refined version which leads to wavelet function or the
mother wavelet function.
Still two more questions need to be answered, aren’t the traditional methods of representing signals
good enough? And what is so special about this wavelet transform? We will answer this gradually in
this book.
Lets take these questions one at a time. In the traditional methods the most basic representation of
signals is with Taylor series. For e.g. Taylor series expansion at x0 = 0,

ex = 1 +
x1

1!
+

x2

2!
+

x3

3!
+ ... =

∞

∑
n=0

xn

n!
(3.26)

Every single coefficient in the above expression can be looked upon as a decomposed piece and
such pieces can be used for reconstructing the corresponding signal or function. If we only make use
of finite number of coefficients lets say up to first 5 coefficients and try to reconstruct the signal then
the reconstructed signal would look like the signal shown in figure (3.2).

In the figure (3.2) sub-figures (3.2b),(3.2c),(3.2d),(3.2e), (3.2f) show Taylor series approximation
of exponential function with number of coefficients used to be N = 1,N = 2,N = 3,N = 4, and N = 5
respectively. It is clear that as the number of coefficients increase the approximation (shown as red
dotted line) starts approaching the actual function (shown as blue solid line). Thus in Taylor series,
cooperation to build better representation is rigid from the perspective of lack of inter-coefficient
resolution. Since we have to work with large terms, also scale and translation of every single term is
limited. In contrast to this in wavelet analysis the scaling function and its associated wavelet function
makes the representation flexible.
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(a) Exponential Function y =
f (x) = ex

(b) Taylor series approximation
using N = 1

(c) Taylor series approximation
using N = 2

(d) Taylor series approximation
using N = 3

(e) Taylor series approximation
using N = 4

(f) Taylor series approximation
using N = 5

Figure 3.2: Approximation of exponential function using up to 5 coefficients from Taylor series.

The MATLAB code to try more coefficients out is provided for readers:

Analytics 3.2.2 — MATLAB code to understand Fourier Transform. \\

%************************************************

%************************************************

% MATLAB code to understand working of Fourier

% Transform: To be accompanied with thesis by

% by Aditya Abhyankar

%************************************************

%************************************************

clear all;close all;clc;

x=-2:0.1:2; % Create x-axis

y=exp(x); % The exponential function y=e^x

figure(1);

plot(x,y,'b','LineWidth',3); % The function in blue

grid on; title('Exponential Function approximated using Taylor

series');

N=5; % No of coeffs in Taylor series approximation

y_est=0;% Initialize the estimate to zero

for n=0:N

y_est=y_est + (x.^n)./factorial(n); % Taylor series formulae

end hold on;

plot(x,y_est,'--r','LineWidth',3) % Plot the approximation as red dotted

legend('Function e^{x}','Taylor series approximation N=5') % legend

% End

This is useful, for example in wavelet analysis the scale {1/2} j is dependent upon the analyzer.
Thus while sampling a high frequency signal we can bring in a very high value of j. Then a translation
τ j,k = k/2 j can be used to focus on that part. Hence with wavelet analysis we can look into any
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particular part of the signal. By changing the scale and translation parameter we have an interesting
zoom-in or zoom-out facility of wavelet transform. Fourier series has a noteworthy advancement over
the Taylor series. Since elements of a Taylor series do not necessarily and always form an orthogonal
set. However in case of Fourier series the set {1,cos(nx),sin(nx)}∞

n=1 is always orthogonal on
(−π,π). But still flexibility with scale and translation parameters remains to be explored.

Even though Fourier series is rigid in terms of rotations and translations, we derive some
information related to wavelet transformation from it. Fourier series is represented by following
equation,

f (x) = a0 +
∞

∑
k=1

[akcos(kx)+ bksin(kx)] (3.27)

Where,

a0 =
1

2π

∫
∞

−∞

f (x)dx

ak =
1
π

∫
∞

−∞

f (x)sin(kx)dx

bk =
1
π

∫
∞

−∞

f (x)cos(kx)dx

We observe that a special relationship exists between cosine and sine terms of the series. A similar
relationship also exists between scaling φ(.) and wavelet ψ(.) functions. This relationship although
trivial is very interesting. Though wavelets are radically different than conventional transforms like
Fourier transform, its rise has its roots in the shortcomings of these conventional transforms. This
concept is useful in establishing the ‘Advait’ (a�{t) philosophy at the root of the creation of the
universe.

With this background, we have enough tools to start the journey towards uncovering the Nāsadīya
Sūkta.

3.3 Nāsadīya Sūkta - Deciphering the Hymn
The following sub-sections discuss every verse independently now.

3.3.1 Nāsadīya Sūkta - Verse Number 1
The very first verse along with the anvaya (a�vy) is as follows:

.. R. k No 1 ..

.. �k̂ �� 1 ..

• nAsdAsFào sdAsF�dAnF\ nAsFdý jo no &yomA pro yt̂ ।

EkmAvrFv, k� h k-y fmàMB, EkmAsF�hn\ gBFrm̂ ॥ 10�129�01
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• a�vy - n । ast̂ । aAsFt । no iEt । st̂ । aAsFt । tdAnF\ । aAsFt । rj, । no iEt ।
Ev_aom । pr, । yt̂ । Ek\ । aA । avrFvErEt । k� h । k-y । fmn̂ । a\B, । Ek\ । aAsFt̂ ।
ghn\ । gBFr\ ॥ 10 - 129 - 01
• fNdAT - n = no । ast̂ = non-being or non-existent । aAsFt = existed । no iEt = also not

। st̂ = being or existent । aAsFt = existed । tdAnF\ = Before universe । aAsFt = existed ।
rj, = middle of the three Gun. as or innate qualities, leading to action-passion । no iEt = also
not । Ev_aom = encompassing sky । pr, । yt̂ = beyond । Ek\ । aA । avrFvErEt = Who
covered whom? । k� h = Where? । k-y । fmn̂ = For what purpose(pleasure) । a\B, । Ek\ ।
aAsFt̂ । ghn\ । gBFr\ ॥ = What that deep and infinite water was? 10 - 129 - 01

For every hymn we take into consideration commentaries provided by 15 scholars across the
globe. These scholars are from vivid religious, geographical, cultural backgrounds and everyone
adds value to our understanding. It should be mentioned however, the interpretations given by Swamī
Vivekānanda, Sāyan. ācārya and others who follow them are closest to our heart. The interpretations of
these scholars are provided as a ready reference before giving our decoding of the hymn. Following
Table (3.4) provides the views and interpretations of these 15 scholars on verse 1 of the present
hymn. Author has also looked as the interpretations presented by Dr. Bheemarao S Kulkarni [[24]]
and Shri. R G Kolangade [[25]]. Both these works are very profound and scholarly, for the present
hymn however, they closely follow Citrāva Śāstrī (Ec/Av fA-/F) [[38]] and hence are not reproduced
as ready reference. Author would also like to mention a prudent and comprehensive and yet lucid
work by Shripad Damodar Satwalekar [[64]] with gratitude.

Author would like to state that the work done by Āhitāgni Rājawād. e (aAEhtAE`n rAjvAX�) is
unique and author has drawn inspiration from few concepts from this work [[26]]. Authors would
also like to state that it is indeed disheartening to observe strong hatred in the writings of Āhitāgni
Rājawād. e (aAEhtAE`n rAjvAX�) towards the work done and theories proposed by Ādi Śaṅkarācārya
(aAEd f\krAcAy) and authors strongly condemn the same. In fact, authors would like to express
deep gratitude towards Ādi Śaṅkarācārya (aAEd f\krAcAy) and in this thesis it is shown that various
theories ultimately converge into Advaita (a�{t) philosophy. Few interesting but less accurate
interpretations like [[65]] and [[66]] are not taken into consideration.

We will evaluate all the verses at three different levels:
1. At spiritual conceptual level
2. At physical level
3. At Temporal level
This is the reason, this study is tri-fold study.

Analytics 3.3.1 — Proposed decoding of Verse 1. We will now look at every word and try
and decipher it towards one unified interpretation. The attempt is to blend the spiritual view with
the scientific view and show that they have huge overlap and commonalities.
tdAnF\:- The word ‘Tadānīm. ’ (tdAnF\) indicates the time when the universe did not exist. Thus, this

sūkta (s� ?t) starts the discussion from the times prior to the genesis of the universe. This
is a confirmatory test that this sūkta (s� ?t) discussed about the origin of the universe. The
very first verse captures the essence of creation of the universe. The theorem is expressed in
a subtle way and needs to be understood carefully.
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Comparative Interpretations of scholars on Verse 1 of Nāsadīya Sūkta

Name of the interpreter Interpretation

Vivekananda [[27]] Existence was not then, nor non-existence, The world was not, the sky beyond was neither.
What covered the mist? Of whom was that?What was in the depths of darkness thick?

Max Mueller [[28]] There was then neither what is nor what is not, there was no sky, nor the heaven which is
beyond. What covered? Where was it, and in whose shelter? Was the water the deep abyss
(in which it lay)?

A. A. Macdonell [[29]] Non-being then existed not nor being: There was no air, nor sky that is beyond it. What was
concealed? Wherein? In whose protection? And was there deep unfathomable water?

Raimundo Panikkar [[30]] At first was neither Being nor Nonbeing. There was not air nor yet sky beyond. What was
wrapping? Where? In whose protection? Was Water there, unfathomable deep?

Griffith [[31]] THEN was not non-existent nor existent: there was no realm of air, no sky beyond it. What
covered in, and where? and what gave shelter? Was water there, unfathomed depth of water?

Jamison & Brereton [[32]] The non-existent did not exist, nor did the existent exist at that time. There existed neither
the airy space nor heaven beyond. What moved back and forth? From where and in whose
protection? Did water exist, a deep depth?

Geldner [[33]] Weder Nichtsein noch Sein war damals; nicht war der Luftraum noch der Himmel darber.
Was strich hin und her? Wo? In wessen Obhut? Was war das unergrndliche tiefe Wasser?

A. L. Basham [[34]] Then even nothingness was not, nor existence. There was no air then, nor the heavens beyond
it. What covered it? Where was it? In whose keeping? Was there then cosmic water, in
depths unfathomed?

Wilson, HH: [[35]] The non-existent was not, the existence was not; then the world was not, not the firmament,
nor that which is above (the firmament). How could there be any investing envelope, and
where? Of what (could there be) felicity? How (could there be) the deep unfathomable
water?

Wendy Doniger
O’Flaherty [[36]]

There was neither non-existence nor existence then. There was neither the realm of space
nor the sky which is beyond. What stirred? Where? In whose protection? Was there water,
bottlemlessly deep?

Pandit RamGovind
Trivedi [[37]]

us smy yA þly dfA m� ast̂ ( EsyAr kF sF\g kF smAn EjskA aE-t(v nhF h{ ) nhF
TA। jo st̂ ( jFvA(mA aAEd ) h{ , vh BF nhF TA। p� ETvF BF nhF TF aOr aAkAf tTA
aAkAf m� Ev�mAn sto B� vn BF nhF T�। aAvrZ ( b}�A�X ) BF khA TA ? EkskA khA -TAn
TA ? ÈA d� gm aOr gMBFr jl us smy TA ?

Siddheshwar Shastri Chi-
trav [[38]]

s� £FQyA m� lAr\BF ast̂ aAEZ st̂ , ts�c a\tEr" aAEZ aAkAf yAp{kF kAhFc aE-t(vAt
n&ht�� afA E-TtFt koZF koZAlA aAvrZ GAtl� ? koZAQyA s� KAsATF h� sAr� JAl� ? agAD
jl trF (yA kAlF aE-t(vAt hot� kAy ?

Krishnananda [[39]] Then even nothingness was not, nor existence, There was no air then, nor the heavens beyond
it. What covered it? Where was it? In whose keeping Was there then cosmic water, in depths
unfathomed?

Hari Damodar Velankar
[[40]]

us smy ( yAn� s� E£k� p� v ) yh st̂ BF nhF TA , ast̂ BF nhF TA । tb a�tEr" lok yA
usk� pAr rhn�vAlA jo aAkAf vh BF nhF TA । ( to EPr ) usn� ( apn� udrm� ) ÈA ECpA
rKA TA ? vh khA aOr EkskF s� r"A m� TA ? agAD aOr ghrA , e�sA jl to us smy
ÈA Ev�mAn BF TA ?

Sāyan. ācārya [[41]] tps-t�mEhnAjAyt{km̂ i(yAEdnAg}� s� E£, þEtpAdEy	yt�। aD� nA ......

Table 3.4: Contemporary Interpretations: Verse 1 of Nāsadīya Sūkta
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n ast̂ aAsFt̂ no st̂ aAsFt̂:- Neither was there ‘Asat’ (ast̂ = not being), nor was there ‘Sat’
(st̂ = being)!

R The most fundamental form of Dvandva (�\�), expressed by ‘Sat-Asat’ (eternal-
ephemeral) or ‘Asti-Nāsti’ (being-not being), is the genesis of the beginning of the
physical world. Here ‘Sat’ suggest existence and ‘Asat’ indicates absence. This
captures in the very essence of symbolically mapping the beginning of the world!
We will also show that this Dvandva (�\�) eventually converges into Dvaita (�{t).

rj,:- Now, let’s examine rj,. There are two ways to look at it:
1. Rajah. (rj,) = middle of the three Gun. as or innate qualities, leading to action-passion.

It may appear strange that there is no mention of either Satva (s(v) or Tamo-Gun.a
(tmo - g� Z ), however it is logical.

2. Rajah. (rj,) = Rajoloka (rjolok). This is the middle one in Pr.thivī (p� ETvF) -
Antariks.a (a�tEr") - Dyu (�� ), that is Antariks.a (a�tEr"). This is in line with
this hymn being in Tris.t.upa (E/£� p). It could also mean, the middle one in Bhūh. (B� ,) -
Bhuvah. (B� v,) - Svah. (-v,), that is Bhuvah. (B� v,).

For both the cases, the choice of is befitting and apt. The word ‘Rajas’ (rjŝ) germinates
from root r\ĵ = r\gZ�, which means to be colored. Thus, ‘Rajas’ indicates varied colors
- the colors being many - it also indicates plurality. The big picture associated with the
use of word ‘Rajas’ is depicted in Figure (3.3). ‘Rajas’ (rjŝ) indicates plurality as it
represents multifold colors. ‘Sattva’ (s�v) can be depicted with white color, where white
essentially reflects every wavelength (λ ) back. ‘Tama’ gets represented with Black color, as
it essentially absorbs wavelengths (λ ) corresponding to all the colors. From the reference of
the color bands, thus ‘Satva’ and ‘Tama’ form yet another ‘Dvandva’ (��� = contradictory
pair). Thus, this physical world (jgt) on the Pārthiva (pAETv) has two salient features:
• By mixture of all the three Gun. as (E/g� Z), it is ‘Trigun. ānvita’ (E/g� ZAE�vt)
• It is made up of contradictory pairs and hence is ‘Dvandvamaya’ (���my)

The physical world hence is plural, partly manifested and partly not manifested (an�k!p ,
&y?tA&y?t). Satva-Gun. a leads to ‘Sat’ (st̂) which is: singular, non-unique and manifested
(ek!p , sE�tFy , &y?t). Tama-Gun. a leads to ‘Asat’ (ast̂) which is: singular, non-unique
but not manifested (ek!p , sE�tFy , a&y?t). The creator (jgdFf) is beyond the reals
of the physical world (jgdAtFt), singular (ekm�vAE�tFy), Unified (En���) and beyond the
three Gun.as (Enú{g��y). This holds true for Pārthiva world. For Antariks.a, it is Advaita
(a�{t) and for Dyuh. it is Advaya (a�y)!
Sāyan. ācārya (sAyZAcAy) has interpreted Rajas (rjŝ) as ‘Rajo-Gun.a’ (rjo - g� Z) in Tait-
tirīya Bhās.ya (t{E�rFy BA	y) and as ‘Rajo-Loka’ (rjo - lok) in R. gbhās.ya (�`BA	y) [[41]].
From the above discussion it is clear however, that it does not make any difference as
what we are discussing is beyond the realms of Lokas and also Gun. as. Interesting enough,
it also provides the link for the next exploration. Rajas (rjŝ) also leads to Rajah.kan. a
(rj,kZ), which are dust particles. Fort these particles to reside and propagate, they need
some medium. Typically this medium is void of some kind which is indicated next.
We conclude, that ‘Rajas’ essentially indicates the Antariks.a (a�tEr") which also did not
exist at pre-primordial times.

pr, Ev_aom:- Here Parah. (pr,) means beyond. This is connected with ‘Rajas’ indicating
Antariks.a (a�tEr"). Therefore, ‘Vyoman’ (&yomn̂) indicates the third world, that is Svar-
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loka (-vlok) or Dyuloka (�� lok). This is AEtherial region which consists of multiple
galaxies. Etymologically Yāska has given definition of Antariks.a (a�tEr") as ‘a\trA
�AvAp� ET&yA,"A\t\ avE-Tt\ BvEt’. Thus, ‘Vyoman’ (&yomn̂) indeed indicates Dyuloka
(�� lok). At pre-primordial times, even Dyuloka (�� lok) did not exist.

Ek\ k� h aAvrFv, k-y fmn̂ ? :- Who covered whom? Where was this cover done? For whose
existence was this cover done? The word Āvarīvah. (aAvrFv,) is the key here. This descrip-
tion clearly states that Dyuloka (�� lok) is the super-set, Antariks.a (a�tEr") is the sub-set
and Pārthiva (pAETv) is the sub-sub-set. This hierarchy of the three worlds is neatly captured
by this construct. The same is depicted below:

:

Pārthiva (pAETv)

Antariks.a

(a�tEr")

Dyu
(�� )

‘a’kAr

‘u’kAr

‘m’kAr

ghn\ gBFr\ a\B̂, Ek\ aAsFt̂ ? :- Here the word Am. bha (a\B) refers to the Primeval water. The
question arises is, why call this Primeval Water to be ‘Gahana’ (ghn) and ‘Gam. bhīra’
(g\BFr)? Here ‘Gam. bhīra’ (g\BFr) means unfathomably deep and ‘Gahana’ (ghn) means
way too difficult to enter in. These adjectives indicate the non-differentiable nature of
this Am. bha (a\B). That is why it is ‘Primeval water’. The water which plays important
role in the manifestation of the universe is essentially differentiable water and that same
is described in next few verses. The water mentioned in this very first verse is different.
It is not-disintegrable, uniquely unit and hence unfathomably deep water! Here, a doubt
may arise: Taittirīya Brāhman. a (t{E�rFy b}A�Z g}\T) gives ‘aApo vA idmg}� sEllmAsFt̂’ as
Śruti Vacana (�� Et vcn). But this is not conflicting with the description given in first verse
of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t). This gets resolved due to ‘Tadānīm. ’ (tdAnF\). Nāsadīya
Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) provides account of pre-primordial time and what is given in the Śruti
(�� Et) is the beginning of the physical world. In fact, Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) also
discusses ‘Apraketam. Salilam. ’ (aþk�t\ sEll\) in the next verse!

R Thus Verse-1 of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) can be summarized as follows:
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tdAnF\, At Pre-primordial times;
n ast̂ aAsFt̂, There was no not-being;
no st̂ aAsFt̂, Neither was there being and the conflicting pair,

thus no Pārthiva (pAETv) world;
no rj,, There was no Antariks.a (a�tEr") world;
yt̂ pr, Ev_aom no, There was no Dyuloka (�� lok) world;
Ek\ aAvrFv, ? k� h ? k-y fmn̂ ? , There was no cover of any kind

and no force to bind the cover.
ghn\ gBFr\ a\B, Ek\ aAsFt̂ ? , The unfathomably deep ‘Primeval water’

also did not exist.

Drawing correspondences: Verse 1

It is important to understand the science hidden beneath and to draw correspondences of that with the
modern scientific works. Well, this verse-1 describes the times which are Pre-primordial! Nothing
existed which has some form and which belongs to this physical world. What exists eternally is
beyond any description and hence in lieu of stating what existed, it is intelligently stated what did
not exist. The description is extremely scientific though. It connects very well with the modern day
physic and technology.

Out of the three worlds prescribed by Yāska (yA-k), the one where all the human beings reside,
is the Pārthiva (pAETv) or the physical world or the Bhūloka (B� lok). It has been captured in the
most scientific manner in this verse.

R This physical world or ‘Jagat’ (jgt̂) emerges out of ‘Dvandva’ (�\� = conflicting pair = duel)
like ‘Sat-Asat’ (st̂ - ast̂=being-nonbeing). This is because Jagat (jgt̂) is a moving thing.
Motion arises out of Dvandva (�\�) and Dvandva (�\�) emerges out of motion. Thus, Dvandva
(�\�) or duel and motion are interdependent. Therefore, Jagat (jgt̂) is ‘Relative’ (sAp�") and
in fact, ‘Relativity’ (sAp�"tA) is the most fundamental norm of motion. This is in line with
the Theory of Relativity proposed by Albert Einstein [[67]]. The theory of relativity proposed
by Einstein has two components: Special Relativity and General Relativity. General relativity
explains the law of gravitation and its relationship with the other forces that exist in Nature.
The same is mentioned through the concept of aAvrFv, in the first verse (m\/) of the Nāsadīya
Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t). Special relativity applies to physical phenomenon at particle level and
explains the interactions at macro and micro level, but does not cover gravity. This special
relativity is captured in the second verse (m\/) of the Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t).

Before addressing ‘Relativity’, let’s examine the more fundamental things first. Please refer to
Figure (3.4). The most fundamental form of duel (m� � vA m� l ���) is captured in the first verse
(m�/) of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t). In Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) it is stated in the form of
‘Sat-Asat’ (st̂ - ast̂ = being-not being). Through the mention of ‘Rajas’ (rjŝ), Nāsadīya Sūkta
(nAsdFy s� ?t) verse 1 also captures the duel of ‘Sattva-Tama’ (s�v - tm). There are two schools of
thoughts from the ‘S. at. Darśanas’ (qV̂ dfn�), namely Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) and Vedānta or Advaita (v�dA�t
vA a�{t), which are predominant. We will consider these two schools of thoughts primarily in
this thesis. The Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) philosophy gives ‘Prakr.ti-Purūs.a-duel-dual’ (þk� Et - p� !q - ��� - �{t)
and Vedānta or Advaita (v�dA�t vA a�{t) philosophy give ‘Śapala Brahma-Māyā-duel-dual’ (fpl
b}� - mAyA - ��� - �{t) as the most fundamental form of duel or dual (��� vA �{t). The remaining
expansion is as follows:
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Rajas
(rjŝ)

Sattva
(s�v)

Raja
(rj)

Tama
(tm)

Bhuh.
(B� ,)

Bhuvah.
(B� v,)

Svah.
(-v,)

Pr.thivī
(p� ETvF)

Antariks.a
(a�tEr")

Dyu
(�� )

World
(jgt)

Loka
(lok)

Gun. a
(g� Z)

White
(pA\YrA)

Black
(kA�A)

Singular
Non-unique
Manifested
(ek!p
sE�tFy
&y?t)

Singular
Non-unique
Unmanifested
(ek!p
sE�tFy
a&y?t)

Plural
Manifested +
Unmanifested
(an�k!p
&y?t +
a&y?t)

+
Trigun. ānvita
(E/g� ZAE�vt)

+ Dvandvamaya
(�\�my)

Jagat
(jgt̂)

Singular
Non-unique
Unmanifested
(ek!p
sE�tFy
a&y?t)

Singular
Non-unique
Manifested
(ek!p
sE�tFy
&y?t) Sat

(st̂)
Asat
(ast̂)

Jagadātīta, Ekamevādvitīya,
Nirdvam. dva, Nisrairgun. ya

jgdAtFt , ekm�vAE�tFy ,
En��� , Enú{g��y

Advaita a�{t

Figure 3.3: The use of ‘Rajas’ and the big picture
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• The most fundamental form of duel/dual (��� vA �{t) is captured in the first verse (m�/) of
Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t)
• These most fundamental form of duel or dual (m� � vA m� l - ��� vA �{t) pairs are as follows:

1. Mūla Dvandva (m� l ���): ‘Sat-Asat-duel’ (st̂ - ast̂ = being-not being)from Nāsadīya
Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) verse 1

2. Mūla Dvandva (m� l ���): ‘Sattva-Tama-duel’ (s�v - tm)from Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy
s� ?t) verse 1

3. Mūla Dvaita (m� l �{t): ‘Prakr.ti-Purus.a-dual’ (þk� Et - p� zq - ���)from Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy)
philosophy

4. Mūla Dvaita (m� l �{t): ‘Śapala Brahma-Māyā-dual’ (fpl b}� - mAyA - �{t)from Vedānta
or Advaita (v�dA�t vA a�{t) philosophy

R
The pair is Dvandva (���) pair when the entities are opposites and contradictory, like
‘Sat’ (st̂) and ‘Asat’ (ast̂). One can not exist when the other exists and vice versa.
When one arises, it annihilates the other.

The pair is Dvaita (�{t) pair when the entities are cooperating and complimentary, like
‘Prakr.ti’ (þk� Et) and ‘Purus.a’ (p� zq). They not only co-exist, but they also complement
each other and in fact are incomplete without each other, thus forming a good pair.

• Dvandva (���) and Motion (gEt) are interoperable and interdependent
• This Dvandva (���) manifests the non-moving ‘Ajagat’ (ajgt̂) into moving ‘Jagat’ (jgt̂)
• If the motion (gEt) in the Jagat (jgt̂) is considered as cause, it has three-fold effect as

follows:
1. Radiance (tp - t�j): This results into creation of Ākāśa (Aether or aAkAf)
2. Attraction-Repulsion-Duel (aAkqZo(sArZ - ���): This fruitions into creation of Dik

(Space or Edk̂)
3. Beginning-End-duel (j�m - m� (y� - ���): This effectuates into creation of Kāla (time or

kAl vA kA�)
• This is why Aether is termed as Ākāśa (aAkAf), meaning sm\tAt̂ kAf or glittering from all

directions, as it originates from radiations or (tp - t�j)
• The connect between Ākāśa (Aether or aAkAf) and Attraction-Repulsion-Duel (aAkqZo(sArZ -

���) is important in formation of Dik (Space or Edk̂)
• The connect between Dik (Space or Edk̂) and Beginning-End-duel (j�m - m� (y� - ���) is critical

in creation of Kāla (time or kAl vA kA�)
• From Ākāśa (Aether or aAkAf), the remaining four of the five Mahā-Bhūtas (pÑ - mhA - B� t)

get created. This will be explained subsequently
All of this is captured comprehensively in Figure (3.4). Thus, everything begins with Dvandva/Dvaita

(��� vA �{t). This is why even Lord Kr.s.n. a (k� 	Z) in Bhagavadgītā (Bgv�FtA) proclaims: ‘þk� Et\
p� zq\ c{v Ev@�nAdF uBAvEp’. From the modern physics the basic duel relationship between Electron-
Proton is just like ‘Prakr.ti-Purus.a-dual’ (þk� Et - p� zq - �{t).

Now, lets connect these concepts with classical mechanics. Before doing that however, we must
put few important facts in light. These facts clearly show how Bhāratīya Vedika (BArtFy v�Edk)
thinking was divine, perfect, matured and way ahead of the counter western parts.
• Yāska clearly states that Āditya (the Sun) is the prime deity (þDAn d�vtA). Thus, Vedic R. s.i

knew that the universe was heliocentric and not geocentric.
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• It was Polish astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus, who in year 1543 proved the universe being
heliocentric. Till then, western world was under the impression of the world being geocentric!
Those, like Galileo Galilei, who supported him were burnt to death!
• The the first verse (m�/) of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) captures gravity through aAvrFv,
• It was not before year 1686, when Sir Isaac Newton gave his profound theory on law of

universal gravitation, the western world got familiarized with it.
• The theory relativity is also profoundly captured in Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t), which

was given by Albert Einstein to the western world!
The moment we start discussion on the moving Jagat (gEtmAn jgt), and particularly movement

in it, we need to check the correlation of it with the modern mechanics. In Newtonian mechanics,
the momentum is given as:

p = mv (3.28)

where, p is the momentum, m is the mass and v is the velocity of the object. The famous Newton’s
second law of mechanics is stated as: “the rate of change of momentum of a body is directly
proportional to the force applied, and this change in momentum takes place in the direction of the
applied force". Thus,

F =
d p
dt

=
d(mv)

dt
(3.29)

This gets further simplified from Equation (3.28) and (3.29) as:

F = m
dv
dt

= ma (3.30)

For a given object with its position x, the first order derivative gives the velocity of the object.

v =
dx
dt

(3.31)

Now, the second order derivative of x with respect to time t, it gives us acceleration a!

a =
d2x
dt2 (3.32)

It is to be noted that using first order derivative we only generate velocity, which with mass can
produce momentum. Thus, for generation of momentum, duel (���) is absolute necessity. Although
momentum is mass times velocity, acceleration is rate of change of velocity and this is captured by
Teja or Tapa (t�j vA tp). This acceleration times mass then produces various Forces in moving Jagat
(gEtmAn jgt), with the likes of forces of attraction and repulsion (aAkqZo(sArZ) for example.
Thus, the model in the first verse of Nāsadīya Sūkta presenting the ladder of ‘Dvandva-Gati-Teja-
Ākāśa’ (��� - gEt - t�j - aAkAf = duel-momentum-Force-Ether) fits in with the modern Newtonian
Mechanics Model and particularly the second law of motion and law of conservation of moment.

R Two more brilliant pieces from Einstein can be wonderfully uncovered here.
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1. In 1917, in his famous paper ‘Cosmological Considerations in the General Theory of
Relativity’, Einstein gives his preferred cosmology as a model which is temporally
infinite but spatially finite model! The spatial finite nature is captured by the ‘Sattva-
Tama’ (s�v -tm) duel (���) and temporal infinite is captured by multi-fold ‘Rajas’
(rjŝ)!

2. In his famous Theory of Relativity [[67]] convincingly showed that ‘time’ and ‘space’
are not absolute and independent of each other. If fact, they closely relate to each other
and the same concept is brought out in Figure (3.4). Thus, Nāsadīya Sūkta emphatically
and with great clarity brings out one of the most profound theories presented in modern
physics in the last century!

Sat (st̂)

Asat (ast̂)

Sattva
(s�v)

Tama
(tm)

Purus.a
(p� zq)
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(fpl b}�)
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(mAyA)
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���
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First of the five Mahā-Bhūta (pÑ - mhA - B� t)

Mūla Dvandva / Dvaita (m� l - ��� - �{t)

Figure 3.4: Jagat from the most Fundamental Duel/Dual or Dvandva/Dvaita

We know today, that Newtonian physics does not answer many questions and therefore there is
need to go beyond. The next verse takes us in the realms which are beyond the classical Newtonian
physics and mechanics.

3.3.2 Nāsadīya Sūkta - Verse Number 2

The second verse along with the anvaya (a�vy) is as follows:

.. R. k No 2 ..

.. �k̂ �� 2 ..
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• n m� (y� rAsFdm� t\ n tEh n rAìyA a¡ aAsF(þk�t, ।

aAnFdvAt\ -vDyA td�k\ t-mA�A�yà pr, Ek\ cnAs ॥ 10�129�02
• a�vy - n । m� (y� , । aAsFt̂ । am� t\ । n । tEh । n । rAìyA, । a¡, । aAsFt̂ । þ_k�t, ।

aAnFt̂ । avAt\ । -vDyA । tt̂ । ek\ । t-mAt̂ । h । a�yt̂ । n । pr, । Ek\ । cn । aAs ॥
10 - 129 - 02
• fNdAT - n = no । m� (y� , = Mortality । aAsFt̂ = existed । am� t\ । n = Nor Immortality

existed । tEh = At Pre-primordial times । n । rAìyA, । a¡, । aAsFt̂ = Neither night nor
day existed । þ_k�t, = Symbol giving distinction (between night and day) । tt̂ । ek\ = That
one and only one । -vDyA = by the inherent self-power । avAt\ = windless or unpurturbed
। aAnFt̂ = was breathing । t-mAt̂ = Apart from that (one) । h = Indeed । a�yt̂ । pr, =
Another one । Ek\ । cn । n । aAs ॥ = did not exist 10 - 129 - 02

Following Table (3.5) provides the views and interpretations of these 15 scholars on verse 2 of
the present hymn.

Analytics 3.3.2 — Proposed decoding of Verse 2. We will now look at every word and try
and decipher it towards one unified interpretation. The attempt is to blend the spiritual view with
the scientific view and show that they have huge overlap and commonalities.
tEh:- This word is equivalent to the word tdAnF\ from the verse 1. This word is yet again indicator

of the Pre-primordial time. Thus, we can conclude that the first two verses of hymn Nāsadīya
Sūkta describe the situation at the time when this physical world (Jagat = jgt̂) did not
exist.

n m� (y� , aAsFt̂ n am� t\:- This indicates that neither mortality existed not immortality existed.
• It is important to note that Mr.tyu and Amr.ta (m� (y� aAEZ am� t) yet again form Dvandva

(���) pair.
• In accordance with the meaning given by Sāyan. ācārya (sAyZAcAy) in Taittirīya Bhās.ya

(t{E�rFy BA	y) the meaning is taken in generic sense. Therefore generic Mortality-
Immortality pair makes more sense than specific Life-Death.
• Here Mr.tyu and Amr.ta (m� (y� aAEZ am� t) are equivalent to Asat and Sat (ast̂ aAEZ

st̂) correspondingly.
• The theory of forming transcendence proposed by Ahitāgni Rājavāde however, it not

acceptable to authors and hence we refute the same. (For example complementarity
between Asat and Mr.tyu is flawed).
• Here Mr.tyu and Amr.ta (m� (y� aAEZ am� t) also represent organic (s�\Edý y) and inorganic

(EnEr\Edý y) parts of the world. Still the question remains why this is mentioned in this
verse? It is important to understand the significance here.
• In order to unlock this question, let’s visit hymn no (10.72) of R. gveda (�`v�dAtFl

�cA �� 10�72). This hymn is called either as ‘Aditi Ātmakathana’ (aEdEt aA(mkTn)
or ‘Sr.s.t.yutpattisūkta’ (s� ÷� (pE�s� ?t). As the name suggest it is a tale of creation of
universe (s� ÷� (pE�) told by Aditi (aEdEt).
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Comparative Interpretations of scholars on Verse 2 of Nasadiya Sukta

Name of the interpreter Interpretation

Vivekananda [[27]] Death was not then, nor immortality,The night was neither separate from day,But motionless
did That vibrate Alone, with Its own glory one-Beyond That nothing did exist.

Max Mueller [[28]] There was not death - hence was there naught immortal, There was no confine betwixt day
and night; The only One breathed breathless in itself, Other than it there nothing since has
been.

A. A. Macdonell [[29]] Death then existed not nor life immortal; Of neither night nor day was any token. By its
inherent force the One breathed windless: No other thing than that beyond existed.

Raimundo Panikkar [[30]] There was no death then, nor yet deathlessness; of night or day there was not any sign. The
One breathed without breath by its own impulse. Other than that was nothing at all.

Ralph Griffith [[31]] Death was not then, nor was there aught immortal : no sign was there, the day’s and night’s
divider. That One Thing, breathless, breathed by its own nature : apart from it was nothing
whatsoever.

Jamison & Brereton [[32]] Death did not exist nor deathlessness then. There existed no sign of night nor of day. That
One breathed without wind through its inherent force. There existed nothing else beyond
that.

Geldner [[33]] Weder Tod noch Unsterblichkeit war damals; nicht gab es ein Anzeichen von Tag und Nacht.
Es atmete nach seinem Eigengesetz ohne Windzug dieses Eine. Irgend ein Anderes als dieses
war weiter nicht vorhanden.

A. L. Basham [[34]] Then there were neither death nor immortality, nor was there then the torch of night and day.
The One breathed windlessly and self-sustaining. There was that One then, and there was no
other.

Wilson, HH: [[35]] Death was not nor at that period immortality, there was no indication of day or night; THAT
ONE unbreathed upon breathed of his own strength, other than THAT there was nothing else
whatever.

Wendy Doniger
O’Flaherty [[36]]

There was neither death nor immortality then. There was no distinguishing sign of night nor
of day. That one breathed, windless, by its own impulse. Other than that there was nothing
beyond.

Pandit RamGovind
Trivedi [[37]]

us smy m� (y� nhF TF , amrtA BF nhF TF , rAt aOr Edn kA B�d BF nhF TA। vAy� - f� �y
aOr aA(mAvlMbn s� �As - þ�As - y� ?t k�vl ek b}� T�। unk� aEtEr?t aOr k� C nhF
TA।

Siddheshwar Shastri Chi-
trav [[38]]

(yAkA�F m� (y� ( m� (y� g}-t nAEfv\t s� £F ) nsSyAn� am� tEh ( aEvnAfF pdAT ) aE-t(vAt
n&ht�� ahorAE/EvB�dk kAhF sADnEh n&ht�� t(kAlFn aboD s� £F -vblAn� vAy� EfvAyc
�AsoQĈvAs krFt -P� rt hotF� (yAK�rFj aTvA (yAplFkd� a�y kAhFc n&ht��

Krishnananda [[39]] Then there was neither death nor immortality nor was there then the torch of night and day.
The One breathed windlessly and self-sustaining. There was that One then, and there was no
other.

Hari Damodar Velankar
[[40]]

us smy n m� (y� TA ; n am� t(v BF। usF þkAr rAE/ yA EdnkA BF koI Ec�h nhF TA। us
smy ( prmA(m t�v ) ak�lA hF vAtkA aE-t(v n hon� pr BF -v�QCAs� �AsoQĈvAs kr
rhA TA। scm� c uss� d� srF koI v-t� us smy TF hF nhF।

Sāyan. ācārya [[41]] nn� ?t-y þEts\hAr-y s\hàp�"(vAt̂ s ev ......

Table 3.5: Contemporary Interpretations: Verse 2 of Nāsadīya Sūkta
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• Let’s looks at few select verses (m�/) from the hymn no (10.72) of R. gveda (�`v�dAtFl
�cA �� 10�72):

– d�vAnA\ y� g� þTm� ast, st̂ ajAyt ।
tt̂ aAfA, an� ajAy�t tt̂ u�Anpd, pEr ॥ �`v�d 10�72�3

– B� , j>Z� u�Anpd, B� v, aAfA, ajAy�t ।
aEdt�, d", ajAyt d"At̂ u aEdEt, pEr ॥ �`v�d 10�72�4

– yt̂ d�vA, ad, sEll� s� s\rNDA, aEt¤t ।
a/ v, n� (ytA\ iv tFv}, r�Z� , apAyt ॥ �`v�d 10�72�6

– yt̂ d�vA, yty, yTA B� vnAEn aEp�vt ।
a/ sm� dý� aA g� �h\ s� y� ajBtn ॥ �`v�d 10�72�7

– a£O p� /As, aEdt�, y� jAtA, t�v, pEr ।
d�vn̂ up þ{t sØEB, prA mA ॥ �`v�d 10�72�8

• The big picture is captured in Figure (3.5). It eventuates the sequence of creation of
the universe.
• Initially (this is expressed by d�vAnA\ þTm� y� g� in verse 10.72.3) the universe was not

manifested (Asat = ast̂).
• Form ‘Asat’ the manifested form of the universe, that is (Sat = st̂) got created (ast,

st̂ ajAyt।).
• Form Sat = st̂ all the three worlds came in existence namely Dyu (�� ), Antariks.a

(a�tEr") and Pārthiva (pAETv).
• From the Water (Adah. Salile = ad, sEll� from 10.72.6) emerged the eight sons of

Aditi (As.t.au Putrāsah. Aditeh. - a£O p� /As, aEdt�, from 10.72.8). These are:
1. Sūrya (s� y)
2. Bhaga (Bg)
3. Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X)
4. Vivasvāna (Evv-vAn)
5. Mitra (Em/)
6. Aryamā (aymA)
7. Savitā (sEvtA)
8. Anśu (a�f� )

• Out of these eight, seven went to Devāh. (d�vA,) as per 10.72.8.
• Aditi establishes Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X) in Antariks.a (a�tEr").
• It is important to notice the similarity between Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X) and Mr.tyu (m� (y� )
• Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X) creates time (t) or Kāla (kAl). The moment time is created it

embarks upon the concept of beginning and end. This is because what has start, it has
to have end. This is the creation of Dvandva (���) pair Mr.tyu and Amr.ta (m� (y� aAEZ
am� t).
• Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X) also makes the earth rotate around it and this creates Dika (Edk̂ =

space).
• This is in line with the concept of space-time put forth by Einstein.
• Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X) imparts gravitational force that binds the Jagat (jgt̂).
• From Vivasvāna (Evv-vAn), Vaivasvata Manū (v{v-vt mn� ) and subsequently other

human beings (mn� 	y þjA) gets created.
• From Vivasvāna (Evv-vAn) also Uttānapada (a�(Tv� ") is generated. This has its roots

in the Antariks.a (a�tEr") or upward direction and its leaves and fruits in downward
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direction, that is Pārthiva (pAETv). This nomenclature of Uttānapada (a�(Tv� ")
from verse 10.72.4, is similar to ‘(U@vm� l aD,fAKm̂)’ from (15.1) of Bhagavadgītā
(Bgv�FtA) or Aśvatthavr.ks.a (a�(Tv� ") from (1.14.7) of R. gveda.
• Form this Aśvatthavr.ks.a (a�(Tv� ") all the plants and other beings get generated.
• The sequence is as follows: Unmanifested form (Asat = ast̂) - Manifested form (Sat

= st̂) - Dyu (�� ) - Antariks.a (a�tEr") - Pārthiva (pAETv) - Water (Salila = sEll)
- eight sons of Aditi (As.t.au Putrāsah. Aditeh. a£O p� /As, aEdt�,) - (1)Sūrya (s� y) -
(2)Bhaga (Bg) - (3)Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X) - (4)Vivasvāna (Evv-vAn) - (5)Mitra (Em/) -
(6)Aryamā (aymA) - (7)Savitā (sEvtA) - (8)Anśu (a�f� ) - seven went to Devāh. (d�vA,)
- Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X) in Antariks.a (a�tEr") - Creation of time (t) or Kāla (kAl) -
Creation of Dik (Edk̂ = space) - Creation of gravitional force - Creation of Vaivasvata
Manū (v{v-vt mn� ) and subsequently other human beings (mn� 	y þjA) - Creation of
Aśvatthavr.ks.a (a�(Tv� ") and all the plants and other beings.

n rAìyA, a¡, þk�t, aAsFt̂:- This description fits in with the earlier interpretation. The day
(a¡,) and night (rA/F) again form a duel pair (���). The distinction of night from day
occurs because of Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X) in Antariks.a (a�tEr") which makes the earth revolve
around it. This symbol (þk�t,) of distinction did not exist as Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X) also did not
exist in Pre-primordial times. The lack of distinction between day and night also indicates
that there was no time-keeping (kAlgZnA), since time itself did not exist.

tt ek\:- After telling good account of what did not exist before, this is for the first time now the
author of the hymn (s� ?tkAr �qF) describes what existed then! Well, it was that ‘one’ and
only one! That ONE:
• In Pārthiva (pAETv) world it is beyond any duel pair (���) and hence is ‘Nirdvandva’

(En���).
• In Antariks.a (a�tEr") world it is beyond any dual pair (�{t) and hence is ‘Advaita’

(a�{t).
• In Dyu (�� ) world it is beyond any double pair (�y) and hence is ‘Advaya’ (a�y).

That ONE is also being indicated by four ‘Mahā-Vākyas’ (mhA - vAÈ�)
1. ‘Prajñānam. Brahma’ (þâAn\ b}�) from Aitareya Āran. yaka (e�tr�y aAr�yk) essentially

describes that one unified ultimate Caitanya (c{t�y)
2. ‘Aham. Brahma Asmi’ (ah\ b}� aE-m) from Br.hadāran. yakopanis.ada (b� hdAr�ykopEnqd)

also decribes going beyond dualism by the word Asmi (aE-m) and unison with that
one unified ultimate Caitanya (c{t�y)

3. ‘Tat-Tvam-Asi’ (tt̂ - (vm̂ - aEs) from Chāndogya (CA�do`y upEnqd) also decribes
union by the word Asmi (aE-m) with that one unified ultimate Caitanya (c{t�y)

4. ‘Ayamātmā Brahma’ (aymA(mA b}�) from Mān.d. ukya (mA�X� ÈopEnqd) again describes
the same one unified ultimate Caitanya (c{t�y)

-vDyA:- This is the most appropriate adjective to that one! That ONE is not dependent on anyone,
therefore it is does not need anyone else to form a pair or either duel or dual. The existence
of that ONE is through self-kernel and there is no external support system (aA�y-TAn) that
is needed. What does that ONE do with this self-power is discussed next.

aAnFt̂ avAt\:- This is yet another adjective of that ONE that did exist at pre-primordial times.
Apart from this ONE, no one else existed! But the present description of that ONE may
sound contradictory or impossible. aAEnt means to breathe, but this breathing is extra-
ordinary. Can we breath without oxygen? Of course not! But that ONE can! avAt\ means
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without vAt or vAy� (air) or þAZvAy� (air). That ONE breathes with self-power without any
air. That ONE does not require any medium for breathing and that is why only that ONE
existed then. Everything else in this Jagat (jgt̂) is of duel/dual (��� vA �{t) form and is not
comprehensively independent. Everything in the physical world is interdependent. Ether
depends on the radiation and space-time depends on ether for example. This is why none
of this existed at pre-primordial times. Here the question is how that ONE could breathe
without any medium? This can be answered scientifically as follows:
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Let’s understand this from the signal processing perspective.
• In Ajagat Kāla (ajgt̂ kAl) only that ONE existed, no one else
• This ONE is a periodic power signal with period = ∞

• Such signals have finite power (fE?t) but infinite energy (UjA)
• They form standing waves which are stationary and can not transfer any power, thus

they retain all the power.
• Standing waves being stationary, they do not propagate and does not require propaga-

tion medium.
• This explains aAnFt̂ avAt\ part of that ONE.
• In standing waves the troughs and crests, that is nodes and antinodes, they often collide

and thus have excellent correlation.
• This correlation causes resonance. Since ∞ undergoes resonance, it results into ‘Big-

Bang’ or (mhA - pEr-PoV).
• The ‘Big-Bang’ or (mhA - pEr-PoV) converts Power signal of ONE into Energy signal

of many.
• Energy signals have finite energy, but zero average power.
• These waves require medium to propagate. For these energy waves time-space also

gets created.
• In Jagat Kāla (jgt̂ kAl) thus, all the transformations are governed by energy propa-

gation.
• For energy propagation, electro-magnetic waves are formed.
• In electro-magnetic waves, electric and magnetic fields - which are perpendicular or

orthogonal to each other- are combined for energy transmission.
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This is how aAnFt̂ avAt\ in context with the ONE gets explained.
t-mAt̂ a�yt̂ pr,:- Apart from that ONE with finite power and infinite energy
h Ek\cn n aAs:- Indeed, nothing existed

R Thus Verse-2 of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) can be summarized as follows:

tEh, At Pre-primordial times;
n m� (y� , aAsFt̂, There was no mortality;
n am� t\, Neither was there immortality and the conflicting pair,

thus no Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X);
no rAìyA, a¡,, There was no day and night;
n þk�t, aAsFt̂, There was no space-time to mark it;
tt̂ ek\, There existed only that ONE with finite power

and infinite energy;
-vDyA aAnFt̂ avAt\, That ONE with the self-kernel could breathe

without air, through standing wave;
t-mAt a�yt̂ pr, Ek\cn n aAs, Apart from that ONE and only one;
h Ek\cn n aAs, Indeed nothing else existed.
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Figure 3.5: Creation of Universe as per Sr.s.t.yutpattisūkta (10.72) of R. gveda
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Drawing correspondences: Verse 2
This verse presents one of the most fundamental principle based on which the other theories can be
based. This is verse in which for the first time the R. s.i (�Eq) has given clear account of what existed
at pre-primordial time. What existed is beyond realms of any kind and hence is truly extra-ordinary.
This is captured by -vDyA aAnFt̂ avAt\.
• The concept that neither mortality existed nor immortality truly brings in the concept of

Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X).
• Because of Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X), the day and night gets symbolized and marked, that also did

not exist.
• Thus, in a very profound manner the enlightened seer has brought out the concept of time (t).
• The concept of space will be brought out in the next verse, however it is implied in time here.
• Now comes the most important part captured by -vDyA aAnFt̂ avAt\.
• That ONE that did exist is truly extra-ordinary and the same is captured here.
• This Jagat (jgt̂) or the physical world around us is full of energy transfers.
• In Pre-primordial times, before this physical world came into existence that ONE breathed

without any air by virtue of its own special power.
• This special power is ‘Periodic Power signal with period tp = ∞’.
• This forms a unique standing wave for which even nodes and anti-nodes are at ∞ locations.
• Standing waves are the waves which do not propagate and hence are also termed as Stationary

waves.
• Standing wave pattern is a vibrational wave pattern.
• It can not be just coincidental that Swāmī Vivekānanda has used word ‘vibration’ to describe

this extra-ordinary phenomenon! [[27]].
• The remarkable things about this standing wave is, for any standing wave to occur interference

between two waves in needed, here these two waves are embedded in that ONE and only one!
• While getting manifested one becomes Sat and other becomes Asat, for example.
• Standing waves do not transmit any energy
• The importance of this standing waves lies in the fact that while vibrating, the oscillations

coincide with the frequencies and the nodes and antinodes are perfectly matched.
• This leads us to phenomenon of resonance!
• It is this resonance that eventuates into ‘Big-bang’ or (mhA - -PoV). This will be explained

subsequently.
• Here, it is important to note that the seed for ‘Big-bang’ is sowed in this verse!

Calculations 3.1 — Bhārat̄iya Kālagan. anā. Since we have discussed how Mārtān. d. a (mAtA�X)
created Mr.tyū (m� (y� ) and effectively ‘time(t)’ (Kāla = kAl), and that got manifested into ‘Space’
(Dik = Edk̂), let’s discuss Bhāratīya Kālagan. anā (BArtFy kAlgZnA) here. Bhāratīya Kālagan. anā
(BArtFy kAlgZnA) is so profound that it also gives us good estimate of time since The-Big-Bang
or mhA - pEr - -PoV.
• In order to understand Bhāratīya Kālagan. anā (BArtFy kAlgZnA), we need to put the units

in place first.
• We refer to first Am. śa (a\f) of Vis.n. u-Purān. a (Ev	Z� - p� rAZ) to set the units in place.
• The 19th Śloka (�ok) from chapter 3 (t� tFy a@yAy) of Vis.n. u-Purān. a is as follows:
• a£O ftshúAEZ Ed&yyA s\HyyA -m� tm̂ ।

E�pÑAf�TA�yAEn shúA�yEDkAEn t� ॥ Ev	Z� - p� rAZ 3�19
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• This Śloka (�ok) clearly states that 1 Manvantara = 8,52,000 years. But these are ‘Deva-
Sam. vatsaras’ (d�v s\v(sr) or ‘Deva-Vars.as’ (d�v vq�)
• Now, the 20th and 21th Śloka (�ok) from chapter 3 (t� tFy a@yAy) of Vis.n.u-Purān. a is as

follows:
• E/\f(koÔ-t� sMp� ZA, s\HyAtA, s\HyyA E�j ।

sØqE£-tTA�yAEn Eny� tAEn mhAm� n� ॥ Ev	Z� - p� rAZ 3�20
• Ev\fEt-t� shúAEZ kAlo_ymEDk\ EvnA ।

m�v�tr-y sº�y\ mAn� q{v(sr{E�j ॥ Ev	Z� - p� rAZ 3�21
• From above two verses, 1 Manvantara = 30,67,20,000 years (30 crore, 67 lac, 20 thousand).

These are human years!
• Thus, (30,67,20,000÷8,52,000 = 360) is the conversion factor.
• Therefore, 1 Deva-Vars.a = 360 Sūrya-Vars.a
• Let’s now put together Caturyuga (ct� y�g) in terms of Deva-Vars.a (d�v - vq)

•


Yuga (y� g), Deva-Vars.a (d�v - vq) Sūrya-Vars.a (s� y - vq);
Satya/Kr.ta (s(y vA k� t), 4800 17,28,000;
Tretā (/�tA), 3600 12,96,000;
Dvāpara (�Apr), 2400 8,64,000;
Kali (kEl), 1200 4,32,000.
• Thus, 1 Caturyuga (ct� y�g) = (4800+3600+2400+1200) = 12,000 Deva-Vars.a (d�v - vq)
• Therefore, 1 Caturyuga (ct� y�g) = 12000×360 = 43,20,000 Sūrya-Vars.a (s� y - vq)
• 12,000 divine years (Deva-Vars.a) = 4 Yugas = 1 Mahā-Yuga = 43,20,000 human years
• The 18th Śloka (�ok) from chapter 3 (t� tFy a@yAy) of Vis.n. u-Purān. a is as follows:
• ct� y�gAZA\ s\HyAtA sAEDkA ��ksØEt, ।

m�v�tr\ mno, kAl, s� rAdFnA\ c s�m ॥ Ev	Z� - p� rAZ 3�19
• Now, as per 18th Śloka (�ok) from chapter 3 (t� tFy a@yAy) of Vis.n. u-Purān. a, 1 Manvantara

(m�v�tr) is little more than 71 Caturyugas (ct� y�g�). This little more is the Sandhikāla
(sE�DkAl) and is captured by term ‘Sādhikā’ (sAEDkA = s aEDkA) in this 18th Śloka.
• Now, 1 Caran. a (crZ) = 1200 Deva-Vars.a (d�v - vq)
• Let’s calculate Kalpa (kSp) now.
• 1 Kalpa (kSp) = 1000 Caturyugas (ct� y�g�) = 1000 Mahā-Yugas (mhA - y� g�) as per Vis.n.u-

Purān. a (Ev	Z� - p� rAZ)
• 1 Kalpa (kSp) includes 14 Manvantaras (m�v�tr�) + the closure of Sandhikāla (sE�DkAl).
• 1 Manvantara (m�v�tr) includes 71 Caturyugas + the closure of Sandhikāla (sE�DkAl).
• ∴ 1 Kalpa (kSp) = 14× 71 = 994 Caturyugas (ct� y�g�) + the closure of Sandhikāla

(sE�DkAl).
• This indicates the closure of Sandhikāla (sE�DkAl) should be of (1000-994) = 6 Caturyugas

(ct� y�g�) = 6 Mahā-Yugas (mhA - y� g�) —– (a)
• Let’s confirm this!
• As per Vis.n.u-Purān. a (Ev	Z� - p� rAZ), 1 Sandhikāla (sE�DkAl) is of the duration of Satya

Yuga (s(y y� g) = 4 Caran. as (crZ) = 4800 Deva-Vars.as (d�v - vq�)
• This Sandhikāla (sE�DkAl) is the transition phase and happens after every Manvantara

(m�v�tr) and also before and after the first and last Manu (mn� ).
• There are total 14 Manvantaras (m�v�tr�), and ∴ 15 Sandhikaala (sE�DkAl).
• Thus, TOTAL Sandhikāla (ek� Z sE�DkAl) = 15×4 Caran. as (crZ).
• ∴, TOTAL Sandhikāla (ek� Z sE�DkAl) = 15×4×1200 Deva-Vars.a (d�v - vq) = 72,000
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Deva-Vars.a (d�v - vq)
• ∴ TOTAL Sandhikāla (ek� Z sE�DkAl) = (72,000/12,000) = 6 Caturyuga (ct� y�g), ∵ 1

Caturyuga (ct� y�g) = (4800+3600+2400+1200) = 12,000 Deva-Vars.a (d�v - vq)
• This matches with (a)!
• Thus, 1 Kalpa (kSp) = 1000 Caturyugas (ct� y�g�) = 4,320,000,000 solar years!
We will subsequently show that these calculations match with estimate by Plank (incorporating

Hubble constant) and the rough estimate for the time since The-Big-Bang (mhA - pEr - -PoV) is
≈ 13,799,000,000 solar years!

�

Now, let’s examine verse-3 of Nāsadīya Sūkta.

3.3.3 Nāsadīya Sūkta - Verse Number 3
The third verse along with the anvaya (a�vy) is as follows:

.. R. k No. 3 ..

.. �k̂ �� 3 ..

• tm aAsF�msA g� �hmg}�_þk�t\ sEll\ svmA idm̂ ।

t� QÐ�nA<vEpEht\ ydAsF�ps-t�mEhnAjAyt{km̂ ॥ 10�129�03
• a�vy - tm, । aAsFt̂ । tmsA । g� �h\ । ag}� । aþ_k�t\ । sEll\ । sv� । aA, । id\ ।

t� QÐ�n । aAB� । aEp_Eht\ । yt̂ । aAsFt̂ । tps, । tt̂ । mEhnA । ajAyt । ekm̂ ॥
10 - 129 - 03
• fNdAT - tm, = UnManifested । aAsFt̂ = existed । tmsA = darkness, obscure । g� �h\ =

enigmatic, unfathomable, camouflaged । ag}� = At primordial times, beginning of the creation
of the universe । aþ_k�t\ = Incomprehensible । sEll\ = moving entity, water । id\ । sv� =
All this । aA, = existed । t� QÐ�n = empty or void । aAB� = moving entity, water, immense
power । aEp_Eht\ = covered, concealed । yt̂ । tt̂ = this and that । aAsFt̂ = existed । tps,
। mEhnA । ajAyt = Born out of greatness of penance resulting in energy amplification and
transformation । ekm̂ ॥ = Undifferentiable 10 - 129 - 03

Following Table (3.6) provides the views and interpretations of these 15 scholars on verse 3 of
the present hymn.

Analytics 3.3.3 — Proposed decoding of Verse 3. This according to us is the most difficult
verse to decipher. We will now look at every word and try and decipher it towards one unified
interpretation. The attempt is to blend the spiritual view with the scientific view and show that
they have huge overlap and commonalities.

Here, it should be noted that the first two verses (m\/) of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) discuss
the situation at Pre-primordial times. Now, verses 3-4-5 will discuss the Primordial time. This is
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Comparative Interpretations of scholars on Verse 3 of Nasadiya Sukta

Name of the interpreter Interpretation

Vivekananda [[27]] At first in darkness hidden darkness lay, Undistinguished as one mass of water, Then That
which lay in void thus covered, A glory did put forth by Tapah!

Max Mueller [[28]] Darkness there was, and all at first was veiled in gloom profound, - an ocean without light. -
The germ that still lay covered in the husk burst forth, one nature, from the fervent heat.

A. A. Macdonell [[29]] Darkness there was at first by darkness hidden; Without distinctive marks, this all was water.
That which, becoming, by the void was covered, That One by force of heat came into being.

Raimundo Panikkar [[30]] Darkness was there, all wrapped around by darkness, and all was Water indiscriminate, Then
that which was hidden by Void, that One, emerging, stirring, through power of Ardor, came
to be it;

Ralph Griffith [[31]] Darkness there was : at first concealed in darkness this All was indiscriminated chaos. All
that existed then was void and formless : by the great power of Warmth was born that Unit.

Jamison & Brereton [[32]] Darkness existed, hidden by darkness, in the beginning. All this was a signless ocean. When
the thing coming into being was concealed by emptiness, then was the One born by the
power of heat.

Geldner [[33]] Im Anfang war Finsternis in Finsternis versteckt;all dieses war unkenntliche Flut. Das
Lebenskrige, das von der Leere eingeschlossen war, das Eine wurde durch die Macht seines
heissen Dranges geboren.

A. L. Basham [[34]] At first there was only darkness wrapped in darkness. All this was only unilluminated water.
That One which came to be, enclosed in nothing, arose at last, born of the power of heat.

Wilson, HH: [[35]] There was darkness covered by darkness in the beginning, all this (world) was undistinguish-
able water; that empty united (world) which was covered by a mere nothing, was produced
through the power of austerity.

Wendy Doniger
O’Flaherty [[36]]

Darkness was hidden by darkness in the beginning; with no distinguishing sign, all this was
water. The life force that was covered with emptiness, that one arose through the power of
heat.

Pandit RamGovind
Trivedi [[37]]

s� E£ k� þTm a�DkAr ( vA mAyA - !pF aâAn ) s� a�DkAr ( vA jgtkArZ ) YkA h� aA
TA। sBF aâAt aOr sb jlmy ( vA aEvB?t ) TA। aEv�mAn v-t� k� �ArA vh sv&yApF
aAQCà TA। tp-yA k� þBAv s� vhF ek t�v u(pà h� aA।

Siddheshwar Shastri Chi-
trav [[38]]

sm-t jl tmo&yAØ aAEZ B�dAB�dEvrEht as� n tpmEhMyAn� þkV JAl�l� sv&yApF b}�
( aAB� ) Pol mAy�n� ( t� QC ) aAQCAEdl� hot��

Krishnananda [[39]] At first there was only darkness wrapped in darkness. All this was only unillumined water.
That One which came to be, enclosed in nothing, arose at last, born of the power of heat.

Hari Damodar Velankar
[[40]]

s� E£k� p� v a�D�r�n� hF a�D�r�ko Yk ElyA TA aOr yh sArA Ev� jlmy hokr usm� EksFkA
koI Ec�h þtFt nhF hotA TA। vh þAd� B�t hon�vAlA ( prmA(vt�v ) t� QC ( jl ) s� ( us
smy ) aAQCAEdt ho gyA TA aOr an�tr tpkF mEhmAs� vhF ek t�v ( jgdý � p ) m� þkV

ho gyA।

Sāyan. ācārya [[41]] nn� ?tþkAr�Z yEd p� vEmd\ jgàsFt̂ kT\ tEh......

Table 3.6: Contemporary Interpretations: Verse 3 of Nāsadīya Sūkta
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the time when the universe comes into existence and the process and sequence of the universe
getting manifested in mentioned now.
ag}�:- • This mention of time is different than the first two verses. The words ‘tdAnF\’ and ‘tEh’

from the first two verses indicate the time which is Pre-primordial. When nothing
existed except that ONE.
• This word ‘ag}�’ indicates the primordial time. So this is the time of actual beginning

of the universe.
• This is that time when everything is still unmanifested, however now that ONE is to

become many!
• This is time just after the Big-Bang or mhA - pEr-PoV.

tm, aAsFt̂:- • Now this verse presents an account of how the manifestation happened and
what existed at primordial times.
• Here word ‘tm,’ indicates lack of motion or gEt.
• Thus, ‘tm,’ essentially indicates the unmanifested form or the ‘Asat’ (ast̂).
• At primordial time what gets created first or what existed first was ‘Asat’! This is in

line with the earlier discussion, depicted in Figure (3.5).
• From Asat (ast̂) what germinates is Sat (st̂).

R A word of caution! It must be understood here, that Asat (ast̂) only and strictly
means ‘Unmanifested’ and Sat (st̂) only and strictly means ‘Manifested’. These
words should not be misunderstood with the meaning of these words in context with
what gets used by Sāṅkhya and Advaita schools of philosophies to establish the well
known doctine of ‘Sat-Kārya-Vāda’ (st̂ - kAy - vAd).

tmsA g� �h\ id\ sv� aþk�t\ sEll\ aA,:- • Here tmsA means Asat (ast̂) or the darkness due
to lack of any motion (gEt).
• This Asat is again obscurely incomprehensible expressed by g� �h\.
• Now let’s decipher sEll\. This word is derived from root ‘sal gatau = gatimaana

ho.ne’ or to become moving.
• Thus, sEll\ clearly depicts the Sat () or the moving physical world.
• This sEll\ however, is aþk�t\ or non-differentiable as it gets camouflaged by the

darkness of Asat.
• sEll\ is also ‘Mahattatva’ (mh�(v).
• The word pair id\ sv� means the physical world.
• aA, is the Tr.tīya Purus.a Ekavacana (t� tFy p� zq ekvcn) of root ‘Asa’ (as). It

indicates existence.
• Since the most fundamental movement is captured in water, sEll\ also means water.

yt̂ t� QÐ�n aAB� aEpEht\ aAsFt̂ tt̂ ek\ tps, mEhnA ajAyt:- • Here word aAB� indicated
water and essentially symbolizes movement in the Jagat (jgt̂).
• This aAB� is the same a\B, from verse-1 that did not exist at pre-primordial time.
• This aAB� was covered up (aEpEht\) by t� QC or void. This t� QC is equivalent to Māyā

(mAyA) of Vedānta (v�dA�t) school of philosophy.
• ek\ here is different than ONE that existed at pre-primordial times. This ek\ is

in primordial time and is also called as ‘Śapala Brahma’ (fpl b}�) in Vedānt and
‘Purus.a’ (p� zq) in Sāṅkhya philosophy. Whereas the ONE that existed at pre-primordial
time is ‘Turīya Brahma’ (t� rFy b}�).
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• This ek\ performs Tapa (tp) or radiates exceptional haet power.
• Because of the greatness of this radiation heat, the manifested Jagat (jgt̂) was born!

This is indeed in line with Figure (3.5), but this is also in tune with doctrine of ‘Trivr.tkaran. a’
(E/v� (krZ Es�A�t) given in Chāndogyopanis.ada (CA�do`yopEnqd) or its extended version
called ‘Pañcīkaran. a’ (pÑFkrZ) as per Pañcadaśī (pÑdfF).

R Thus Verse-3 of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) can be summarized as follows:

ag}�, At Primordial time (beginning of universe);
tm, aAsFt̂, There was Asat (Unmanifested world);
tmsA g� �h\ id\ sv�, All this was motionless, dark

and hence was obscure and incomprehensible;
yt̂ t� QÐ�n aEpEht\, What illusionary void covered;
aAB� aAsFt tt̂, the moving water was this;
tt̂ ek\, This one is with finite energy;
tps, mEhn ajAyt, That world was born out of,

the greatness and depth of heat radiations.

Drawing correspondences: Verse 3

Let’s do this with reference to Figure (3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Sequence of Creation of Universe as per verse-3 of Nāsadīya Sūkta in R. gveda

There is good clarity on the fact that this verse-3 discusses the primordial time. The first two
verses discussed the pre-primordial time when only ONE existed with its own kernel and it was a
periodic power signal with period being ∞. The time described in this verse is the time when the
creation of the universe actually begins. As per the sequence the first thing that comes into existence
is Asat (ast̂).

This is perfectly in compliance with vivid theories which emerge out of Vedika literature (v�Edk
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vA½my). For example, Taittirīyopanis.ad (t{E�rFyopEnqd̂) declares, ‘as�A idmg} aAsF�to v{
sdjAyt’, which means ‘Initially Asat (ast̂) existed and from that Sat (st̂) was produced’. We
have already stated this, but we reproduce it here once again to reconfirm appropriate understanding
of nomenclature.

R A word of caution! It must be understood here, that Asat (ast̂) only and strictly means
‘Unmanifested’ and Sat (st̂) only and strictly means ‘Manifested’. These words should not be
misunderstood with the meaning of these words in context with what gets used by Sāṅkhya
and Advaita schools of philosophies to establish the well known doctrine of ‘Sat-Kārya-Vāda’
(st̂ - kAy - vAd).

Thus, what we wish to state it, this sequence of creation does not refute ‘Sat-Kārya-Vāda’ (st̂ - kAy -
vAd) and the context must be understood for clarity in comprehension.

Sat (st̂) and Asat (ast̂) in the context of present Nāsadīya Sūkta only and essentially means
manifested and unmanifested respectively. Sat (st̂) and Asat (ast̂) in the context of six philosoph-
ical schools of ancient Bhārata (qV̂ dfn�) means being and not-being respectively. In context with
the cause-effect model (kAy kArZ BAv) the effect can originate only from the cause if the cause
has that potential. For example, gold ornaments (effect) can be created from raw gold (cause with
potential), but not from soil (cause with no potential). Therefore, the doctrine of ‘Sat-Kārya-Vāda’
(st̂ - kAy - vAd) suggests that this world (being ‘Sat’ =being), could have originated only from ‘Sat’
(potential) cause. With good clarity on this, we now move on to see close connection of this with
evolutionary pattern with doctrine of ‘Trivr.tkaran. a’ (E/v� (krZ Es�A�t) given in Chāndogyopanis.ad
(CA�do`yopEnqd̂) or its extended version called ‘Pañcīkaran. a’ (pÑFkrZ) as per Pañcadaśī (pÑdfF).

The concept of ‘Trivr.tkaran. a’ is depicted in Figure (3.7).
• E/v� (krZEs�A�t that is doctrine of ‘Trivr.tkaran. a’ appears in Chāndogyopanis.ad (CA�do`yopEnqd̂)
• A R. s.i (�Eq) named Uddālaka Ārun. i (u�Alk aAzEZ) states this
• The doctrine proclaims the sr.s.t.ī (s� £F) being created out of three fundamental entities (hence

Trivr.t or E/v� t̂)
• These are: ‘Teja’ (t�j), ‘Jala’ (jl) and ‘Anna’ (aà)
• Human beings (mn� 	y þAZF) is made of 16 units which emerge out of the 3 fundamental, hence

is called as ‘S. od. aśakalā’ (qoXfklA).
The mathematical details of ‘Trivr.tkaran. a’ is expressed in Figure (3.8).

‘Trivr.tkaran. a’ (E/v� (krZ Es�A�t) as given in Chāndogyopanis.ada (CA�do`yopEnqd) gets ex-
tended and becomes ‘Pañcīkaran. a’ (pÑFkrZ). The complete process of ‘Pañcīkaran. a’ (pÑFkrZ) is
given in detail in Pañcadaśī (pÑdfF) [[42]]. The process is shown in Figure (3.9), which is taken as is
from [[42]] with slight modification by the author.

Thus, we conclude that the sequence given in verse 3 of Nāsadīya Sūkta is very much in
line with the theories proposed in ‘Trivr.tkaran. a’ (E/v� (krZ Es�A�t) from Chāndogyopanis.ada
(CA�do`yopEnqd) and it’s extension, ‘Pañcīkaran. a’ (pÑFkrZ) as per Pañcadaśī (pÑdfF).

It is indeed a matter of logical conclusion to see excellent agreement between ‘Big-Bang-
Theory’ [[1–3, 20–23]] and Nāsadīya Sūkta. This is neatly depicted in Figure (3.10), the imaginary
picture of The Big Bang used is taken from Wikipedia [[19]]. The sequence of formation namely
Bang (-PoV), Dark Ages (ast̂), Big Bang Expansion (st̂).

Hiran. yagarbha
• We have now formed consensus on the fact that from Asat (ast̂), sat (st̂) was pro-

duced. Taittirīyopanis.ad (t{E�rFyopEnqd̂) in (2.7.1) proclaims: ‘as�A idmg} aAsF�to v{
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E/v� (krZ Es�A�t

ag}� ekm�vAE�tFym̂ st̂ ev aAEst।
(Initially only that extraordinary ‘Sat’ existed)

td{"tbh� -yA\þjAy�y ।
(That one became many by virtue of
‘Īks.an. a’ that is aAlocn - EvcAr - s\kSp)

: �F

ydAEd(y-y roEhtzp
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Figure 3.7: ‘Trivr.tkaran. a’ as it appears in Chāndogyopanis.ada

sdjAyt’ and Br.hadāran. yakopanis.ad (b� hdAr�ykopEnqd̂) in (1.2.1) proclaims: ‘n{v�h Ek\cnAg}
aAsF�m� (y� n{v�dmAv� tmAsFt̂’. This is captured by ‘tmsA g� �h\’ in this verse.
• In this process the sequence is critically driven by Hiran.yagarbha (Ehr�ygB), hence let’s

explore it more.
• ‘ap ev ssjAdO tAs� vFymvAEkrt̂। td\XmBv�{m\ s� ykoEVsmþBm̂॥’ 1 From Teja (t�j), Apa

(ap) got created and from Apa (ap) an egg shaped golden construct got created. This was
Hiran. yagarbha (Ehr�ygB)!
• Hiran.yagarbha (Ehr�ygB) removed the darkness from the water and that created Ākāśa

(aAkAf).
• This Hiran.yagarbha (Ehr�ygB) is no differen than Brahmān. d. a (b}�A�X).
• The reason behind the creation of Brahmān. d. a (b}�A�X) can be analyzed in four different ways:

1. Upādāna Kāran. a (upAdAn kArZ=Root Cause): The Salila (sEll = moving or gEtmAn
entity) that was born out of the ‘Tapa’ (tp) or the heat energy that emerged out of
resonance from that ONE which existed at Pre-primordial times.

2. Nimitta Kāran. a (EnEm� kArZ=Incidental Cause): ‘Kāma’ (kAm=perturbation) as we will
see in the next verse.

1mn� -m� Et� 1�8
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1 complete Teja
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1/2 Pradhān Āpa

1/4 Gun. a Teja

1/4 Gun. a Anna

1 complete Āpa
(1 p� Z aAp)

1/2 Pradhān Anna

1/4 Gun. a Āpa

1/4 Gun. a Teja

1 complete Anna
(1 p� Z aà)

Figure 3.8: ‘Trivr.tkaran. a’ Mathematics

3. Rūpa Kāran. a (!p kArZ=Formal Cause): The very process of ‘Trivr.tkaran. a’ (E/v� (krZ
Es�A�t) as seen earlier.

4. Phala Kāran. a (Pl kArZ=Consequential Cause): The creation of entire universe thus
realizing bh� -yA\ þjAy�y.

• Taittirīya Śruti (t{E�rFy �� Et) in (6.2.2.5) - ‘þjApEtv{ Ehr�ygB,’ confirms that Hiran. yagarbha
(Ehr�ygB) is Brahmadeva (b}�d�v) who created this universe.
• To explore more about Hiran. yagarbha (Ehr�ygB), there is a Sūkta (s� ?t) in Tris.t.ubh Chanda

(E/£� B̂ C�d) by Prajāpatiputra (þjApEtp� /) and Devatā (d�vtA) is ‘Ka’ ‘(ka)’! Let’s explore
this more.

Sūkta of ‘Ka’ Devatā

• In this hymn the word ‘Kasmai’ (k-m{) is used with intended pun.
• ‘k-m{ d�vAy hEvqA EvD�m’ is a question and also an answer!
• For question ko_y\ d�v, ? , the answer is ay\ d�v, k,.
• Thus this ‘Ka Devatā’ (k d�vtA) is Prajāpati (þjApEt) = Sūrya (s� y) = Tvas.t.ā ((v£A) =

Viśvakarmā (Ev�kmA) = Ātmā (aA(mA) = Hiran.yagarbha (Ehr�ygB) = Suparn. a (s� pZ) =
Purus.a (p� zq).
• The first verse (m�/ vA �cA) in this hymn (s� ?t) is as follows:
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Figure 3.9: ‘Pañcīkaran. a’ as per Pañcadaśī

Ehr�ygB, smvttAg}� B� t-y jAt, pEtr�k aAsFt̂ ।
s dDAr p� ETvF\ �Am� t�mA\ k-m{ d�vAy hEvqA EvD�m ॥ �`v�d 10�121�1
Thus, Hiran.yagarbha (Ehr�ygB) was created first and then he created everything else.
• This Hiran. yagarbha (Ehr�ygB) gets manifested as Virāt.a Purus.a (EvrAV p� zq).
• yâ�n yâmyj\t d�vA, tAEn DmAEZ þTmA�yAsn̂ ।

t� h nAk\ mEhmAn, sc\t y/ p� v� sA@yA, s\Et d�vA, ॥ �`v�d 10�90�16 vA 1�164�1

• This 10�90� is the well known ‘Purus.aSūkta’ (p� zqs� ?t)!
• The manifestation of the entire universe is crisply given in ‘Purus.aSūkta’ (p� zqs� ?t).
• shúfFqA p� zq, shúA", shúpAt̂ ।

s B� Em\ Ev�to v� (vA(yEt¤�fA\g� lm̂ ॥�`v�d 10�90�1
• �`v�d 10�90�1 can be understood as follows: That ‘Purus.a (p� zq)’ or the Universal form has

thousand heads, eyes and feet (here thousand should be understood as innumerable). This
‘Purus.a (p� zq)’ encompasses and pervades every piece of creation and yet extends beyond the
realms of the ten directions symbolized by ten fingers i.e. the entire universe!

3.3.4 Nāsadīya Sūkta - Verse Number 4
The fourth verse along with the anvaya (a�vy) is as follows:

.. R. k No. 4 ..

.. �k̂ �� 4 ..
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Big-Bang-Theory

Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t)

Sphot.a
(-PoV)

Asat
(ast̂)

Sat
(st̂)

Figure 3.10: Primary Connectionism between The Big Bang and Nāsadīya Sūkta

• kAm-tdg}� smvttAED mnso r�t, þTm\ tdAsFt̂ ।

sto b�D� msEt EnrEv�d�ãEd þtF	yA kvyo mnFqA ॥ 10�129�04
• a�vy - kAm, । tt̂ । ag}� । s\ । avtt । aED । mns, । r�t, । þTm\ । yt̂ । aAsFt̂ ।

st, । b\D�\ । asEt । En, । aEv\dn̂ । ãEd । þEt_i	y । kvy, । mnFqA ॥ 10 - 129 - 04
• fNdAT - kAm, = radiance, perturbation । tt̂ = that । ag}� = at the beginning of the world

। s\ = union, conjugation । avtt = repeating, churning । aED = foundation, reference
place । mns, = mental, intellectual । r�t, = seed, virile । þTm\ = foremost । yt̂ = this ।
aAsFt̂ = existed । st, = manifested world, being । b\D�\ = connect, relation । asEt = at
non-manifested, non-being । En, । aEv\dn̂ = comprehended, figured out । ãEd = in heart,
soul । þEt_i	y = seeking । kvy, = seers, sages, wise men । mnFqA ॥ = wisdom, intelligence
10 - 129 - 04

Following Table (3.7) provides the views and interpretations of these 15 scholars on verse 4 of
the present hymn.

Analytics 3.3.4 — Proposed decoding of Verse 4. This according to us is the most important
verse to decipher. We will now look at every word and try and decipher it towards one unified
interpretation. The attempt is to blend the spiritual view with the scientific view and show that
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Comparative Interpretations of scholars on Verse 4 of Nāsadīya Sūkta

Name of the interpreter Interpretation

Vivekananda [[27]] First desire rose, the primal seed of mind, (The sages have seen all this in their hearts - Sifting
existence from non-existence). Its rays above, below and sideways spread.

Max Mueller [[28]] Then first came Love upon it, the new spring of mind - yea, poets in their hearts discerned,
pondering, this bond between created things and uncreated.

A. A. Macdonell [[29]] Desire entered the One in the beginning: It was the earliest seed, of thought the product. The
sages searching in their hearts with wisdom, Found out the bond of being in non-being.

Raimundo Panikkar [[30]] In the beginning Love arose, which was primal germ cell of mind.The Seers, searching in
their hearts with wisdom, discovered the connection of Being in Nonbeing

Ralph Griffith [[31]] Thereafter rose Desire in the beginning, Desire, the primal seed and germ of Spirit. Sages
who searched with their heart’s thought discovered the existent’s kinship in the non-existent.

Jamison & Brereton [[32]] Then, in the beginning, from thought there developed desire, which existed as the primal
semen. Searching in their hearts through inspired thinking, poets found the connection of the
existent in the non-existent.

Geldner [[33]] Uber dieses kam am Anfang das Liebesverlangen, was des Denkens erster Same war. Im
Herzen forschend machten die Weisen durch Nachdenken das Band des Seins im Nichtsein
ausfindig.

A. L. Basham [[34]] In the beginning desire descended on it - that was the primal seed, born of the mind. The
sages who have searched their hearts with wisdom know that which is, is kin to that which is
not.

Wilson, HH: [[35]] In the beginning there was desire, which was the first seed of mind; sages having meditated
in their hearts have discovered by their wisdom the connexion of the existent with the
non-existent.

Wendy Doniger
O’Flaherty [[36]]

Desire came upon that one in the beginning; that was the first seed of mind. Poets seeking in
their heart with wisdom found the bond of existence in non-existence.

Pandit RamGovind
Trivedi [[37]]

sv - þTm prmA(mA k� mn m� kAm ( s� E£ kF iQCA ) u(pà h� aA। uss� sv - þTm bFj
( u(pE�kArZ ) EnklA। b� E�mAno n� , b� E� k� �ArA , apn� a�t,krZ m� EvcAr krk� aEv�mAn
v-t� s� Ev�mAn v-t� kA u(pE� - -TAn En!Ept EkyA।

Siddheshwar Shastri Chi-
trav [[38]]

b}�AQyA mnobFjAt� n svþTm kAm ( s� E£ EnmAZþv� �F ) u(pà JAlF� m� � prb}�AcA ( ast̂ )
EvnAfF aAEZ d� [y s� £FfF ( st̂ ) jXl�lA hA pEhlA s\b\D hoy�

Krishnananda [[39]] In the beginning desire descended on it that was the primal seed, born of the mind. The sages
who have searched their hearts with wisdom know that which is is kin to that which is not

Hari Damodar Velankar
[[40]]

us s� E£p� v smym� , mno!pF p� zqkA jo svþTm ( s� E£ko EnmAZ krn�vAlA ) kAm ( iQCA )
!pF r�t usn� us ( prmA(vt�v ) kA aA�y l� ElyA। þEtBAs\pà kEvyon� is þkAr apnF
þATnAk� blpr ãdym� hF Kojkr is vtmAn ( jgt̂ ) k� a&yAk� t prmA(mt�vs� Ev�mAn
rh� h� e EnkV s\b�Dko EnE�t!ps� jAn ElyA।

Sāyan. ācārya [[41]] nn� ?trF(yA ydF�r-y pyAlocn\ jgt,......
Table 3.7: Contemporary Interpretations: Verse 4 of Nāsadīya Sūkta
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they have huge overlap and commonalities.
Here, it should be noted that the first two verses (m\/) of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) discuss

the situation at Pre-primordial times. Now, verses 3-4-5 will discuss the Primordial time. This is
the time when the universe comes into existence and the process and sequence of the universe
getting manifested is mentioned now. We would also like to mention that some of the critically
acclaimed researchers like [[43]] have ignored this verse stating that this is not in compliance with
the modern physics and science in general. This is indeed disheartening. We believe that this
is the most crucial clue in decoding the complete hymn and hence can not be either ignored or
neglected. Therefore, we present our analysis now.
ag}�:- • This mention of time is different than the first two verses and similar to the one in

verse 3. The words ‘tdAnF\’ and ‘tEh’ from the first two verses indicate the time which
is Pre-primordial. When nothing existed except that ONE.
• This word ‘ag}�’ indicates the primordial time just like in verse 3. So this is the time

of actual beginning of the universe.
• This is that time when everything is still unmanifested, however now that ONE is to

become many!
• This is time just after the Big-Bang or mhA - pEr-PoV.

yt̂ mns, r�t,:- This refers to the mental seed of that ONE.
• Here word mns, or mental essentially means the inherent exact overlap of nodes and

antinodes in the standing wave.
• It must be noted that word r�t, can not be interpreted as semen or śukra (f� �).
• This is in our opinion gross error committed by many interpreters.
• In [[26]] for example, the author has misinterpreted this verse to such an extent that he

has ended up writing a complete volume on sexology.
• This is phenomenon of creation of universe, truly extra-ordinary. Naturally, we can

not apply the theorems of ordinary realms to such an extraordinary phenomenon.
• Here, r�t, only means the seed of the very creation in the making.
• This also lies in the vibrating and expanding nature of the standing wave.

þTm\ aAsFt̂:- Initially existed. This is with reference to yt̂ mns, r�t,. Thus, it together
indicates that initially at the time of creation of the universe, first the mental seed existed
and the rest followed.

tdED kAm,:- This is the moment of truth in our work! This is the most critical interpretation and
if not done appropriately, then there is sanger of the complete work going on toss. Here,
there are two terms, let’s understand them:
• tdED indicates the reference or the foundation for that. And ‘that’ here is mns, r�t,

or the mental seed.
• Now, comes the most critical one. Decoding and understanding the meaning of

‘Kāmah. ’ (kAm,).
• Here, ‘Kāma’ (kAm) can simply not be the desire, let alone sexual desire of any kind.
• Most of the interpreters from Table (3.7) have used word ‘desire’. Max Müller has

used the word ‘love’.
• Rajwade [[26]] has given the most unacceptable interpretation and has written complete

volume on sexology.
• Let’s decode it appropriately.
• We interpret ‘Kāma’ (kAm) as radiance or perturbation.
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• Please refer to the illustration given below.

Power signal with infinite period

Resonance

Electro-Magnetic Wave

A
1

A
2

y = x5

y = x2

d

Perturbation (kAm,)
BIG-BANG

mhA - -PoV

Aperiodic Energy Signal

ajgt jgt

• As shown, in the ‘Ajagat’ (ajgt̂) stage, that ONE is a power signal with ∞ period.
• For such power signal to break it’s periodicity, equally strong perturbation is needed.
• The resonance builds it up to effectuate it into a strong perturbation or probe, which is

captured by the word ‘Kāma’ (kAm).
• Thus, ‘Kāma’ (kAm) means perturbation or probe or disturbance, which breaks the

period and makes the original ONE signal aperiodic.
• The aperiodic signal is an Energy signal, which has finite energy and zero average

power.
• The moment power signal becomes energy signal, ‘Ajagat’ (ajgt̂) stage becomes

‘Jagat’ (jgt̂) stage.
• ‘Jagat’ (jgt̂) stage is thus manifestation of energy and it’s propagation for transfer

and change of mode.
• This is the reason why Yāska (yA-k) claims only three important deities, which are

energy forms!
• ‘Sūrya’ (s� y), ‘Indra’ (i�dý ) and ‘Agni’ (aE`n) are all energy forms!
• That is why ‘Ajagat’ (ajgt̂) stage was Power phase and ‘Jagat’ (jgt̂) stage is

Energy stage.
• A big enough probe is ‘Kāma’ (kAm) which breaks the periodicity.
• Thus, ‘Kāma’ (kAm) = the perturbation is the reason for breaking the periodicity,

converting Power signal into it’s Energy manifestation, converting ‘Ajagat’ (ajgt̂)
stage into ‘Jagat’ (jgt̂) stage.
• In short, ‘Kāma’ (kAm) = the probe is the most fundamental Nimitta Kāran. a (EnEm�

kArZ = Incidental Cause) behind creation of this Universe.
s\ avtt:- This clarifies the above concept further. A doubt may arise here, how ‘Kāma’ (kAm) =

the perturbation gets generated? There has to be a logical explanation to this. The same is
captured in s\ avtt = smvtt.
• Here word ‘Sam. ’ (s\) means conjugation or union
• ‘Avartata’ (avtt) means repeatition or churning or gyration. E.g. shúAvtn is

repeated recital of some hymn 1000 times.
• So, together ‘Samavartata’ (smvtt) essentially means sMygjAyt. This is an adjec-
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tive of ‘Kāma’ or the perturbation.
• ‘Samavartata’ (smvtt) indicates that the ‘Kāma’ or the perturbation got created out

of the unison within the standing wave, thus leading to resonance, which finally got
manifested into the giant probe which disrupted the periodicity of the Power Signal.
• This disruption resulted into the Big Bang or mhA - pEr - -PoV.

Thus, the sequence of starting phase of creation of world (jg(s� jnAr\B) is:
1. The ONE power entity with finite power and infinite energy.
2. Formation of standing wave with overlapping nodes and antinodes.
3. This leading to resonance and creation of ‘Tapa’ (tp) - ‘s tpo_t=yt’.
4. This leads to strong perturbation converting power entity into an energy entity.
5. The energy entity has finite power - ‘eko_h\ bh� -yA\’.
6. ‘Tapa’ (tp) creating ‘Salila’ (sEll).
7. From ‘Salila’ (sEll) creation of the rest of it.

This concept of strong perturbation makes sense and can also be confirmed from second
Kān. d. a (E�tFy kA�X), second Prapāt.haka (E�tFy þpAWk), nineth Anuvāka (nvm̂ an� vAk)
of Taittirīya Brāhman. a (t{E�rFy b}A�Z) with word ‘tdt=yt’.

kvy, ãEd þtF	y mnFqA EnrEv�dn̂:- The seers, after striving very hard, could confirm this wis-
dom in their hearts, souls and minds!
• Here, the word EnrEv�dn̂ indicates that this is a discovery!
• No discovery happens without striving hard and putting the brains together. This is

captured in þtF	y.
• mnFqA is wisdom! This goes beyond just the integral knowledge or âAn. This re-

confirms, that this hymn is of highest quality and describes the most ultimate that is
there.
• ãEd captures the hearts, minds and souls of these great Vedic researchers (v{Edk

s\foDk).
• That is why they are called as kvy,. Kavī from root ‘Kū’ indicates wise person.

So what do these wise men understood as an eternal wisdom is:
asEt st, b\D�\:- The ‘Kāma’ (kAm) = the perturbation is the first connect between Asat (ast̂)

world or non-existent world and Sat (st̂) world or existent world.
• Asat (ast̂) world in the non-manifested world. This is the power signal. It has

infinite energy which is unmanifested.
• For this Asat (ast̂) to become Sat (st̂) or for the power signal to become energy

signal, a connect is needed.
• This first connect which spans unmanifested power signal to manifested energy signal

is ‘Kāma’ (kAm) = the perturbation.
• The power signal has infinite energy but only exists in potentia and that is why it is

unmanifested!
• This world is all about energy and energy transformations. Thus, this is the first

connect that helped in manifestation.
• This is illustrated as follows:
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Power signal
with infinite period

Resonance

Perturbation
(kAm,)

Aperiodic Energy Signal

Ajagat JagatBIG-BANG

mhA - -PoV

Connect (b\D)

R Thus Verse-3 of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) can be summarized as follows:

ag}�, At Primordial time (beginning of universe);
yt̂ mns, r�t,, That mental seed of the ONE;
þTm\ aAsFt, Which existed at the beginning
tdED kAm,, is what became the foundation for;

the radiance or the perturbation;
smvtt, which existed in unison with the seed;

eventually leading to resonance;
asEt st, b\D�\, This Kāma (perturbation) is the;

first connect between unmanifested and manifested;
kvy, ãEd þtF	y, After seeking and striving hard;

in the hearts of the wise men;
mnFqA EnrEv�dn̂, This wisdom was discovered.

Drawing correspondences: Verse 4
The question here is how Kāma can be interpreted as perturbation? Further to this, to break the
∞ periodicity of the original power signal, what ensures that the perturbation or the probe is large
enough? The answer to this question is ‘resonance’! This is neatly captured in smvtt!
• In modern science, resonance is a phenomenon in which a vibrating system gets driven to

oscillate with greater amplitude at restricted range of frequencies
• The magnification in magnitude is closeness between system natural frequency and the external

excitation frequency.
• These frequencies at which the response amplitude is highly magnified is known as ‘resonant

frequencies’.
• At such resonant frequencies, a small periodic force can also produce oscillations with huge

amplitudes.
• This accounts to total vibrational energy.
• Let’s recollect that Svāmī Vivekānanda has used the term ‘vibration’ to describe the extra-

ordinary phenomenon captured in verse 2.
• Let ω0 be the natural and ωA be the input frequency.
• Here damping coefficient δ can be defined as:

δ = 1− (
ωA

ω0
)2 (3.33)

• The resonance transmissibility is calculated as:

|G(ωA)|= 1
|1− (ωA

ω0
)2|

(3.34)
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• From equation (3.34), it is quite clear that when ω0 matches with ωA, it makes δ = 0.
• When δ = 0, the resonance transmissibility |G(ωA)|= ∞

• This phenomenon of |G(ωA)| → ∞ is nothing else but The-Big-Bang or mhA - pEr-PoV!
• This is neatly captured in Figure (3.11).

The-Big-Bang
(mhA - pEr - -PoV)

tdED kAm, smvtt

Figure 3.11: Resonance creating The-Big-Bang.

3.3.5 Nāsadīya Sūkta - Verse Number 5

The fifth verse along with the anvaya (a�vy) is as follows:

.. R. k No. 5 ..

.. �k̂ �� 5 ..

• Etr�Fno Evtto rE[mr�qAmD, E-vdAsF_d� pEr E-vdAsF_t̂ ।

r�toDA aAs�mEhmAn aAs�-vDA av-tA(þyEt, pr-tAt̂ ॥ 10�129�05
• a�vy - Etr�Fn, । Ev_tt, । rE[m, । eqA\ । aD, । E-vt̂ । aAsF_t̂ । uprF । E-vt̂ ।

aAsF_t̂ । r�t,_DA, । aAsn̂ । mEhmAn, । aAsn̂ । -vDA । av-tAt̂ । þyEt, । pr-tAt̂ ॥
10 - 129 - 05
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• fNdAT - Etr�Fn, = horizontal, across । Ev_tt, = extended, far-spread । rE[m, = ray of
light, cord, beam । eqA\ = seeking, following, going after । aD, । E-vt̂ । aAsF_t̂ = what (or
indeed) existed below or beneath । uprF । E-vt̂ । aAsF_t̂ = What (or indeed) existed above
or upwards । r�to_DA, । aAsn̂ = The seed bearing Prakr.ti (þk� Et) existed । mEhmAn, । aAsn̂
= Might and power of Purus.a (p� zq) also existed । -vDA = the inherent self-power । av-tAt̂
= before । þyEt, । pr-tAt̂ ॥ = Manifestation afterwards 10 - 129 - 05

Following Table (3.8) provides the views and interpretations of these 15 scholars on verse 5 of
the present hymn.

Analytics 3.3.5 — Proposed decoding of Verse 5. This verse provides the clues in an ex-
tremely subtle manner. This verse not only brings clarity on the necessary Dvaita (�{t) between
Purus.a (p� zq) or Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�) and Prakr.ti (þk� Et) or Māyā (mAyA), but it also
strengthens the doctrine of Satkāryavāda (s(kAyvAd).

Here, it should be noted that the first two verses (m\/) of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) discuss
the situation at Pre-primordial times. Now, verses 3-4-5 will discuss the Primordial time. This is
the time when the universe comes into existence and the process and sequence of the universe
getting manifested is mentioned now.
Etr�Fn̂,:- This should not only be interpreted as horizontal. We interpret this as transverse or

one that goes beyond or across.
rE[m,:- This means the ray of light, chord or the beam. This is that essential connect between the

seed and the actual manifestation!
• The word Raśmi (rE[m) is arguably the most important word of this verse.
• In the earlier verse that it was clearly mentioned that the perturbation eventuated into

the seed which converted the power signal into an energy signal. This is essential for
the further manifestation.
• In the previous verse it was mentioned: kAm-tdg}� smvttAEd mnso r�t, þTm\

ydAsFt̂। Whose mind (mnŝ) could this be? This has to be that of Hiran.yagarbha
(Ehr�ygB). The journey from eternal to ephemeral happens through connect. This
interesting connectionism is brought out by the word Raśmi (rE[m).
• Carl Segan refers to Hiran.yagarbha (Ehr�ygB) as ‘Cosmic-fire-ball’!
• From Table (3.8) it can be seen that various researchers have used different words to

describe Raśmi (rE[m) including: cord, ray of light, spark, DAgA, b�D etc.
• This in a way confirms our hypothesis that the word in manifested through various

forms of energy signals. For these signals to propagate the medium is essential.
Word Raśmi (rE[m) establishes that connect and thus confirms the transverse energy
mapping.
• If -vDyA aAnFt̂ avAt\ is the cause behind The-Big-Bang (mhA - pEr - -PoV), then

the word Raśmi (rE[m) actually captures the very phenomenon of The-Big-Bang
(mhA - pEr - -PoV).
• Raśmi (rE[m) is clearly the indicator of The-Big-Bang (mhA - pEr - -PoV) and hence it

is not inappropriate to state that The-Big-Bang-Theory (mhA - pEr - -PoV - Es�A\t) was
first stated clearly in Nāsadīya Sūkta.
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Comparative Interpretations of scholars on Verse 5 of Nasadiya Sukta

Name of the interpreter Interpretation

Vivekananda [[27]] Creative then became the glory, With self-sustaining principle below. And Creative Energy
above.

Max Mueller [[28]] Comes this spark from earth, piercing and all-pervading, or from heaven? Then seeds were
sown, and mighty power arose - nature below, and Power and Will above.

A. A. Macdonell [[29]] Their ray extended light across the darkness: But was the One above or was it under?
Creative force was there, and fertile power: Below was energy, above was impulse.

Raimundo Panikkar [[30]] A crosswise line cut Being from Nonbeing. What was described above it,what below?Bearers
of seed there were and mighty forces, thrust from below and forward move above.

Ralph Griffith [[31]] Transversely was their severing line extended : what was above it then, and what below it?
There were begetters, there were mighty forces, free action here and energy up yonder.

Jamison & Brereton [[32]] Their cord was stretched across: Did something exist below it? Did something exist above?
There were placers of semen and there were powers. There was inherent force below, offering
above.

Geldner [[33]] Quer hindurch ward ihre Richtschnur gespannt, Gab es denn ein Unten, gab es denn ein
Oben? Es waren Besamer, es waren Ausdehnungskräfte da. Unterhalb war der Trieb,
oberhalb die Gewährung.

A. L. Basham [[34]] And they have stretched their cord across the void, and know what was above, and what
below. Seminal powers made fertile mighty forces. Below was strength, and over it was
impulse.

Wilson, HH: [[35]] Their ray was stretched out, whether across, or below, or above; (some) were shedders of
seed, (others) were mighty; food was inferior, the eater was superior.

Wendy Doniger
O’Flaherty [[36]]

Their cord was extended across. Was there below? Was there above? There were seed-
placers; there were powers. There was impulse beneath; there was giving-forth above.

Pandit RamGovind
Trivedi [[37]]

bFj - DArk p� zq ( Bo?tA ) u(pà h� e। mEhlAy� ( Bo`y ) u(pà h� I। un ( Bo?tAao ) kA
kAy - klAp dono pA�o ( nFc� aOr Upr ) Ev-t� t h� aA। nFc� -vDA ( aà ) shA aOr Upr
þyEt ( Bo?tA ) avE-Tt h� aA।

Siddheshwar Shastri Chi-
trav [[38]]

st̂ aAEZ ast̂ yAmDFl hA DAgA ( rE[m ) KAlpAs� n vrpy�t aAXvA psrlA� (yA DA`yAp{kF
kAhF BAg bFjþd ( r�toDA ) hoUn moWA JAlA� yA DA`yAcFc -vfE?t aElkX� aAEZ þBAv
( þyEt ) plFkX� psrlA�

Krishnananda [[39]] And they have stretched their cord across the void, and know what was above, and what
below. Seminal powers made fertile mighty forces. Below was strength, and over it was
impulse.

Hari Damodar Velankar
[[40]]

i�h� joXn�vAlA b�D Etyk̂ hokr sv/ P{lA h� aA TA। ÈA yh ( prmA(mt�v ) nFc� BF aOr
Upr BF rhA TA ? ( vh scm� c do BAgom� EvBAEjt ho gyA aOr uskF aADF fE?tyA )
r�t,s�k krn�vAlA p� zqt�v bn g{i aOr f�q aADF ( gBDArZ - poqZ krn� yo`y ) EvfAl
( -/Ft�v ) ho g{i। -vDA fE?t nFc� TF aOr þyEtfE?t usk� pAr ( Upr ) TF।

Sāyan. ācārya [[41]] evmEv�AkAmkmAEZ s� £�h�t� (v�no?tAEn।......
Table 3.8: Contemporary Interpretations: Verse 5 of Nāsadīya Sūkta
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• Carl Segan mentions this Raśmi (rE[m) as ‘Fibre of Space’! It is baffling to see the
similarity.

Evtt̂,:- This refers to Raśmi (rE[m) being extended or spread out or diffused. This it clearly
states the diffusion of the solar rays as energy transverse mechanism.

eqA\:- This indicates the act of seeking again in connection with the energy transcendence.
aD, E-vt̂ aAsF_t̂:- This means What (or indeed) existed below or beneath.
uprF E-vt̂ aAsF_t̂:- This means What (or indeed) existed above or upwards.

• The above terms describe the scope and extent of Raśmi (rE[m).
• This same cord or DAgA indeed exists above as well as below.
• The words aD, or below and uprF or above should also be understood from the

perspective of Uttānapāda (u�AnpAd) or Aśvatthavr.ks.a (a�(Tv� ").
• For this Aśvatthavr.ks.a (a�(Tv� "), the roots or the cause is above and the expansion

or the effect is below.
• It is then this Raśmi (rE[m) that connects the two and formalizes the cause-effect-

relationship (kAy - kArZ - BAv).
r�to_DA, aAsn̂:- This means the seed bearing (bFjþd) Prakr.ti (þk� Et) or Māyā (mAyA) existed.
mEhmAn, aAsn̂:- This means Might and power of Purus.a (p� zq) or Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�)

also existed.
• The above two terms describe exactly how the effect (ky) in the form of the universe

got manifested.
• For the Aśvatthavr.ks.a (a�(Tv� ") mentioned above, the roots are in the form of the

seed which is captured by mnso r�t, in the earlier verse.
• From these roots how the universe gets created is the question!
• This important question is answered using the expansion of the same themology

mentioned indirectly in the first two verses. This themology is of:
1. Dvaita (�{t) in the Antariks.a (a�tEr") - complementary dual
2. Dvandva (���) in the Pārthiva (pAETv) - contradictory duel

• The Dvaita (�{t) or the complementary dual needs to be bound by the connecting link,
the Raśmi (rE[m) again!
• The part that becomes r�to_DA, is the Prakr.ti (þk� Et) or Māyā (mAyA). From the signal

processing perspective, we call this as the mother Wavelet function or ψ(.) function.
• The part that becomes mEhmAn, is the Purus.a (p� zq) or Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�).

From the signal processing perspective, we call this as the father Scaling function or
φ(.) function.
• This will be explained in detail in the subsequent chapters in the context of Satkāryavāda

(s(kAyvAd), starting with the robust Sāṁkhya (sA\Hy) philosophy, ultimately culmi-
nating into Advaita Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t) philosophy.

-vDA av-tAt̂ þyEt, pr-tAt̂:- This clearly states that the inherent self-kernel existed before
and that created the rest of the manifestation. This -vDA is sometimes what is popularly
given nomenclature as ‘Brahma-Deva’ (b}� - d�v) in the literature. From there starts the
manifestation of the universe.
• Here -vDA is the inherent self-power or the self-kernel! This is also explained from its

mention in the previous verse.
• Sāyan. ācārya (sAyZAcAy) has given Mīmāṁsā (mFmA\sA) as: ‘aànAm{tt̂ Bo`yþp\c,’ a

• The word þyEt captures the multi-fold manifestation!
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This all can be summarized in a diagram as follows:
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Here we end our direct interpretation of verse 5 of Nāsadīya Sūkta by summarizing it.

R Thus Verse-5 of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) can be summarized as follows:

Etr�Fno Evtt̂,, Across got extended;
rE[mr�qAm̂, the seeking cord or the ray of light;
aD, E-vt̂ aAsF_t̂, This is what (or indeed) existed below or beneath
uprF E-vt̂ aAsF_t̂, This is what (or indeed) existed above or upwards;
r�to_DA, aAsn̂, The seed bearing Prakr.ti (þk� Et);

or Māyā (mAyA) existed;
mEhmAn, aAsn̂, Might and power of Purus.a (p� zq);

or Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�) also existed;
-vDA av-tAt̂, The inherent self-power or self-kernel;

existed before (in time);
þyEt, pr-tAt̂, The Universe Manifested afterwards

at{E�rFy aAr�yk 8�6

Drawing correspondences: Verse 5
From the perspective of drawing correspondences, this verse is the most important one according to
us. In fact, this verse takes us on the lines proposed by one of the greatest minds of the last century,
Albert Einstein!

Einstein was trying to figure out, in this constantly changing world (pErvtnFy s\sAr�.... as per
Bt�hrF), what is it that remains constant or unchanged? After years of observations, cross-validating
those with the laws of physics and by virtue of performing several experiments, he came up with
interesting answer. According to Einstein, in this constantly expanding and changing world, what
remains unchanged is the speed of light! The speed with which the light rays or Raśmi (rE[m) travels
is what remains constant. Therefore, the energy mapping in the universe, the transverse mass-energy
conversion and relative moments can only be mapped by keeping Raśmi (rE[m) as the central theme.
Is it not mind blowing, that R. s.i Parames.t.hī (�Eq prm�¤F) already knew this! This great sage was not
only able to envisage this, but he was also able to put this in practise! In this verse he clearly states
that the same sun-rays transcend and are responsible for mass-energy conversion, conservation and
balance. In modern era, we call this as ‘The Theory of Special Relativity - by Albert Einstein’!
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Theory of Special Relativity by Albert Einstein:
• Year 1905 is probably the most interesting year in the history of modern physics.
• Before Einstein ‘time’ and ‘space’ were considered to be distinct, uncorrelated and separate.
• Similarly, before Einstein ‘mass’ and ‘energy’ were also considered to be distinct, uncorrelated

and separate.
• By bringing these then seemingly uncorrelated entities together, Einstein could carve out a

niché!
• First the concept of 4D space-time was phenomenal.
• On the top, by connecting energy and mass with famous equation E = mc2, Einstein could

complete his theory of special relativity.

Calculations 3.2 — The famous E = mc2. In 1905, when Einstein proposed his Special Theory
of Relativity and introduced E = mc2, very few people could comprehend it. In that sense,
Einstein was truly ahead of his time. It was only when in 1919, series of experiments were carried
out at Geneva and the theory was finally proved by inference. We will see the quick intuitive
proof of this famous equation and connect it with verse 5 of Nāsadīya Sūkta.
• The crux of this proof lies in the principle of the constancy of the speed of light.
• The speed of light in a vacuum has the same constant value c.
• This c of Einstein is captured by Raśmi (rE[m) in this verse 5 of Nāsadīya Sūkta.
• E = mc2 is derived directly from Special Relativity.
• Because of c, mass can be turned into Energy. This is the essence of the manifestation and

expansion of the Universe.
• uprF E-vt̂ aAsF_t̂ = Energy E.
• aD, E-vt̂ aAsF_t̂ = mass m.
• One was of understanding the Special Relativity is the mass changes with speed!
• In our day to day activities the speed is so low, that the mass change goes unnoticed, it

exists though!
• The following equation specifies by how much mass increases with reference to speed:

m =
m0√

(1− v2)/c2
(3.35)

where,


m0, mass of stationary object;
m, mass of moving object;
v, speed of velocity of object;
c, speed of light.

•• Thus, as an objects travels faster, its mass appears to increase
• The kinetic energy of moving objects is give by,

KE =
1
2

mv2 (3.36)

• Now, if v is very low in equation (3.35), then increase in the mass gets accounted by ≈mc2.
• The total energy, taking into account the Kinetic Energy and mass change can be written as
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E ≈ mc2 +
1
2

mv2 (3.37)

• For any body with zero speed, the equation reduces to E = mc2 as the Relative Kinetic
Energy reduces to zero.
• Thus, for any non-stationary body, the total energy will be given as,

m =
mc2√

(1− v2)/c2
(3.38)

• This is an equation of an Energy and talks about the energy with potential in the form of
mass m.
• Nuclear atomic stations, Nuclear weapons are the best examples to see this equation is use.

�

3.3.6 Nāsadīya Sūkta - Verse Number 6
The sixth verse along with the anvaya (a�vy) is as follows:

.. R. k No. 6 ..

.. �k̂ �� 6 ..

• ko a�A v�d k ih þ voc(k� t aAjAtA k� t iy\ Evs� E£, ।

avA`d�vA a-y Evsjn�nATA ko v�d yt aAbB� v ॥ 10�129�06
• a�vy - ko । a�A । v�d । k । ih । þ । voct । k� t । aAjAtA । k� t । iym̂ । Evs� E£, ।

avAg । d�vA । a-y । Evsjn� । nA । aATA । ko । v�d । yt । aAb । B� v ॥ 10 - 129 - 06
• fNdAT - ko = who, what । a�A = certainly । v�d = knows । k = who, what । ih = here । þ =

about which । voct = being spoken । k� t = how, whence । aAjAtA = produced । k� t = how,
whence । iym̂ = this । Evs� E£, = Multifold manifestation । avAg = after । d�vA = Gods । a-y
= abode, becoming । Evsjn� = creation । nA = no? । aATA = Then । ko = who, what । v�d =
to know । yt = the place । aAb = beginning । B� v ॥ = to come into being 10 - 129 - 06

Following Table (3.9) provides the views and interpretations of these 15 scholars on verse 6 of
the present hymn.

Analytics 3.3.6 — Proposed decoding of Verse 6. This verse most certainly pushes the entire
discussion towards Advait Vedānta philosophy (a�{t v�dA�t t�vâAn).

Here, it should be noted that the first two verses (m\/) of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) discuss
the situation at Pre-primordial times. Then, verses 3-4-5 will discuss the Primordial time. Now,
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Comparative Interpretations of scholars on Verse 6 of Nasadiya Sukta

Name of the interpreter Interpretation

Vivekananda [[27]] Who knew the way? Who there declared Whence this arose? Projection whence? For after
this projection came the gods. Who therefore knew indeed, came out this whence?

Max Mueller [[28]] Who knows the secret? who proclaimed it here, whence, whence this manifold creation
sprang? - The gods themselves came later into being. - Who knows from whence this great
creation sprang? -

A. A. Macdonell [[29]] Who knows for certain? Who shall here declare it? Whence was it born, and whence came
this creation? The gods were born after this world’s creation: Then who can know from
whence it has arisen?

Raimundo Panikkar [[30]] Who really knows? Who can presume to tell it? Whence was it born? Whence issued this
creation?Even the Gods came after its emergence. Then who can tell from whence it came to
be?

Ralph Griffith [[31]] Who verily knows and who can here declare it, whence it was born and whence comes this
creation? The Gods are later than this world’s production. Who knows then whence it first
came into being?

Jamison & Brereton [[32]] Who really knows? Who shall here proclaim it? - from where was it born, from where this
creation? The gods are on this side of the creation of this world. So then who does know
from where it came to be?

Geldner [[33]] Wer weiss es gewiss, wer kann es hier verkünden, woher sie entstanden, woher diese
Schöpfung kam? Die Götter kamen erst nachher durch die Schöpfung dieser Welt. Wer
weiss es dann, woraus sie sich entwickelt hat?

A. L. Basham [[34]] But, after all, who knows, and who can say whence it all came, and how creation happened?
The gods themselves are later than creation, so who knows truly whence it has arisen?

Wilson, HH: [[35]] Who really knows? who in this world may declare it? whence was this creation, whence was
it engendered? The gods (were) subsequent to the (world’s) creation; so who knows whence
it arose?

Wendy Doniger
O’Flaherty [[36]]

Who really knows? Who will here proclaim it? Whence was it produced? Whence is this
creation? The gods came afterwards, with the creation of this universe. Who then knows
whence it has arisen?

Pandit RamGovind
Trivedi [[37]]

þk� t t�v ko kOn jAntA h{ ? kOn uskA vZn kr� ? yh s� E£ Eks upAdAn kArZ s� h� I ?
Eks EnEm� kArZ s� y� EvEvD s� E£yA h� I ? d�vtA log in s� E£yo k� an�tr u(pà h� e h{।
khA s� s� E£ h� I , yh kOn jAntA h{ ?

Siddheshwar Shastri Chi-
trav [[38]]

st̂ cA hA psrA ( Evsg ) kfApAs� n aAEZ koW� n u(pà JAlA , h� yAp�"A aEDk Ev-tArAn�
( þ ) koZ sA\g� fk�l ? st̂ s� E£QyA EvsgAn\tr u(pà JAl�SyA d�vA\nAEh h� âAt nAhF� mg
s� £F koW� n EnGAlF , h� koZ jAZZAr ?

Krishnananda [[39]] But, after all, who knows, and who can say Whence it all came, and how creation happened?
the gods themselves are later than creation, so who knows truly whence it has arisen?

Hari Damodar Velankar
[[40]]

scm� c yh kOn jAntA h{ ? yhA kOn yh -p£ !pm� btA sk�gA ? yh sm� cF s� E£ Ekss�
u(pà h� I aOr khAs� aAI ? y� d�v is jgtk� EnmAZk� uprA�t avAcFn smyk� hF h{। EPr
to , Ejss� yh s� E£ EnmAZ h� I us� Eksn� jAn ElyA h{ ?

Sāyan. ācārya [[41]] ev\ Bo?t� Bo`y!p�Z......
Table 3.9: Contemporary Interpretations: Verse 6 of Nāsadīya Sūkta
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verses 6-7 raises interesting questions and builds intuitional model of the universe.
ko a�A v�d k:- This means, who really knows or comprehends? A very interesting question is

raised here. The questions leads our interpretation towards ‘Ātma-Jñāna’ (aA(m - âAn) or
self-realization!
• Know it, to know it.
• No it, then no it.

One who understands and comprehends the self-soul (jFvA(mA) and realizes that it is no
different than the Supreme-soul (prmA(mA) only knows! This is the crux of Advait Vedānta
philosophy (a�{t v�dA�t t�vâAn).

k ih þvoct:- This means who can talk about it? Well, only the one who knows and comprehends
can talk about it. This takes us to the four Mahāvākyas (cAr mhAvAÈ�).

:

Tat-Tvam-Asi
(tt̂ - (vm̂ - aEs।)

SāmaVeda-
Chāndogyopanis.ad
(sAmv�d -
CA�do`yopEnqd̂)

Prajñānaṁ Brahma
(þâAn\ b}�।)

R. gVeda-
Aitareya Upanis.ad
(�`v�d -
e�tr�y upEnqd̂)

Ahaṁ Brahmāsmi
(ah\ b}�A_E-m।)

YajurVeda-
Br.hadāran. yaka Upanis.ad
(yj� v�d -
b� hdAr�yk upEnqd̂)

Ayamātmā Brahma
(aymA(mA b}�।)

Atharva Veda-
Mun. d. aka Upanis.ad
(aTv v�d -
m� �Xk upEnqd̂)

• Prajñānaṁ Brahma (þâAn\ b}�।) appears in R. gVeda - Aitareya Upanis.ad - (3.3) (�`v�d
- e�tr�y upEnqd̂). It is the concept of that ONE becoming many. The first two chapters
of R. gVeda- Aitareya Upanis.ad (�`v�d - e�tr�y upEnqd̂) talk about the creator and
multi-fold manifestation of the same soul.
• Ahaṁ Brahmāsmi (ah\ b}�A_E-m।) appears in the YajurVeda- Br.hadāran. yaka Upanis.ad-

(1.410) (yj� v�d - b� hdAr�yk upEnqd̂). This establishes the true nature of Brahman
through dialogue between Gārgya (gA`y) and Ajātaśatrū (ajAtf/� ).
• Tat-Tvam-Asi (tt̂ - (vm̂ - aEs।) appears in SāmaVeda - Chāndogyopanis.ad - (6.8.7)

(sAmv�d - CA�do`yopEnqd̂). It is the ultimate knowledge given by Uddālaka (u�Alk)
to his son Śvetaketū (��tk�t� ).
• Ayamātmā Brahma (aymA(mA b}�।) appears in Atharva Veda - Mun. d. aka Upanis.ad -

(1.2) (aTv v�d - m� �Xk upEnqd̂). Upon insistence of Mahars.i Vyāsa (mhEq &yAs),
his son Śuka (f� k) gets this preaching from King Janaka (rAjA jnk). This philosophy
emphasizes on being Brahma-Conscious always.
• This is the very essence of Upanis.adas (upEnqd̂,).
• These four statements are the ultimate truth, per say.

k� t aAjAtA:- This means who is the creator of this universe? This question has been answered
in depth already, let’s quickly recap that.
• That one which is referred to be creator of the universe is called upon by various

named.
• ‘Prajāpati’ (þjApEt), ‘Ka’ (k d�vtA), ‘Hiran.yagarbha’ (Ehr�ygB), ‘Brahmadeva’
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(b}�d�v) are the various names of it.
• This creator of the universe is also the one who sustains it and eventually destroys it

for the next new creation.
• Saint Jñāneśvara that is why says ‘sv s� KAc� aAgz bAp rK� mAd�vFvz।’ a.
• This creator has self-inherent-kernel-power captured by ‘Svadhā’ (-vDA).
• This ultimate is called as ‘Parabrahma’ (prb}�) or ‘Paramātmā’ (prmA(mA).
• The nature of this ultimate is captured by the fA\Etm\/ of YajurVeda- Br.hadāran.yaka

Upanis.ad (yj� v�d - b� hdAr�yk upEnqd̂):
• p� Zmd, p� ZEmd\ p� ZA(p� Zm� dQyt�। p� Z-y p� ZmAdAy p� Zm�vAvEf	yt�॥
• This Almighty is called as If as per Īśāvāsya Upanis.ada (IfAvA-y upEnqd).
• IfAvA-yEmd\ sv� yE(k\c jg(yA\ jgt̂। t�n (y?t�n B�\jFTA mA g� D, k-y E-v�nm̂॥1�1
• Here, IfAvA-y = If̂ + aAvA-y\. This, Ultimate spans the universe inside out, in its

entirety!
k� t iy\ Evs� E£,:- This means how the multi-fold manifestation of the universe took place from

that one? This is an extremely important question and once again it indicates the framework
proposed by the Advait school of thinking. The ‘Sarga’ (sg) as per Advaita Vedānta
(a�{t v�dA�t) philosophy is extremely comprehensive, all-encompassing and seamless. The
essence of that can be expressed as shown in the Table (3.10) below.
• In the seed form (bFj !p), the Śarīra (frFr) is Kāran. a (kArZ), Avasthā (av-TA) is

Sus.upti (s� q� EØ) and Kos.a (koq) is Ānandamaya (aAn�dmy).
• In this seed form, the being at individual level (Vyas.t.ī (&y£F)) is Prājña (þAâ).
• Also in this seed form, the being at universal level (Samas.t.ī (sm£F)) is Īśvar (I�r).
• Similarly, all the forms and corresponding multi-level manifestation can be understood.
• The five level Kos.a (koq) system is as depicted in the diagram below:

(aàmy)

Ānandamaya
(aAn�dmy)

Vijñānamaya

(EvâAnmy)

Manomaya

(mnomy)

Prān. amaya

(þAZmy)

Annamaya

avA`d�vA a-y EvsjnAy:- This clearly states that ‘Deva’ (d�v = Gods) are born much after the
creation and multi-fold manifestation of the universe!

aTA ko v�d yt aAbB� v:- Therefore (as the Gods are much after the Universe), who really under-
stand the journey from beginning (aAb) to coming into being (B� v)?
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• This verse very clearly states the temporal sequence of evolution.
• The above question is extremely critical and we again need to take help from Advait

Vedānta philosophy (a�{t v�dA�t t�vâAn) to uncover this.
• First we need to understand that this is undoubtedly ‘Satkāryavāda’ (s(kAyvAd) and

there is no element of Parin. āmaVāda (pErZAmvAd).
• This is because the Jīva (jFv), Jagat (jgt̂) and Jagadīśa (jgdFf) - they all be-

long to different states of Sattā (s�A) as per Sattā-Traya (s�A - /y) doctrine of Ādi
Śaṅkarācārya (aAEd f\krAcAy).
• This Sattā-Traya (s�A - /y) doctrine is depicted in diagram below:

Sattā (s�A)

Pārmārthika
(pArmAETk)

Vyāvahārika
(&yAvhAErk)

Prātibhāsika
(þAEtBAEsk)

Nitya (En(y)

Ks.an. ika
("EZk)

Bhāsamāna
(BAsmAn)

Eternal

Ephemeral

Illusionary

Jagadīśa
(jgdFf)

Jīva
(jFv)

Jagat
(jgt̂)

Pratyagātmā (þ(ygA(mA)
Paramātmā (prmA(mA)

Jītātmā (jFtA(mA)

Jīvātmā (jFvA(mA)

Anātmā (anA(mA)

• The question arises here: Why this verse explicitly mentions that Deva (d�v) were born
much after and they can not know how the universe came into existence?
• The answer of this important question lies in Advait Vedānta philosophy (a�{t v�dA�t

t�vâAn) yet again.
• This can be understood from the Anyonyādhyāsa (a�yo�yA@yAs) as given below:

DA: d� £A�tB� t aAkAfct� £y DC: d£AE�tk ‘Ect̂’ ct� £y

Mahākāśa (mhAkAf)

Ghat.ākāśa (GVAkAf)

Jalākāśa (jlAkAf)

Abhrākāśa (aB}AkAf)

Brahma (b}�)

Kūt.astha (k� V-T)

Jīva (jFv)

Īśvara (I�r)

Here we end our direct interpretation of verse 6 of Nāsadīya Sūkta by summarizing it.

R Thus Verse-6 of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) can be summarized as follows:
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ko a�A v�d k, who really knows or comprehends?;
k ih þvoct, who can talk about it?;
k� t aAjAtA, who is the creator of this universe?
k� t iy\ Evs� E£,, how the multi-fold manifestation;

of the universe took place;
avA`d�vA a-y EvsjnAy, ‘Deva’ (d�v = Gods) are born;

much after the creation and multi-fold manifestation;
aTA ko v�d yt aAbB� v, Therefore, who really understand the journey;

from beginning to coming into being?

a!pAcA aB\g by s\t âAn��r

V yāsa (&yAs mhEq)

(Indian) is also referred as Veda-Vyāsa (v�d - &yAs) for his contribution in structuring and classify-
ing the Vedas. Because of his dark complexion, he is also referred as Kr.s.n. a Dvaipāyana (k� 	Z
�{pAyn). He was son of Parāśara (prAfr) and Satyavati (s(yvEt). He created so much literature,
that the saying became popular - &yAsoEQC£̂\ jgt̂ svm̂।.

Form
(!p)

Symbol
(þEtk)

Śarīra
(frFr)

Avasthā
(av-TA)

Kos.a
(koq)

Vyas.t.ī
(&y£F)

Samas.t.ī
(sm£F)

Bīja
(bFj)

Kāran. a
(kArZ)

Sus.upti
(s� q� EØ)

Ānandamaya
(aAn�dmy)

Prājña
(þAâ)

Īśvara
(I�r)

Am. kūra
(a\k� r)

Sūks.ma
(s� #m)

Svapna
(-vÙ)

Vijñānamaya
(EvâAnmy)

Taijasa
(t{js)

Sūtrātmā
(s� /A(mA)

or
Hiran.yagarbha
(Ehr�ygB)

Manomaya
(mnomy)
Prān. amaya
(þAZmy)

Ropa
(rop)

Sthūla
(-T� l)

Jāgr.ti
(jAg� Et)

Annamaya
(aàmy)

Vaiśvānara
(v{�Anr)

Virāt.a
(EvrAV)

Table 3.10: World Manifestation as per Advaita Vedānta

Drawing correspondences: Verse 6
• This clearly indicates that the initial condition are extremely important to determine the future

behavior.
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• The ‘Deva’ did not know the initial conditions and therefore, they may not be able to model
the initial states.
• This clearly suggest a strong correlation with the ‘Chaos Theory’.
• Within the apparent randomness, the complex chaotic pattern unfold. One way of capturing

this is through the self-similarity. In the subsequent chapter we will show the self-similar
structures, useful in such mapping.
• Conventionally, scientists believed that all the natural processes can either be deterministic or

non-deterministic.
• The third category is needed, when small change in initial condition may bring out catastrophic

change in the prediction model.
• Chaotic behavior exists in many natural systems, like weather and climate for example.
• The definition is give in [[18]] as follows: “In continuous time dynamical systems, chaos is

the phenomenon of the spontaneous breakdown of topological supersymmetry which is an
intrinsic property of evolution operators of all stochastic and deterministic (partial) differential
equations."
• Mathematically it is captured as follows:

|δZ(t)| ≈ eλ t |δZ0| (3.39)

• In Equation (3.39), t = time, λ = Lyapunov exponent.
• The number of Lyapunov exponents is equal to the number of dimensions of the phase space.

3.3.7 Nāsadīya Sūkta - Verse Number 7
The seventh verse along with the anvaya (a�vy) is as follows:

.. R. k No. 7 ..

.. �k̂ �� 7 ..

• iy\ Evs� E£yt aAbB� v yEd vA dD� yEd vA n ।

yo a-yA@y", prm� &yom�so a½ v�d yEd vA n v�d ॥ 10�129�07
• a�vy - iy\ । Evs� E£, । yt । aAb । B� v । yEd । vA । dD� । yEd । vA । n । yo । a-y ।

a@y", । prm� । &yomn̂ । so । a½ । v�d । yEd । vA । n । v�d ॥ 10 - 129 - 07
• fNdAT - iy\ = this । Evs� E£, = Multifold manifestation । yt = where । aAb । B� v =

beginning to come into being । yEd । vA = whether-or । dD� = to possess । yEd । vA । n =
whether-or-not । yo । a-y = since, the abode । a@y", = power to perceive । prm� = highest
। &yomn̂ = heaven । so = to conclude । a½ = Indeed । v�d = to know । yEd । vA । n । v�d ॥
= whether-or-not-known 10 - 129 - 07

Following Table (3.11) provides the views and interpretations of these 15 scholars on verse 7 of
the present hymn.
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Comparative Interpretations of scholars on Verse 7 of Nasadiya Sukta

Name of the interpreter Interpretation

Vivekananda [[27]] This projection whence arose, Whether held or whether not, He the ruler in the supreme sky,
of this He, O Sharman! knows, or knows not He perchance!

Max Mueller [[28]] He from whom all this great creation came. Whether his will created or was mute, the Most
High seer that is in highest heaven, he knows it, - or perchance e’en He knows not.

A. A. Macdonell [[29]] None knoweth whence creation has arisen; And whether he has or has not produced it; He
who surveys it in the highest heaven, He only knows, or haply he may know not.

Raimundo Panikkar [[30]] That out of which creation has arisen, whether it held it firm or it did not,He who surveys it
in the highest heaven, He surely knows - or maybe He does not!

Ralph Griffith [[31]] He, the first origin of this creation, whether he formed it all or did not form it, whose eye
controls this world in highest heaven, he verily knows it, or perhaps he knows not.

Jamison & Brereton [[32]] This creation - from where it came to be, if it was produced or if not - he who is the overseer
of this world in the highest heaven, he surely knows. Or if he does not know... ?

Geldner [[33]] Woraus diese Schopfung sich entwickelt hat, ob er sie gemacht hat oder nicht - der der
Aufseher dieser Welt im hochsten Himmel ist, der allein weiss es, es sei denn, dass auch er
es nicht weiss.

A. L. Basham [[34]] Whence all creation had its origin, he, whether he fashioned it or whether he did not, he,
who surveys it all from highest heaven, he knows - or maybe even he does not know.

Wilson, HH: [[35]] He from whom this creation arose, he may uphold it, or he may not (no one else can); he
who is its superintendent in the highest heaven, he assuredly knows, or if he knows not (no
one else does).

Wendy Doniger
O’Flaherty [[36]]

Whence this creation has arisen - perhaps it formed itself, or perhaps it did not - the one who
looks down on it, in the highest heaven, only he knows - or perhaps he does not know.

Pandit RamGovind
Trivedi [[37]]

y� nAnA s� E£yA khA s� h� I , Eksn� s� E£yA Ek , aOr Eksn� nhF kF - yh sb v� hF jAn� ,
jo ink� -vAmF prm DAm m� rht� h{। ho sktA h{ Ek , v� BF yh sb nhF jAnt� ho।

Siddheshwar Shastri Chi-
trav [[38]]

st̂ cA hA psArA ( Evsg ) j�T� n EnEmlA g�lA , t� -TAn aAkAfEnvAsF jgtA@y"As
( Ehr�ygB ) kdAEct âAn as�l , aTvA ns�lEh�

Krishnananda [[39]] Whence all creation had its origin, he, whether he fashioned it or whether he did not,he, who
surveys it all from highest heaven, he knows - or maybe even he does not know.

Hari Damodar Velankar
[[40]]

is sm� cF s� E£kA Ejss� EnmAZ h� aA , Ejsn� iskF ( b� E�p� vk ) rcnA kF yA nhF , yh bAt
jo is jgtkA -vAmF a(y� àt -vgm� rA>yfAsn kr rhA h{ us� to scm� c âAt ho yA us�
BF âAt n ho।

Sāyan. ācārya [[41]] u?tþkAr�Z yT�d\ jg(sjn\ ......
Table 3.11: Contemporary Interpretations: Verse 7 of Nāsadīya Sūkta
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Analytics 3.3.7 — Proposed decoding of Verse 7. This verse fascinatingly shows correlation
with the modern science. Drawing the correspondences with this verse is very critical and joyful,
both!

Here, it should be noted that the first two verses (m\/) of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) discuss
the situation at Pre-primordial times. Then, verses 3-4-5 will discuss the Primordial time. Now,
verses 6-7 raises interesting questions and builds intuitional model of the universe.
iy\ Evs� E£, yt aAb B� v:- This means, This entire universe which is filled up with multiple

worldly matters, it got manifested from that Supreme cause which created the effect.
yEd vA dD� yEd vA n:- That Supreme cause bears and holds this universe, or may be not!
yo a-y a@y", prm� &yomn:- That a@y", or the Supreme creator of this Universe, who has its

abode way up in the heavens (heavenly abode) -
so a½ v�d yEd vA n v�d:- May be only that Supreme creator understand this Universe, or may

be not!
• This clearly depicts the probabilistic nature of the Universe.
• The contradictory questions (yEd vA n) also suggest the finitely infinite nature of the

Universe.
• In ‘Mārkan. d. eya Purān. a’ (mAk�X�y p� rAZ) the description of Bālamukunda (bAlm� k� �d)

is given.
• From that seven-stage evolutionary pattern of the Universe can be mapped:

1. Candra (c�dý )
2. Pr.thvī (p� LvF)
3. Sūrya (s� y)
4. Brahmān.d. a (b}�A�X)
5. 400 such Brahmān. d. as (b}�A�X�) = 1 Dīrghika. (dFEGkA)
6. 5000 such Dīrghika. (dFEGkA)
7. The entire Universe (Ev�)

• These seven stages can also be mapped with the concept of Saptars.i (sØEq) as follows:

Atri

(aE/)

Marīca

(mrFc)

Vasis.t.ha

(vEs¤)

Pulaha

(p� lh)

Pulatsya

(p� l(-y)

Aṅgirā

(aE½rA)

Kratu

(�t� )

Sūrya
(s� y)

Candra
(c�dý )

R. s.i
(�Eq)

Deva
(d�v)

Dānava
(dAnv)

Mānava
(mAnv)

Vānara
(vAnr)

Vāyu
(vAy� )

Pr.thvī
(p� LvF)

Āpa
(aAp)

Teja
(t�j)

Ākāśa
(aAkAf)

Pañcatattva (pÑt�v)

Pañcasaṁskr.ti (pÑs\-k� Et)

s
Ø
Eq

• Atri gives us the moon and Mārica gives us the sun.
• Form the remaining five, we get either Pañcatattva (pÑt�v) or Pañcasaṁskr.ti (pÑs\-k� Et)
• For example, Pulastya is father of Viśravā and grand-father of Rāvan. a (rAvZ) - thus
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he gives us Dānava (dAnv) lineage
• Vasis.t.ha along with Agasti was born out of ‘MitrāVarun. a’ and hence gives us Vāyu.
• Aṅgirā obviously gives us Teja!
• This is how the Universe manifests!

R Thus Verse-7 of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t) can be summarized as follows:

iy\ Evs� E£, yt aAb B� v, This entire universe which is filled up with multiple worldly matters;
it got manifested from that Supreme cause which created the effect;

yEd vA dD� yEd vA n, That Supreme cause bears and holds this universe;
or may be not!;

yo a-y a@y", prm� &yomn, That a@y", or the Supreme creator of this Universe;
who has its abode way up in the heavens (heavenly abode)-;

so a½ v�d yEd vA n v�d, May be only that Supreme creator understand this Universe;
or may be not!

Drawing correspondences: Verse 7

This verse very clearly depicts the random or stochastic or probabilistic nature of the universe. This
gives us the clues in the direction of realms of quantum physics.

• The Nature is governed by the rules of ‘Quantum Physics’
• These rules are different than the rules of ‘Classical Physics’
• E.g. Fusion inside the core of the Sun! Or conduction in solids and semiconductors.
• Even if at Macro level for certain phenomenon the classical physics works, for nano-and-micro

level the Quantum physics works.
• At the Sun core, most of the phenomenon happen due to ‘Hydrogen’!
• The amazing correspondence between Hydrogen and Skambha Devatā (-kMB d�vtA) should

be noted.
• Spectrum of this Hydrogen Atom is an important entry into the quantum realms.

H2 (Hydrogen) gas at
Low Temperature

tube

5 KV

Quantized 4 spots!

656.3 nm = 6563 A

486.1 nm = 4861 A

434.1 nm = 4341 A

410.2 nm = 4102 A

Discrete Wavelengths!

Prism

α = 3645.6 m2

m2−4 , m = 3,4,5,6...

9
5

16
12

25
21

36
32

×α

Balmer’s Formulae

• The Balmer’s Formulae showed great intuitive understanding towards the discrete wavelengths!
• Based on these observations Bohr came up with Model of Hydrogen Atom:

1. Electrons goes in circular orbits around photon in an atom.
2. There are some specific orbits which do not emit radiations.
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3. Angular momentum of electron about the proton is:

` =
nh
2π

= nh̄ (3.40)

4. In equation (3.40), h is the Plank’s constant and n = 1,2,3, ....
5. When an electron changes the orbit, the energy is emitted or absorbed in the form of EM

(Electro-Magnetic) radiations.

Calculations 3.3 — Classical Physics. • Any accelerated charged particle, when in move-
ment, has to emit energy!
• The Potential Energy (PE) is give as:

PE =
`2

4πε0r
(3.41)

• The Kinetic Energy (KE) is give as:

KE =
1
2

mv2 (3.42)

• The Force (F) is give as:

F = ma =
mv2

r
(3.43)

�

Calculations 3.4 — Quantum Physics. • Stationary Orbits allow electrons to stay without
radiating!
• This is only a boon of Quantum realms!
• For the jump of n orbits, the Energy En is given as:

En =−[
me4

2× (4πε0)2h̄
]× 1

n2 (3.44)

• Thus, for the jump of n orbits, the Energy En is given as:

En =−13.6
n2 eV (3.45)

•

P+

-
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The different Energy E values looks as follows:


E1, -13.6 eV;
E2, -3.4 eV;
E3, -1.5 eV;
E4, -0.85 eV;
∆E|n=3→2, 1.9 eV;

• The energy difference gives us the conceptualization of ‘Photon’

R
Quantum Idea!!!

• Light has dual nature!!
• Wave form and Particle form!
• It is extremely important to note that in Antariks.a (a�tEr"), the primordial deity (þDAn

d�vtA) also exhibits dual nature.
• It is Indra-Varun. a (i�dý - vzZ) dual pair!
• This can just not be coincidental.
• The Indra (i�dý ) is the particle form.
• The Varun. a (vzZ) is of wave form.
• The wavelength is given as:

λ =
hc
∆E

(3.46)

• c is the speed of light.
�

Calculations 3.5 — Limitation of Bohr’s Theory. • One of the most serious limitations is,
it works only for single atom.
• For more electrons, the Columbian nature vanishes.
• Here, ions are needed to be created:

U(r) =− ze2

4πε0r
(3.47)

• where, z is the number of extra protons.
• The energy is given as:

En =− me4

2(4πε0)2h̄2
z2

n2 (3.48)

�

Calculations 3.6 — Generic Formulae of Quantum Mechanics. • The generic formu-
lae is give as:

− h̄2

2m
∇

2
ψ(~r)+V (~r).ψ(~r) = Eψ(~r) (3.49)
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• The time-independent Schrödinger’s Equation will take following form:

∇
2
ψ =

∂ 2ψ

∂x2 +
∂ 2ψ

∂y2 +
∂ 2ψ

∂ z2 (3.50)

�

3.4 Asya Vāmasya Sūkta
The Asya Vāmasya Sūkta (a-y vAm-y s� ?t) in devanāgarī (d�vnAgrF) with Svara (-vr) marked is
as follows:

.. Asya Vāmasya Sūkta ..

.. a-y vAm-y s� ?t ..

1. a-y vAm-y pElt-y hot� -t-y B}AtA m@ymo a-(y�, ।

t� tFyo B}AtA G� tp� ¤o a-yA/Ap[y\ Ev[pEt\ sØp� /m̂ ॥ 1�164�01

2. sØ y� ÒE�t rTm�kc�m�ko a�o vhEt sØnAmA ।
E/nAEB c�mjrmnv� y/�mA Ev�A B� vnAED t-T� , ॥ 1�164�02

3. im\ rTmED y� sØ t-T� , sØc�\ sØ vh�(y�A, ।
sØ -vsAro aEB s\ nv�t� y/ gvA\ EnEhtA sØ nAm ॥ 1�164�03

4. ko ddf þTm\ jAymAnm-T�v�t\ ydn-TA EbBEt ।
B� MyA as� rs� gA(mA Ë E-v(ko Ev�A\sm� p gA(þ£� m�tt̂ ॥ 1�164�04

5. pAk, p� QCAEm mnsAEvjAn�d�vAnAm�nA EnEhtA pdAEn ।

v(s� b	ky�_ED sØ t�t� E�v tE×r� kvy aotvA u ॥ 1�164�05

6. aEcEk(vAEÑEkt� qE	cd/ kvF�p� QCAEm Ev�n� n Ev�An̂ ।

Ev y-t-tMB q̂E�mA rjA\-yj-y zp� EkmEp E-vd�km̂ ॥ 1�164�06

7. ih b}vFt� y Im½̂ v�dA-y vAm-y EnEht\ pd\ v�, ।

fF	Ẑ, "Fr\ d�  t� gAvo a-y vEv}\ vsAnA udk\ pdAp� , ॥ 1�164�07

8. mAtA Eptrm� t aA bBAj DF(yg}� mnsA s\ Eh j`m� ।

sA bFB(s� gBrsA EnEv�A nm-v�t id� pvAkmFy� , ॥ 1�164�08

9. y� ?tA mAtAsF�� Er dE"ZAyA aEt¤�Bo v� jnF	v�t, ।

amFm��(so an� gAmp[yE��!=y\ E/q� yojn�q� ॥ 1�164�09

10. Et-/o mAt� -/FE�pt� E�bB}d�k U@v-t-TO n�mv `lApyE�t ।

m�/yt� Edvo am� 	y p� ¤� Ev�Evd\ vAcmEv�Em�vAm̂ ॥ 1�164�10

11. �AdfAr\ nEh t>jrAy vvEt c�\ pEr �Am� t-y ।

aA p� /A a`n� EmT� nAso a/ sØ ftAEn Ev\fEt� t-T� , ॥ 1�164�11

12. pÑpAd\ Eptr\ �AdfAk� Et\ Edv aAh� , pr� aD� p� rFEqZm̂ ।

aT�m� a�y upr� Evc"Z\ sØc�� q�r aAh� rEptm̂ ॥ 1�164�12
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• This is 164th Sūkta (s� ?t) in the first Man. d. ala (m�Xl) of R. gveda (�`v�d).
• This hymns is exceptionally cryptic and mystic.
• This hymns has a hidden cryptographic sequence that needs to be understood to decipher this.
• This can be achieved by using a special system of interpreting numbers.
• This system is called as ‘Kat.apayādi Sūtra’ (kVpyAEd s� /).
• The crux of this system is ‘a\kAnA\ vAmto gEt,।’.
• The following table depicts the numerical cryptic-code.

k - V - p - y = 1
K - W - P - r = 2
g - X - b - l = 3
G - Y - B - v = 4
R - Z - m - f = 5
c - t - - - q = 6
C - T - - - s = 7
j - d - - - h = 8
J - D - - - � = 9
� - n - - - " = 0 or 10

• For example the word vAm gets interpreted as 54 (m=5,vA=4)
• sØ y� jEt rT ek c�\। gets decoded as - sØ=7, y� jEt = indicates multiplication, rT = 72,

c� = circle with circumference of 2×π = 6.283, unit is 2.5. Therefore, 7×72×6.283×2.5
= 7915 gives average diameter of earth in miles. NASA has published it to be 7915.5 miles!
• This also enables in calculating distance between earth and sun, gravitational force of sun etc.

3.5 Devānām. Nu Sūkta

The Devānām. Nu Sūkta (d�vAnA\ n� s� ?t) in devanāgarī (d�vnAgrF) with Svara (-vr) marked is as
follows:

.. Devānām. Nu Sūkta ..

.. d�vAnA\ n� s� ?t ..

1. d�vAnA\ n� vy\ jAnA þ vocAm Evp�yyA ।
u?T�q� f-ymAn�q� y, p[yAd� �r� y� g� ॥ 10�072�01

2. b}�Z-pEtr�tA s\ kmAr ivADmt̂ ।

d�vAnA\ p� &&y� y� g�_st, sdjAyt ॥ 10�072�02

3. d�vAnA\ y� g� þTm�_st, sdjAyt ।

tdAfA a�vjAy�t td� �Anpd-pEr ॥ 10�072�03
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4. B� jâ u�Anpdo B� v aAfA ajAy�t ।

aEdt�d"o ajAyt d"A�EdEt, pEr ॥ 10�072�04

5. aEdEt�jEn£ d" yA d� EhtA tv ।
tA\ d�vA a�vjAy�t Bdý A am� tb�Dv, ॥ 10�072�05

6. y��vA ad, sEll� s� srNDA aEt¤t ।
a/A vo n� (ytAEmv tFv}o r�Z� rpAyt ॥ 10�072�06

7. y��vA ytyo yTA B� vnA�yEp�vt ।
a/A sm� dý aA g� �hmA s� ymjBtn ॥ 10�072�07

8. a£O p� /Aso aEdt�y� jAtA-t�v1-pEr ।

d�vAaA� up þ{(sØEB, prA mAtA�XmA-yt̂ ॥ 10�072�08

9. sØEB, p� /{rEdEtzp þ{(p� &y� y� gm̂ ।

þjAy{ m� (yv� (v(p� nmAtA�XmABrt̂ ॥ 10�072�09

• This is also known as ‘aEdEt aA(mkTn’ (biography of Aditi - mother of Aditya the Sun) or
‘aAEd(y j�mAHyAn’ (genesis of Aditya the Sun).
• The third hymn of this Sūkta provides the sequence of creation of universe and it matches

comprehensively with Nāsadīya Sūkta.
• This Sūkta also presents a very important concept of Uttānapada (u�Anpd) tree.
• This also comprehensively describes the 8 Adityas (a£OEd(y).

3.6 Na Taa Minanti Sūkta
The Na Taa Minanti Sūkta (n tA EmnE�t s� ?t) in devanāgarī (d�vnAgrF) with Svara (-vr) marked is
as follows:

.. Na Taa Minanti Sūkta ..

.. n tA EmnE�t s� ?t ..

1. n tA EmnE�t mAEyno n DFrA v}tA d�vAnA\ þTmA D�}vAEZ ।

n rodsF adý � hA v��AEBn pvtA Ennm� tE-TvA\s, ॥ 3�056�01

2. qX̂BAraA� eko acrE�bB(y�t\ vEq¤m� p gAv aAg� , ।

E/úo mhFzprA-t-T� r(yA g� hA �� EnEht� d[y�kA ॥ 3�056�02

3. E/pAj-yo v� qBo Ev�zp ut ìy� DA p� zD þjAvAn̂ ।

ìynFk, p(yt� mAEhnAvA�s r�toDA v� qB, f�tFnAm̂ ॥ 3�056�03

4. aBFk aAsA\ pdvFrbo@yAEd(yAnAm�� cAz nAm ।

aApE�d-mA arm�t d�vF, p� T`v}j�tF, pEr qFmv� Òn̂ ॥ 3�056�04

5. /F qD-TA Es�DvEú, kvFnAm� t E/mAtA EvdT�q� sm}AV̂ ।

�tAvrFyoqZAE-túo a=yAEúrA Edvo EvdT� p(ymAnA, ॥ 3�056�05

6. E/rA Edv, sEvtvAyAEZ Edv�Edv aA s� v E/no a¡̂, ।
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E/DAt� rAy aA s� vA vs� En Bg /AtEDqZ� sAty� DA, ॥ 3�056�06

7. E/rA Edv, sEvtA soqvFEt rAjAnA Em/AvzZA s� pAZF ।
aApE�d-y rodsF Ecd� vF r×\ EB"�t sEvt� , svAy ॥ 3�056�07

8. E/z�mA d� ZfA rocnAEn /yo rAj�(ys� r-y vFrA, ।

�tAvAn iEqrA d� �BAsEúrA Edvo EvdT� s�t� d�vA, ॥ 3�056�08

• It is also known as Trisam. khyāyukta Kūt.asūkta (E/s\HyAy� ?t k� Vs� ?t).
• The word ‘Tri’ (E/) is used in a cryptic way here.
• For example, in the fifth hymn, it describes Il.ā (i�A), Sarasvatī (sr-vtF) and Bhāratī (BArtF).

3.7 Summary
• This chapter presented all the seven verses of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy s� ?t).
• After studying and considering all interpretations from scholars, a unique, novel, different and

original interpretation of the authors is presented.
• The correspondences were drawn between these interpreted verses and the modern scientific

endeavors.
• This chapter decodes Nāsadīya Sūkta systematically.
• It clearly brings out that Nāsadīya Sūkta prescribes ‘Satkāryavāda’.
• Other important Sūktas are also referred and partially decoded.
• Based on this, in the next chapter we perform the experimentation with two schools of thoughts

which promote Nāsadīya Sūkta, namely Sāṅkhya and Vedānta.
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4. Results: Sāṅkhya and Vedānta

4.1 Evolution of Sāṅkhya Concepts

Origin of universe has been a long researched and yet an open ended problem. The problem not
only brings in ‘connectionism’ at single layer but makes the whole framework multilayered. Every
single layer is sub-layered, thus making the very nature of the problem multidimensional. The
systematic scientific discoveries in the modern science and technology strangely and uniquely
correlates with Vedic optics. This creates a need and desire to dig deep to bring out such highly
correlated pieces [[46]].

One aspect of understanding the universe is through Energy mapping. It is a well proven concept
in modern physics that Energy can not be created and can not be destroyed [[68]]. This can be
related to the concept of Īśvara (I�r) being attributed as Anādi (anAEd) (something that can not be
created ) and Anam. ta (an\t) (something which can not be destroyed) in Vedas (v�d) and Upanis.adas
(upEnqd̂) [[50]]. The energy analysis takes us to deeper understanding of source of knowledge -
S. at.-darśanas (qV̂ dfn) 1. Amongst these darshanas Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) school of though by Sage Kapil
(kEpl) provides profound though.

As for the origin of the universe, there has been diverse opinions amongst thinkers of different
schools. While some uphold ‘The theory of Creation’, others maintain the ‘Theory of Evolution’.
Among the Creationists we have the Naiyāyikas (n{yAEyk), the Buddhists - one of the Nāstikas
(bO�) and the Nāstikas (nAE-tk) or Nihilists. Among the Evolutionists the dominant schools are the
Vedām. tis (v�dA\t) and the Sāṅkhyas (sA\Hy). Even today the thought process of trying to answer the
‘Origin of Universe’ is very relevant [[47]]. Though majority of these different schools of thoughts of
Indian philosophy provide metaphysical discussion, the physical forms can be logically understood
to be manifested from the very metaphysical principles [[51]]. This gets reflected in the modern
‘big-bang-theory’ experimentation at physical level as depicted in Figure (4.1) [[49, 69–71]].

1Only Āstika darśanas (aAE-tk dfn�) are considered here. Those which do not consider Veda (v�d) to be source of
divine knowledge are beyond scope of this study.
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Figure 4.1: Modern ‘big-bang-theory’ experimentation at physical level to understand origin of
universe

4.2 Sāṅkhya school of thought

Amongst different branches of Indian metaphysics [[53]]:
• A-Sat-Kārya-Vāda (a - st̂ - kAyvAd) of Nāstikas (nAE-tk) states that a non-existent world

has been produced from a non-existent cause
• And of Buddhists (bO�) that an existent world has been produced from a non-existent cause
• The Abhāva-Utpatti-Vāda (aBAv - u(pE� - vAd) of Naiyayikas (n{yAEyk) that a non-eternal

world has been produced from an eternal cause
• Vivarta-Vāda (Evvt vAd) of Vedāntins (v�dA\t) that the world is a revolution, an illusory

appearance, of the one eternal reality, viz., Brahman
• Sat-Kārya-Vāda (st̂ - kAy - vAd) of the Sāṅkhyas (sA\Hy) that an existent world has been

produced from an existent cause.
Against the theories of A-Sat-Kārya-Vāda (a - st̂ - kAyvAd), Abhāva-Utpatti-Vāda (aBAv -

u(pE� - vAd), and Vivarta-Vāda (Evvt vAd), and in support of their theory of Sat-Kārya-Vāda
(st̂ - kAy - vAd), the Sāṅkhyas (sA\Hy) advance following arguments:

1. There can be no production of what is absolutely non-existence: e.g., a man’s horn
2. There must be some determinate material cause for every product. Cream, for instance, can

form on milk only, and never on water. Were it as absolutely non-existent in milk as it is in
water, there would be no reason why it should form on milk, and not equally on water.

3. The relation of cause and effect is that of the producer and the produced, and the simplest
conception of the cause as the producer is that it possesses the potentiality of becoming the
effect, and this potentiality is nothing but the unrealized state of the effect. 2

4. The effect is seen to possess the nature of cause, e.g., a coin still possesses the properties of
the gold of which it is made.

2

• B�dAnA\ pErmAZAt̂ sm�vyAt fE?tt, þv� ��� ।
kArZ kAy EvBAgAdt̂ aEvBAgAdt̂ v{�!p-y ॥ sA\HykAErkA 15
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5. Matter is indestructible; ‘destruction’ means disappearance into the cause.
Thus is the Doctrine of Sat-Kārya (st̂ - kAy) established. This is depicted in Kārikā 9 (kAErkA 9) of
Īśvarakr.s.n. a (I�rk� 	Z) as shown in Figure (4.2).

The natural corollary from the above doctrine is the other doctrine of Parin. āma-Vāda (pErZAm -
vAd) or translation. It is the doctrine that, as all the effects are contained in their causes in an
unmanifested form, the ‘production’ of the effect is nothing but its manifestation, and that, as cause
and effect are essentially identical, an effect is merely a transformation or Parin. āma (pErZAm) of the
cause.

K apila Muni (kEpl m� En)

(Indian: Estimated to have lived in 6th century BCE) was a great Hindū philosopher who is
also a founder of Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) school of philosophy. He was considered as incarnation of
Vis.n. u (Ev	Z� ). Kapila, states George Williams, lived long before the composition of the Epics and
the Puranas, and his name was coopted in various later composed mythologies. As per Bhāgavata
Mahāpurān. a, he was son of Kardama (kdm) Muni and his wife Devahuti (d�vh� Et).

Now, the question arises, whether the cause of the world be a single one, or whether it be
manifold. Following table (4.1) summarizes various opinions in this regard [[52, 53]].

Table 4.1: Cause of universe: single or manifold

School Proclaimer(s) Cause Nature of Cause
Naiyayikas (n{yAEyk) Gautama (gOtm) Parama-An.us (prmAZ� ) manifold (pluralism)
Vaiśes.ikas (v{f�Eqk) Kan. āda (kZAd) Parama-An.us (prmAZ� ) manifold (pluralism)

Sāṅkhyas (sA\Hy) Kapila (kEpl) Purus.a-Prakr.ti (p� zq - þk� Et) Double-fold (Dualism)
Advaita (a�{t ) Vyaāsa (&yAs) Cit-Tattva (Ect̂ - t�v) Unifold (Monoism)

According to Sāṅkhyas (sA\Hy), it is the Root, and is described as Purus.a (p� zq), that in which all
things are contained, and as Prakr.ti (þk� Et) or Pradhān (þDAn), the mother of things. The Sāṅkhyas
(sA\Hy) undertakes to declare and expound the successive transformations of the Pradhān (þDAn)
down to Gross Matter, with the object of accomplishing the complete isolation of the Self from even
the most shadowy conjunction with the Pradhān (þDAn). The definition of Prakr.ti (þk� Et) is that it is
state of equilibrium of Sattva-Raja-Tama (s�v - rj - tm), called three Gun. as (E/g� Z). The doctrine
of three Gun. as (E/g� Z) is the very foundation of Sāṅkhyas (sA\Hy) school.

At the beginning of creation, there arises in Prakr.ti (þk� Et), Spam. dana (-p\dn) or cosmic vibration
which distributes its state of equilibrium and releases the Gun.as (g� Z) from quiescence. The
transformation of Prakr.ti (þk� Et) are either prakr.ti-vikr.ti (þk� Et - Evk� Et), original or evolving as well
as modifications of evolute or vikr.tī (Evk� tF), modifications of evolute merely 3. How this all begins,

3
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Figure 4.2: A-sat-a-karan. āt, from the non-effectuation of the non-existent. Upādāna-grahan. āt, from
the selection of material for the effect. Sarva-sambhava-abhāvāt, from the absence of production of
everything by every means. Śaktasya, of the competent. Śakya-karan. āt, from the effectuation of the
producible. Kāran. a-bhāvāt, from the nature of the cause. Sat, existent. Kāryam, effect.

however, is the questions of importance as Sāṅkhyas (sA\Hy) explains this with Paṅgu-Am. dha Nyāya
(p\g� - a\D �yAy) as depicted in Figure (4.3).

Figure 4.3: Purus.asya, of Purus.a. Darśana-artham. , for the sake of seeing or exhibition. Kaivalya-
artham. , for the sake of separation. Tathā, likewise. Pradhāna-sya, of the Pradhana. Paṅgu-Andha-Vat,
like that of the halt and the blind. Ubhayoh. , of both. Api, also. Sam. yogah. , conjunction. Tat-kr.tah. ,
originated by that. Sargah. , creation or evolution.

Sargah. (sg,) means creation or evolution. This kārikā (kAErkA) explains the reason for the
creation of the world, however this Paṅgu-Am. dha-Nyāya (p\g� - a\D - �yAy) needs to be looked into
deeply to understand the logical reasoning as one meaning of Sāṅkhyas (sA\Hy) is logic. In the next
section we rigorously analyze kārikā 21 (kAErkA 21) in the light of signal processing framework and
try and bring out a different perspective all together [[52, 53]].

4.3 Signal Processing Perspective of Sāṅkhya Philosophy

In this section we bring out signal processing perspective of Sāṅkhya (sAº) school of thought.
The signal processing perspective is out and out energy perspective. Under the realms of signal
processing scientists and engineers try and deal with finite energy sources. There is reason as to why
signal processing perspective was chosen to analyze Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) principles and the motivation
lies in the very first sloka of R. gveda (�`v�d) [[31, 44, 45, 72]]. ‘AUM Agnimil.e Purohitam....’ (:
aE`nEm�� p� roEhtm̂ ��) the very first śloka (�ok) hypothecates the availability of free energy in
space. This provides solid reasoning to probe the Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) logic to energy analysis. The
coincidental part is the very first kārikā (kAErkA) by Īśvarakr.s.n. a (I�rk� 	Z) also presents an existence
of Coherent, Perpetual, dynamic and unmanifested space. This is shown in Figure (4.4).

• m� l þk� Etr̂ aEvk� Etr̂ mhd̂ a�A, þk� Et Evk� ty, sØ ।
qoXfk-t� EvkAro n þk� Etn Evk� Et, p� zq, ॥ sA\HykAErkA 3
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Figure 4.4: Duh.kha-traya-abhighātāt, from the disagreeable occurrence affection or action of the
threefold pain or cause of suffering. Jijñāsā, the desire to know, enquiry. Tat-avaghātake, prevention
or counter-active thereof. Hetau, into the means. Dr.s.t.e, there existing visible or ordinary means.
Sā, the enquiry. Apa-arthā, purposeless, superfluous. Cet, if it is said. Na, no. Ekānta-atyanta-atah. -
Abhāvāt, Coherent, Perpetual, dynamic and unmanifest

4.3.1 Sarga as per Sāṅkhya

As per Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) school of thought, the objective world contains twenty-four Tattvas 4, namely:
• Prakr.ti (þk� Et)
• Mahat (mht̂)
• Aham. kāra (ah\kAr)
• Manas (mn)
• Five im. driyas of cognition (âAn�\Edý y)
• Five im. driyas of Action (km��Edý y)
• Five tana-mātrās (t�mA/A)
• Five gross elements (p\c mhAB� t�)
The Purus.a (p� zq) is isolated 25th Tattva which does not take part in the evolution process,

however is Sākśī (sA"F) to the entire process 5. When cosmic vibration disturbs equilibrium state
of Prakr.ti (þk� Et), Rājas (rAjs) at once acts upon Sattva (s�v) and manifests it as Mahat (mht̂),
wherein Mahat (mht̂) denoted Buddhī (b� �F). From Buddhī (b� �F) springs Aham. kāra (ah\kAr) which
is literally the I-maker. The modification of Aham. kāra (ah\kAr) is twofold, as it is influenced by
Sattva (s�v) or by Tāmasa (tAms). The Sāttvika (sAE�vk) modifications are the eleven Indriyas,
that is, the five Indriyas of Cognition (âAn�\Edý y), viz. the powers located in Eye, Ear, Nose, Tongue
and Skin, the five Indriyas of Action (km��Edý y), viz. the powers located in voice, hand, feet, organs of
generation and organs of excretion. The eleventh is Manas (mn), which is both power of cognition as
well as action. The Tāmasika (tAmEsk) modifications of Aham. kāra (ah\kAr) are the five Tana-mātrās
(t�mA/A), viz. of Sound, Touch, Form, Flavour and Smell. They are pure, subtle or simple elements,
the metaphysical parts of the ordinary atoms of matter. The transformations of the Tana-mātrās

4

• þk� t�mhA\-tto_h¬Ar-t-mAd̂ gZ� qoXfk, ।
t-mAdEp qoXfkAt̂ pÑ<y, pÑ B� tAEn ॥ sA\HykAErkA 22

5

• Es�\ sAE"�vm-y p� zq-y ॥ sA\HykAErkA 19
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(t�mA/A) are the Gross Elements of Ether, Air, Fire, Water and Earth - the ordinary atoms of matter.
This entire process is captured in Figure (4.5).

Figure 4.5: Sarga - Evolutionary process as per Sāṅkhya.

Throughout this process, Prakr.ti (þk� Et) is the one that undergoes transformations, however bring
Jad. a (jX) it won’t be able to undergo transformations on it’s own. Purus.a (p� zq) being Cetana (c�tn)
provides the necessary Adhis.t.hāna (aED¤An), however remains totally isolated from the process
of evolution. This union of Purus.a (p� zq) and Prakr.ti (þk� Et) is explained by Paṅgu-Am. dha Nyāya
(p\g� - a\D �yAy) by Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) [[52, 53]].

4.3.2 Signal Processing Perspective of Sarga
Purus.a (p� zq) is the principle of ‘being’ and Prakr.ti (þk� Et) is the principle of ‘becoming’, their union
for the evolution to happen is hard to understand. Purus.a (p� zq) eternally is and never becomes, while
Prakr.ti (þk� Et) is essentially movement. We analyze this using energy analysis in Hilbert domain.

Hilbert space is an infinite dimensional, complex vector space and comprises of an infinite set of
ortho-normal basis vectors with complex coefficients. The infinite size of the space basically indicates
that any physical system can characterize the behavior in infinite number of physically inequivalent
states. This abstract, quantum-mechanical space of all possibilities, called as Hilbert space, is good
starting point to visualize and map Coherent, Perpetual, dynamic and unmanifested form of the space.
We will show that this hypothesis holds good through implementation and equivalence of ‘Purus.a-
Prakr.ti’ (p� zq - þk� Et) with ‘Scaling function-Wavelet Function’ from Wavelet theory [[48, 73, 74]].
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The modified evolutionary process is captured in Figure (4.6).

Figure 4.6: Modified Sarga - Evolutionary process as per Sāṅkhya from Wavelets perspective.

Conventionally wavelet transform decomposes signal into two separate series. One is a single
series which represents coarse version which leads to scaling function, popularly known as the father
function. Other is a double series which represents a refined version which leads to wavelet function,
popularly known as mother wavelet. Father function or scaling function typically represented as
φ(.) can be thought of to be similar to Purus.a (p� zq) from the Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) concepts and mother
wavelet typically represented as ψ(.) can be thought of to be similar to Prakr.ti (þk� Et) from Sāṅkhya
(sA\Hy) concepts. They are similar in following ways:
• Just like Purus.a (p� zq) and Prakr.ti (þk� Et) together produce Sarga (sg) 6, φ and ψ functions

together produce entire family of wavelet.
• As Purus.a (p� zq) is Tat.astha (tV-T) in evolution process, φ function does not get involved in

the actual analysis.
• The way Prakr.ti (þk� Et) brings out evolution, mother wavelet function ψ produces ladder of

subspaces thus producing multi-resolution effect.
• Prakr.ti (þk� Et), however, won’t be able to do evolution alone, similarly φ and ψ produce

projection in Vj and Wj subspaces thus creating nested subspaces.
• Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) proclaims the plurality of Purus.a (p� zq), similarly there are multiple wavelet

families.
• Prakr.ti (þk� Et) is blind without Purus.a (p� zq), from the dilation equation we can conclude the

same that ψ gets blinded without φ .

6

– s\yog-t(k� t, sg, ॥ sA\HykAErkA ॥21॥
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4.4 Evolution of Vedānta Concepts
• In this section we build on top of the Sāṅkhya concepts from the previous sections. We bring

in the signal processing perspective to uncover the Advait Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t) philosophy.
• It will also be demonstrated that eventually Advait Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t) overrules Sāṅkhya

concepts and monoism outperforms dualism.
• This is shown crisply as lower resolution ψ emerges from higher resolution φ . Thus, towards

the completion of the L2 norm, everything adds up to that ONE as proclaimed by Advait
Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t).
• Although both the Sāṅkhya as well as Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t) doctrines support the concept of

Satkāryavāda (s(kAyvAd), they differ in the basic conceptualization of the Nimitta (EnEm�)
and Upādāna (upAdAn) Kāran. a (reason) behind the creation of the universe.
• As per Advait Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t), the Nimitta (EnEm�) and Upādāna (upAdAn) Kāran. a

(reason) behind the creation of the universe is one and the same.
• The lineage that we trace for comprehensive analysis of Advait Vedānta Philosophy is as

follows: Bhagavāna Nārāyan. a (BgvAn nArAyZ) - Brahmadeva (b}�d�v) - Vasis.t.ha (vEs¤) -
Śakti (fE?t) - Parāśara (prAfr) - Vyāsa (&yAs) - Śuka (f� k) - .......... - Gaud. apāda (gOXpAd) -
Govindapāda (goEv�dpAd) - Śaṅkarācārya (f¬rAcAy) - ..... 7

• The reference for Advait Vedānta Philosophy includes Prasthānatrayī (þ-TAn/yF) as follows:
1. Brahmasūtras (b}�s� /�) + Śāṅkarabhās.ya (fA¬rBA	y)
2. Upanis.adas (upEnqd�)
3. Śrīmadbhagavadgītā (�Fm�gv�FtA)

Analytics 4.4.1 — Fundamentals of Advaita. The crux of the Advaita Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t)
is captured in the first 4 Sūtras (s� /�) of Uttara Mīmām. sā (u�r mFmA\sA) or BrahmaSūtras (b}�s� /�):

1. aTA_to b}�EjâAsA।
2. j�mA�-y yt,।
3. fA-/yoEn(vAt̂।
4. t�� sm�vyAt̂।
• From these it is clear that Parabrahma (prb}�) is that ONE as per Advait Vedānta (a�{t

v�dA�t).
• From the framework that we have developed, to prove this, what we need to show is as

follows:
1. The Father function or the Scaling equation or the Low pass filter or φ(.) is the Śapala

Brahma (fpl b}�).
2. The Mother function or the Wavelet equation or the High pass filter or ψ(.) is the

Māyā (mAyA).
3. We need to show that φ(.) in the finer resolution can produce the φ(.) and ψ(.) in the

coarser resolution.

7

– : nArAyZ\ p�Bv\ vEs¤\ fE?t\ c t(p� /prAfr\ c ।
&yAs\ f� k\ gOXpd\ mhA�t\ goEv�dyohF�dý mTA-y Ef	ym̂ ।
�Ff¬rAcAymTA-y p�pAd\ c h-tAmlk\ c Ef	y\ ।
t\ toVk\ vAEtkkArm�yAn-m�� z\ s\ttmAnto_E-m ॥ g� z-to/m̂ 20 -21
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4. This φ(.) as we reach out to the finest resolution gives us L2 norm.
5. This L2 norm with the closure is nothing else but the Parabrahma (prb}�).
6. All the φ(.) and ψ(.) pairs in the resolutions lesser than the L2 norm are the cor-

responding Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�) and Māyā (mAyA) pair in the corresponding
resolution and scale.

• We now prove this in this chapter using the signal processing framework.
• It must however be noted that Advait Vedānta philosophy (a�{t v�dA�t t�vâAn) is the

paramount of Indian Philosophy and one needs to get equipped to understand the subtle
details. This could be the reason why Lord Kr.s.n. a mentions ‘kE��mA\ v�E� t�vt, ।’ in
Bhagavadgītā (Bgv�FtA).
• The four pre-requisites have been provided by Sadānanda (sdAn\d).a

• The four pre-requisites or ‘sADnct� £y’ is as follows:
1. En(yAEn(yv-t� Evv�k - Prudent confirmation that ‘Brahma’ (φ(.)) is the only s�-t� or

real operator.
2. ihAm� /ATPlBogEvrAg - Detachment from the physical materialistic pleasures.
3. fmAEd£ksMpd - Śama (fm) = serenity of mind, Dama (dm) = control of senses,

Uparati (uprEt) = satiety, Titiks.ā (EtEt"A) = endurance, Śraddhā (��A) = unflinching
devotion, Samādhāna (smADAn) = content and satisfaction.

4. m� m� "� (v - Intensified desire for enlightenment.

aIn Vedāntasāra (v�dA�tsAr), Sadānanda (sdAn\d) proclaims - ‘aEDkArF t� EvEDvdDFtv�dv�dA½(v�n
aApAtt, aEDgtAEKlv�dAT, aE-mn̂ j�mEn j�mA�tr� vA kAMyEnEq�vjnp� r,sr\
En(yn{EmE�kþAyE��opAsnAn� ¤An�n EngtEnEKlkSmqtyA EntA�tEnml-vA�t, sADnct� £ysMpà,
þmAtA।’

• ´

S aṅkarācārya Ādi (aAEd f¬rAcAy)

(Indian: Early 8th century Indian Philosopher) was the greatest of the Hindū philosophers who
reinvented Advaita Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t) school of philosophy. He exemplified confluence of
Parā-Bhakti (prA - BE?t) and Parā-Jñāna (prA - âAn). Along with his scholarly works like Śārīraka
Bhās.ya (fArFrk B	y) and Vivekacud. āman. i (Evv�kc� XAmEZ), he has also written beautiful Stotras
with great exhibition of devotion.

4.5 Relation Between φ , ψ and Filters: Towards understanding Māyā

In this section we will demonstrate how to relate ψ(t) and φ(t) of the MRA to the filter bank by
studying the generic structure of the analysis and synthesis filter banks. We have already drawn the
correspondence that φ(.) is the Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�) and ψ(.) is the Māyā (mAyA). It must have
been obvious by now that such a connection exists. In fact we will soon demonstrate that ψ or mAyA
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emerges out if φ or b}�.
After the theoretical part (aOpp(yA(mk), we will also build the filter bank out of the idea of

multi-resolution analysis with the Haar MRA as an example (þyogA(mk). So before proceeding
any further let us make a few generalizations which will help us to build that relationship more
comprehensively. We will arrive at the general structure of the analysis and the synthesis filter banks
based on the study of the Haar MRA. The complete characterization of these functions emerges out
of the preface (upo�At) written by Ādi Śaṅkarācārya (aAEd f¬rAcAy).

The Jñāna Adhyāsa (âAn a@yAs) is given by the first two sentences:
1, y� 	mt̂ - a-mt̂ - þ(yygocryo, - Evqy - EvqEyZo, - tm, þkAfvt̂

Evz� -vBAvyo, - itr�tr - BAv - an� pp�O - Es�AyAm̂ ।
2, t�mAZAmEp - s� trAm̂ - itr�tr - BAvAn� ppE�, - i(yt, ।

Similarly, Artha Adhyāsa (aT a@yAs) is given by the next three sentences:
3, a-m(þ(yygocr� - EvqEyZF - EcdA(mk� - y� 	m(þ(yygocr-y -

Evqy-y t�mAZA\ c - a@yAs, ।
4, tE�pyy�Z EvqEyZ, - t�mAZA\ c Evqy� - a@yAso ।
5, EmLy�Et BEvt�\ y� ?tm̂ ।

These statements are very crisp and using them the following can be clearly stated:
• Here a-mt̂ or ah\ clearly indicates the Vis.ayī (EvqyF) or Ātmā (soul) or Brahma (b}�) the

Supreme Soul.
• y� 	md̂ or id\ indicates the Vis.aya (Evqy) or the objects of sensory organs or Māyā (mAyA).
• They are opposites of each other and therefore the ‘.’ or ‘dot’ or ‘inner’ product between φ

and ψ is zero indicating the orthogonality.
• As already proved in the third chapter, this opposite nature is of the form of Dvaita (�{t) and

not Dvandva (���).
• The manifestation of the world happens through Adhyāsa (a@yAs).
• The nature of it is ‘Satyānr.te Mithunīkr.tya’ (s(yAn� t� EmT� nFk� (y).
• This is captured as MRA or Multi-resolution Analysis framework.

4.5.1 Haar MRA - Decoding Sarga and Visarga
In this section, we will try to establish a relation between the functions φ(t) (fpl b}�), ψ(t) (mAyA)
and the filter banks. Let us focus our attention on Haar MRA to explore more on understanding
Sarga (sg) and Visarga (Evsg) of Sr.s.t.ī (s� £F). We use Dyadic Multi-resolution Haar analysis to
prove the concepts.

Relation between the Śapala Brahma function φ(t) and filter banks
For Haar MRA, φ(t) is the basis of V0 i.e φ(t) ∈V0. Since this function is confined to finite linear
sub-set, it captures the essence of being the Śapala Brahma function. Also recall that there exists a
ladder of spaces in MRA which states that V0 ⊂V1. This leads to the conceptualization of nested
sub-spaces, which has been vividly expressed in Advaita Vedānta (a�{t v�dA�t) philosophy 8.

φ(t) should therefore be expressible in the basis of V1 i.e. φ(2t−n) , n ∈ Z.

Analytics 4.5.1 — Connecting φ(t) and filter banks. From the figure we see that φ(t) is ex-
pressible in its own dilates and translates. This dilation property is captured as a�A crAcrg}hZAt̂

8e.g. y�(s� K\ Bv����ý �{v þEtEbMbnAt̂ । pÑ� 15 - 19, here þEtEbMb refers to the nested sub-sets which
leads to Multi-Resolution Analysis
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Figure 4.7: Expressing φ(t) in term of dilates and translates

। v�dA�ts� /� 09.

φ(t) = φ(2t)+ φ(2t−1)

The above equation is called as the dilation equation. If we write down the coefficients of
φ(2t−n) as a sequence, we get the impulse responses corresponding to the Low-pass filter.

1 1
↑
0

This is in compliance with B�d&ypd�fAÎA�y, । v�dA�ts� /� 21, which in turn follows Chāndogya
Upanis.ada a.
The dilation equation can thus be modified in a generalized way as follows:
If h[n] is the impulse response of the low pass filter in the two band filter bank then,

φ(t) = ∑
n∈Z

h[n]φ(2t−n)

aaT y eqo_�trAEd(y� Ehr�my, p� zq, । CA\� 1 -6 -6

Relation between the Māyā function ψ(t) and filter banks

ψ(t) ∈V0 should also be expressible in terms of basis of V1 i.e. φ(2t−n), n ∈ Z.

Figure 4.8: Expressing ψ(t) in term of dilates and translates
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Analytics 4.5.2 — Connecting ψ(t) and filter banks. Graphically, from the figure 4.8, we can
see that the dilation equation will be of the form

ψ(t) = φ(2t)−φ(2t−1)

If we write down the coefficients of φ(2t − n) as a sequence, we get the impulse responses
corresponding to the High-pass filter.

The dilation equation can thus be modified in a generalized way. A doubt may arise here
as to whether this is in line with Vedas? Indeed, it is. We confirm this through !p\ !p\ þEt!po
bB� v td-y !p\ þEtc"ZAy । i�dý o mAyAEB, p� z!p Iyt� y� ?tA �-y hry, ftA df�Et ॥ ( b� �
2 - 5 - 19 , �� 6 - 47 - 18 ) . If g[n] is the impulse response of the high pass filter in the two band
filter bank then,

ψ(t) = ∑
n∈Z

g[n]φ(2t−n)

This implies that, if we know the impulse responses, we can go the reverse way round to generate
φ(t) and ψ(t) .
Thus in short,
Low-pass filter→ scaling function expansion (Brahma or b}� function)
High-pass filter→ wavelet expansion (Māyā or mAyA function)
Therefore, we can completely characterize the system φ(t) and ψ(t) if we know their dilation
equation.

Now, the concept of Parabrahma (prb}�) being the L2 norm can be established only if we prove
that the filter bank structure that emerges out is perfectly reconstructible and there are no energy
losses. Before doing that we will quickly visit the implementation strategy for this in the form of
Two-Band Filter Bank.

4.6 Two Channel Filter Bank

This structure is often used in the implementation of discrete wavelet transform. In this structure we
ensure orthogonality by relating the Z-transform at every point of following structure and finding
relationship between H0(Z), H1(Z), G0(Z) and G1(Z) which ensures perfect reconstruction at Y (Z).
We also aim to enhance our analysis to understand ‘conjugate quadrature filter banks’.9

The two channel filter bank is shown in figure 4.9.

9The conjugate quadrature nature is extremely critical. Here once again we refer to the preface or upo�t of
fArFrkBA	y of aAEd f¬rAcAy as - tTAEp a�yo�yAE-mn a�yo�yA(mktAm̂ a�yo�yDmAn c a@y-y
itr�tr aEvv�k�n ���।. The word a�yo�y indicates the mutual part of it. The mutual nature also protects the energy
loss and makes the complete structure complementary.
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Figure 4.9: Two Channel Filter Bank

4.7 Haar Wavelet

To explain the Multi-Rate framework and then initially fit Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) principles and then elevate
it to Vedānta (v�dA�t) principles accordingly, we introduce the Haar Wavelet construct here first.

In this section we shall get introduced to the Haar Multi-resolution Analysis. Haar was a
mathematician, and he gave a very radical idea that any continuous function can be represented in the
form of discontinuous functions, and by doing so one can go to any level of continuity that one desires.
This is the central idea in the ‘Haar way’ of representing functions. This exactly gets captured in the
Tat.astha Laks.an. a (tV-T l"Z) of Brahma (b}�) 10. We start from a very discontinuous function and
make it smoother and smoother by adding more and more discontinuous functions (which is in a
way some additional information) to it until we reach arbitrarily closer to the continuous function
that we are trying to approximate. The same concept is being captured by Śrībādarāyan. ācārya
(�FbAdrAyZAcAy) in Vedānta Sūtras (v��s� � 1�2�5�18) This idea is opposite to the idea of the Fourier
transform. One can relate that in Fourier transform the discontinuous function is represented in the
form of smooth continuous function.

A lfred Haar

(Hungarian: Haar Al f réd; 11 October 1885, Budapest 16 March 1933, Szeged) was a Hungarian
mathematician. In 1904 he began to study at the University of Göttingen. His doctorate was
supervised by David Hilbert. The Haar measure, Haar wavelet, and Haar transform are named in
his honor. The Haar sequence is now recognized as the first known wavelet basis and extensively
used as a teaching example.

10j�mA�-y yt, । b}�s� / - 1�1�2, which is also being supported with a Śrutī (�� tF) as yto vA imAEn B� tAEn
jAy�t� , y�n jAtAEn jFvE�t , y(þy�(yEBs\EvfE�t , tE�EjâAs-v td̂ b}� । t{�u�3�1
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4.8 The Haar wavelet

We use Haar wavelet to illustrate the entire construct. The function shown in the figure 4.10 is the
Haar Wavelet or Haar Māyā (mAyA) function.

Figure 4.10: f2(t)− f1(t) Haar Wavelet or Māyā function

This function is represented as ψ(t). By using scalar multiplication and delaying, we can see
that f2(t)− f1(t) can be reconstructed from ψ(t). Thus,

f2(t)− f1(t) = −h1×ψ(t/T )+ h2×ψ(
t−T

T
)

here h1 and h2 have usual connotation. The function ψ(t) is called the Haar wavelet or Māyā
function. In general when we start with ψ(t) we can construct a function ψ( t−τ

s ) as a building
block, where ‘s’ is positive real and τ should be real. This dilation and translation ability of Wavelet
function is responsible for the effective projection of any signal. In Brahmasūtrabhās.ya (b}�s� /BA	y)
1-3-19, it clearly states: ek ev prm��r, k� V-TEn(yo EvâAnDAt� , aEv�yA mAyyA myAEvvt̂ an�kDA
EvBA&yt�।.

The variable ‘s’ dilates ψ(t) and ‘τ’ translates ψ(t). The variable τ is called the translation
index and the variable ‘s’ is called the dilation variable. If we consider time intervals of length T/2
for piecewise constant approximation then the value of ‘s’ is T/2, if length of time interval is T then
s=T. It means the single function ψ(t) allows you to bring in resolution step by step to any level
of detail. Thus, by dividing T into smaller subdivisions of T/2, T/4 and so on, any function xa(t)
can be made arbitrarily close to original function x(t). This ability is clearly stated in Śvetāśvetara
Upanis.ad (��tA��tr upEnqd̂) 4-10: mAyA\ t� þk� Et Ev�A�mAEyn\ t� mh��rm̂।. This also brings in
important point that in connotation, Māyā and Prakr.ti are similar.

If xe(t) denotes the error due to approximation, it can be expressed as

xe(t) = x(t)− xa(t)

ζ =
∫

∞

−∞

| xe(t) |2 dt

Where, ζ is the squared error. What we mean by arbitrarily close is that for any fixed value of
ζ (> 0), we can always find a positive integer m such that a piecewise constant approximation of
x(t) with an interval of T/2m satisfies the requirement of ζ .
It must be noted that any signal can be represented in piece wise constant form if and only if it has
finite energy. This once again confirms our discussion on Verse 1-3-5 of Nāsadīya Sūkta (nAsdFy
s� ?t). The analysis that we demonstrate is Energy analysis.
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4.9 Lk norms of x(t)

Calculations 4.1 — From infinite (∞) to finite. A function has finite energy content implies
and is implied by its L2 norm being finite. So what is this L2 norm? The L2 norm of a signal is
defined as

L2 norm o f x(t) =

[∫
∞

−∞

| x(t) |2 dt
] 1

2

A doubt may arise here:
• With reference to Svarūpalaks.an. a (-v!pl"Z) of Brahma (b}�), it is in infinitely blissful

state and hence captured as ‘s(y\ âAnmn�t\ b}�।’ in (2-1) of Taittirīya Upanis.ada (t{E�rFy
upEnqd).
• As per Vedānta philosophy, Brahma is also Upādāna Kāran. a of the world. (Bra.Sū.1-1-3:

fA-/yoEn(vAt।).
• TaittirīyaBhās.ya clearly states: þAgBAvþ@v\sABAvAþEtyoEg(v\ kAlt, aAn�(ym̂।
• If Brahma is limitless and beyond the realms of time, space and dimension, why are we

considering L2 norm for finite energy signal here?
This can be answered systematically as follows:
• That reflection of Brahma which controls Māyā is called as Īśvara (I�r).
• The limited form of the limitless is termed as Śapala (fpl) or Śabala (fbl) brahma.
• This limitedness is also expressed by specific terms in Pañcadaśī (pÑdfF).
• As per Pañcadaśī (pÑdfF) the journey from infinite to finite is through stages including:

Mahākāśa (mhAkAf) corresponding to Brahma (b}�) to Abhrākāśa (aB}AkAf) correspond-
ing to Īśvara (I�r). Similarly, from Ghat.ākāśa (GVAkAf) corresponding to Kūt.astha
(k� V-T) to Jalākāśa (jlAkAf) which corresponds to Jīva (jFv).
• Therefore, we work with the limited form of ‘Brahma’ and hence work out the L2 norm for

energy analysis.
In general, we can define the Lp norm of x(t) as

Lp norm o f x(t) =

[∫
∞

−∞

| x(t) |p dt
] 1

p

where p is any real number. The L∞ norm of x(t) is defined as

L∞ norm o f x(t) = lim
p→∞

[∫
∞

−∞

| x(t) |p dt
] 1

p

�

Significance of L∞ norm

As the value of p increases, large values in x(t) are being emphasized. This happens because for a
large p, the integral will have a large contribution from higher values in x(t).

L2(R) is said the to be the space of all real functions whose L2 norm is finite. The word ‘space’
is used with the intent that if we take a linear combination of two or more functions in that set then
we get back a function in that set. As we reduce the size of the individual time intervals previously
considered, we said we could as close to the original function as we desire by reducing the error.
This clearly means that L2 norm of the error can be reduced to as small a value as we desire. The
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Fourier series allows us to do this for a reasonable class of functions.
The same kind of thing is happening here. Just on function ψ(t) is able to take us as close as we

desire to the function which we wish to approximate. And this is just one ψ(t). The whole subject
of wavelets allows us to build many such ψ(t)’s. Each time we improved the resolution by factors
of ‘2’ and hence the term ‘dyadic’ which represents steps of two was used in the beginning of the
chapter. Thus the Haar wavelet is an example of a dyadic wavelet. In the following chapters we will
mostly focus our attention on dyadic wavelets. Dyadic wavelets are the most easily designed, the
best and most easily implemented and also the best understood.

If one understands the ‘Haar wavelet’ and if one understands the way in which the Haar MRA
is constructed many concepts of multi-resolution analysis would become clear. In this chapter we
brought out the idea of the Haar wavelet explicitly. We now know that dilates and translates of this
function can capture information in going from one resolution to the next level of resolution in steps
of two each time. So in terms of the spaces we are actually going from one subspace of L2(R) to the
next subspace.

R
This whole concept of building nested sub-sets leading to formation of the ladder of sub-spaces
in extremely important. This is because as we move up the ladder we achieve L2 norm leading
to the conceptualization of Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�) and down the ladder gives us the trivial
space {0} leading to Jīvātmā (jFvA(mA). For explaining the notional constructs behind doctrines
like ‘Tat-Tvam-Asi’ (tt̂ - (vm̂ -aEs), we can use Jahadajahallaks.an. ā (jhdjh¥"ZA) only
due to the ladder of nested sub-sets 11. Here ‘Tat’ refers to Śapala Brahma or Īśvara and ‘Tvam’
refers to Jīvātmā. As per Jahadajahallaks.an. ā, we need to give up the limitedness of Jīvātmā
and unlimitedness (perfect norm reconstruction) of Īśvara, which is possible by moving from
one resolution and/or scale to another!

The next task is to see how the dilates and translates of Haar wavelet help us in adding more and
more to the subspaces in going from a coarser subspace all the way to L2(R) on one side and all the
way down to a trivial subspace on the other (also referred to as the ladder of subspaces). Further we
will bring out the idea of the basis of these subspaces and how the Haar wavelet helps in capturing
the difference subspace.

In general a function which belongs to space Vm also belongs to space Vm+1. Hence a ladder of
subspaces is implied as depicted below:

...V−2 ⊂V−1 ⊂V0 ⊂V1 ⊂V2...

Intuitively, we can see that as we move towards right i.e. up the ladder we are moving towards L2(R)

{∪Vm}m∈Z = L2(R)

The expression above, if written without the cover-line implies that it covers all the interior region
whereas with closure (by cover-line) ensures the covering of boundary patches too. This talk is not
of much importance though but a slight glance at it is necessary.

11jhdjh¥"ZA - vAQyAT-y{kd�f\ c pEr(y>y{kd�fkm̂।
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Now what happens when we go left towards the ladder? Movement towards leftwards implies,
piecewise constant approximation over larger and larger intervals as m in 2−(m) goes more and more
negative. Now consider L2 norm of function going towards leftwards:

∞

∑
n=−∞

|Cm(n)|22−m

where C(·) is approximate coefficient at resolution 2−m. Now as we move towards left m becomes
negative and m→−∞. Therefore L2 norm is given by

2|m|
∞

∑
n=−∞

|Cm(n)|2

If we require L2 norm to converge, however for large |m|,
∞

∑
n=−∞

|Cm(n)|2 must be zero. That is

Cm(n) = 0 ∀ n. Hence movement towards left implies movement towards trivial subspace {0}.

{∩Vm}m∈Z = {0}

R
One important point to note here is that trivial subspace is different then null subspace as
null subspace does not contain any element. Thus, this NOT in compliance with ‘Śūnyavāda’
(f� �yvAd) of the Buddhist (bO�) 12.

We say that a set of functions { f1, f2, f3, ..., fk, ...} span a whole space if any function in that
space can be represented by the linear combination of these functions.
What is function φ(t) and how does its integer translates span V0? We may consider function φ(t) as
shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Function φ(t)

Any function in V0 can be expressed in the form

12As given in Vedānta Bhās.ya (2-2-31): f� �yvAEdp"-t� sv -þmAZ - EvþEtEq� iEt tEàrAkrZAy nAdr,
E�yt�।
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∑
n∈Z

Cnφ(t−n)

where Cn is piecewise approximation constants and φ(t − n) are the integer translates of φ(t).
Figure.4.12 shows a function belonging to V0. It can be expressed in terms of translates of φ(t) as
shown below:

Figure 4.12: Example of a function belonging to V0

0.2φ(t + 1)+ 0.7φ(t)−0.4φ(t−1)+ 0.6φ(t−2)+ 1.3φ(t−3)

Hence any space Vm can be similarly constructed using a function φ(2mt).

Vm = span{φ(2mt−n)}n,m∈Z

φ(t) is called as scaling function(Haar MRA), also known as ‘Father function’. The ladder of
subspaces

...V−2 ⊂V−1 ⊂V0 ⊂V1 ⊂V2...

with these properties is called as Multi-Resolution Analysis (MRA).
The Sarga (sg) in the light of Wavelets can be looked upon as Multi-resolution Analysis (MRA).

The MRA axioms and theorem are stated as follows:

4.10 Axioms of MRA

R There exists a ladder of subspaces, ...V−2 ⊂V−1 ⊂V0 ⊂V1 ⊂V2... such that

1. {∪Vm}m∈Z = L2(R)
2. {∩Vm}m∈Z = {0}
3. There exists φ(t) such that, V0 = span{φ(t−n)}n∈Z
4. {φ(t−n)}n∈Z is an orthogonal set.
5. If f (t) ∈Vm then f (2−mt) ∈V0, ∀m ∈ Z
6. If f (t) ∈V0 then f (t−n) ∈V0, ∀n ∈ Z
Here, L2(R) refer to the finest possible scale and is equivalent to the very concept of Prakr.ti

(þk� Et) or Māyā (mAyA) attaining back the equilibrium of Sattva (s�v), Raja (rj) and Tama (tm).
The {0} is the coarsest form and can be compared to Pam. ca-Mahābhūta (p\c mhAB� t). All the scales
that translate from L2(R) to {0} is the very process of evolution, that is Sarga (sg).
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4.11 Theorem of MRA

R Given the axioms, there exists a ψ(·)∈ L2(R), so that {ψ(2mt−n)}m∈Z,n∈Z spans the L2(R).

The wavelet function ψ(·) is also called as ‘Mother function’ or ‘Māyā function’.

The wavelet function ψ(·) is also called as ‘Mother function’. This mother function is the Prakr.ti
(þk� Et) or Māyā (mAyA) and is responsible for moving from one subspace to another thus creating
coarser forms from finer ones or taking coarser forms towards finer ones by adding details and thus
making the system comply to L2(R) norm.

This leads us to a sound mathematical framework which explains the crux as follows:

Analytics 4.11.1 — Spanning Spaces. In this illustration we will consider the vector space Vj

spanned by the discrete scaling functions {φ(2 jx− k)} or Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�) function,
we use this span of the vector space to project any function say f (x) such that f j(x) ∈ Vj. The
projected function can be mathematically encoded as,

f j(x) = ∑
k

α j,k2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k) (4.1)

In this equation, α j,k depict the approximation values as it derives the components from the
low pass scaling equation as given in equation,

α j,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f (x)2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k)dx (4.2)

where the set {φ(2 jx− k)} constitutes the basis. This f j(x) represents “approximation” of the
signal f (x). This is exactly what is the essence of ‘ td{"t bh� -yA\ þjAy�y। ’ cA\�6�2�3 , t{�2�6.
The same is also depicted in Pañcadaśī (pÑdfF) a. In most of the de-noising applications this finds
it’s scope, and this set is orthogonal on (−∞,∞) with respect to the translation, i.e.,∫

∞

−∞

2 j
φ(2 jx− k)φ(2 jx− k′) = 0, k 6= k′

Also, ∫
∞

−∞

φ
2(2 jx− k)dx =

1
2 j (4.3)

since, ∫
∞

−∞

φ
2(2 jx− k)dx =

1
2 j

∫
∞

−∞

φ
2(2 jx− k)

1
2 j dx (4.4)

=
1
2 j

∫
∞

−∞

φ
2(y− k)dy =

1
2 j (4.5)
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where we used the change of variable y = 2 jx−k and the fact that
∫

∞

−∞
φ 2(x)dx = 1. So, the factor

2
j
2 is for the normalization of φ(2 jx− k) to be 2

j
2 φ(2 jx− k), in order that we have,∫

∞

−∞

2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k)2

j
2 φ(2 jx− k′)dx =

{
0, k 6= k′

1, k = k
(4.6)

We mention that the orthogonality of the scaling functions on (−∞,∞) with respect to trans-
lations, is a very basic requirement in the (usual) definition of the multi-resolution analysis
b.

We know that Vj ∈Vj+1 as depicted in Figure (4.13), and that Vj+1 has better refinement than
Vj. This “difference” (as only a refinement and not an approximation like f j(x) in (4.1) of the
signal!) is a subset of Vj+1 spanned by the discrete wavelets of the subspace Wj, g j(x) ∈Wj or the
Māyā (mAyA) space,

g j(x) = ∑
k

β j,k2
j
2 ψ(2 jx− k) (4.7)

This spanning of the spaces of Māyā (mAyA) projections also happens in the dyadic style. Māyā
(mAyA) projections are depictions of the details captured and in terms of signal processing it is
termed as High-Pass-Filtering! Because the Māyā (mAyA) projections are capable of spanning vari-
ous resolutions, from coarsest to the finest, R. gveda (�`v�d) in (1-32-4) proclaims - mAEynAmEmnA,
þot mAyA,। It should be noted that the word ‘Māyā (mAyA)’ appears several times in R. gveda
(�`v�d). Some scholars have taken the objection that Ādi Śaṅkaraacaarya (aAEd f¬rAcAy) in-
vented Māyā (mAyA) to propose his doctrine of Māyā (mAyA) which is popularly called as Māyāvāda
(mAyAvAd) or Vivartavāda (EvvtvAd). Obviously this is not true and the doctrine put forth by Ādi
Śaṅkaraacaarya (aAEd f¬rAcAy) is honestly consistent with the Vedas. Ādi Śaṅkaraacaarya
(aAEd f¬rAcAy) has certainly elaborated on the concept of Māyā (mAyA) in BrahmasūtraBhās.ya
(b}�s� /BA	y) - yTA mAyAEvn, cmK�DrAt̂ s� /�Z aAkAf\ aEDroht, s ev mAyAvF prmAT!po
B� Em¤o_�y,। in (1-1-17) and ek ev prm��r, k� V-TEn(yo EvâAnDAt� , aEv�yA mAyyA myAEvvt̂

an�kDA EvBA&yt�। in (1-3-19). This exactly what the dot product of β j,k ·2
j
2 ψ(2 jx− k) indicates.

β j,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f (x)2
j
2 ψ(2 jx− k) (4.8)

The basis {ψ(2 jx− k)} of this vector space Wj are always orthogonal to the scaling functions
{φ(2 jx− k)} of Vj on (−∞,∞),∫

∞

−∞

2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k)2

j
2 ψ(2 jx− k′)dx = δk,k′ (4.9)

This relation resembles the orthogonality of the cosine functions to the sine functions of the
Fourier series.

An example again is that of Haar function and their associated wavelets, where they are
orthogonal even when k = k′, as can be seen from figure (4.14), where their product is ,for example
φ(x−1)ψ(x−2) or φ(x−1)ψ(x−1), is zero on (−∞,∞). With this orthogonality of the basis of
Vj to those of Wj, we have Wj as the orthogonal complement of Vj in Vj+1, Vj+1 = Vj⊕Wj. This
can be done in the same way for Vj = Vj−1⊕Wj−1, whereas Vj+1 = Vj−1⊕Wj−1⊕Wj. Then this
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process can be continued until we reach a coarse (or blurred) resolution, for example, such that of
V0 with scale 1

20 = 1,

Vj+1 = V0⊕W0⊕W1⊕W2⊕ ...⊕Wj−1⊕Wj (4.10)

This is a mathematical form of jFvo b}�{v nA pr,।. The orthogonal addition in lower subspace
between Vj and Wj leads to Vj+1 formation!

Figure (4.14) shows schematically this relation with the blurred approximation in V0 of scale
l0 = 1, and the refinements that are added to it by W0, W1, W2 and W3. We must note that, for
example, V1 and W1 are two subspaces in V2, where the W2 basis span the difference between V2
and V1.

In the next illustration we show the decomposition f0(x) ∈V0 of the function f (x) = x, 0 <
x < 3 as a rough approximation of f (x), then wrote its decomposition (refinement) as g0(x) ∈W0.
We showed that the latter decomposition g0(x) is not an approximation to the function f (x) =
x, 0 < x < 3, but it represented a helping hand to f0(x) ∈V0 at the scale l0 = 1 where it added to
it a bit of a refinement to advance this approximation f0(x) to the more refined one f1(x) ∈V1 at
the smaller scale l1 = 1

2 . This is the essence of W0 being the orthogonal complement of V0 in V1.
Both V0 and W0 are subspaces of V1 and V1 = V0⊕W0, where the basis of W1 span the difference
between V1 and V0. Another way of putting this is that, for having the refinement at the lower
scale l1 = 1

2 , that help us go from V0 at scale l0 = 1 to V1 at the scale 1
2 , V0 ∈V1, we can go to the

basis of W0 at the same scale l0 = 1 to span the difference between the spaces V1 and V2. This
alternative means that while we work with the scale l0 = 1 for V0 and W0, we are getting the
equivalent refinement of being with the smaller scale l1 = 1

2 in V1. Well, the credit must go to the
little details (refinement) in the wavelets series (4.8) versus its associated scaling function series
of (4.2) for j = 0. This can be seen clearly, where the Haar basic wavelet,

ψ(t) =


1, 0≤ x < 1

2
−1, 1

2 ≤ x < 1
0, otherwise

(4.11)

has more structure (refinement-details) than that of its associated scaling function,

φ(t) =

{
1, 0≤ x < 1
0, otherwise

(4.12)

aEcdAn�dmyb}�þEtEbMbsmE�vtA। pÑdfF�1�15
btm, þkAfvt̂ - Evz� -vBAvyo, in the preface or upo�At of fArFrk BA	y by aAEd f¬rAcAy

Analytics 4.11.2 — A brief look at implementing signal decomposition with filters. In line
of this observation that the wavelets (Māyā or mAyA) decomposition brings refinement to that
of the scaling functions (blurred) (Śapala Brahma or fpl b}�) approximation of the signal in
f0(x)+ g0(x) = f1(x) ∈V1, we may venture to make this comparison in terms of the “frequency
content” of the signal as it is measured by the inner product of < f (x),φ(x) > and < f (x),ψ(x) >
of the function f (x) and the Haar scaling function and its associated wavelet (Māyā or mAyA
function) respectively. The simplistic observation is that the Haar function φ(x), 0 < x < 1
resembles the behavior of cos0x = 1 on (0,π), while ψ(x),0≤ x < 1 with its oscillation-like on
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Figure 4.13: Nested subspaces spanned by the (discrete) scaling function φ(x),φ(2x−k), ...,φ(2 jx−
k),φ(2 j+1x− k)

Figure 4.14: Wavelets subspaces Wj as the orthogonal components of Vj in Vj+1, Vj+1 = Vj⊕Wj
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Description Type of HyAEt Philosophical School
-m� Et!p, pr/ p� vd� £AvBAs,। aEnvcnFy HyAEt a�{t v�dA�tF
a�y/A�yDmA@yAs,। a�yTAHyAEt n{yAEyk
a�y/A�yDmA@yAs,। aA(mHyAEt yogAcAr bO�
y/ yd@yAs, tE�v�kAg}hEnb�Dno
B}m,।

aHyAEt mFmA\sk

y/ yd@yAs, t-y{v
EvprFtDm(vkSpnA।

ast̂ HyAEt mA@yEmk bO�

Table 4.2: Types of Khyāti

[0,1) resembles cosx on (0,π), which is with higher frequency n = 1 than that of 0 for cos0x.
Now, the coefficients α0,0 and β0,0, as the inner products < f (x),φ(x) > (Śapala Brahma or
fpl b}� projections) and < f (x),ψ(x) > (Māyā or mAyA projections), respectively, measure
the frequency content in the signal- quoting Fourier series analysis. Hence < f (x),ψ(x) > is
expected to indicate a frequency content of frequency 1, while < f (x),φ(x) > would indicate a
frequency content of zero frequency. Hence, the refinement we get from < f (x),ψ(x) > versus
that of < f (x),ψ(x) >.

Another more accurate way of interpreting < f (x),φ(x) > and < f (x),ψ(x) > is that for a
continuous function f (x) on [0,1),

< f (x),φ(x) >=
∫

∞

−∞

f (x) 1 dx =
∫ 1

0
f (x)dx, (4.13)

which is the “average” of f (x). So, < f (x),φ(x) > gives a very coarse “blurred” approximation
of f (x) as just “the average” of f (x) on [0,1). These are Śapala Brahma or fpl b}� projections.

On the other hand,

< f (x),ψ(x) > =
∫

∞

−∞

f (x)ψ(x)dx

=
∫ 1

2

0
f (x) 1 dx +

∫ 1

1
2

f (x) (−1) dx

< f (x),ψ(x) >=
∫ 1

2

0
f (x) 1 dx− 1

2

∫ 1

1
2

f (x) dx (4.14)

which is the difference between the two averages of f (x) on [0, 1
2) and [1

2 ,1). Hence, while
< f (x),φ(x)> is satisfied with just the average of f (x) on [0,1), < f (x),ψ(x)> goes much farther
than that searching for “differences”, “variations”, “refinements” or “fine structure” in the signal.
These are Māyā or mAyA projections. So, again, the mere blurred averaging of < f (x),φ(x) > or
Śapala Brahma or fpl b}� projections versus the more detailed differential of < f (x),ψ(x) > in
the signal or Māyā or mAyA projections, may still be associated with low and high frequency by
contents, respectively.
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Long before the advent of the wavelets analysis about a quarter of a century ago, now and
forever, electrical engineers work with the frequency content of the signal. Before wavelets, their
measure of frequency contents was in the Fourier series coefficients, an = 1

π
< f (x),cosnx >,

bn = 1
π
< f (x),sinnx >, −π < x < π as, again, inner products. Also, for f (x) ∈ (−∞,∞), the

Fourier integral (transform), F(w) = 1
2π

< f (x),e−iωx >=< f (x),e−i2πνx >, where ω is the
frequency in radians per seconds and ν is in cycles per seconds (hertz). The periodic signals are
subjected to Fourier series analysis and aperiodic signals will be subjected to Fourier Transforms
Techniques.

At this time we may say that the electronics engineering method of looking for the high
frequencies in a signal is to use what is called a “high pass” filter or now Māyā or mAyA projections.
This means that such filters stop all frequencies below certain frequency ω0, and allow only the
frequencies above ω0 with a band (ω0,ωn), where ωn is the highest frequency anticipated in the
signal. For the low frequency content below ω0, they have a “low pass” filter that allows only such
low frequencies or Śapala Brahma or fpl b}� projections. Now in the context of < f (x),ψ(x) >
searching for the “differences” or higher frequencies than that of < f (x),φ(x) > the content
with the average, blurred or low frequency. Electrical engineers jumped at implementing such
operations with “high pass” or Māyā or mAyA and “low pass” or Śapala Brahma or fpl b}� filters
respectively. Let us assume that we have a signal that may have a refinement close to the scale l1 =
1
2 . So, we approximate it in the space V1 with its scaling functions {φ1,0,φ1,1} and their respective
coefficients α1,0,α1,1. This is in line with approaching Sarga (sg). Since these functions use is for
approximating the signal by f1(x) in V1, we know the basis used φ1,0,φ1,1 = {

√
2φ(2x),

√
2φ(2x−

1)}. So, we will indicate the f1(x) approximation by the coefficients used for {α1,0,α1,1} in
the approximation (b}�) or decomposition (mAyA) series. We do the same for g1(x) ∈W1, where
we indicate it by its coefficients {β1,0,β1,1} of the wavelets {

√
2ψ(2x),

√
2ψ(2x− 1)}. We

take it that the coefficients {α1,0,α1,1} of the scaling function represent an average or “blurred”
decomposition of the signal, while the wavelets coefficients {β1,0,β1,1} represent the search
for “differences” or changes in the signal (as with mAyA or þk� Et). To have these two different
characters that gives the indication of the low frequency associated with {α1,0,α1,1} and a high
frequency associated with the differences of {β1,0,β1,1}, the signal is passed through two parallel
low pass and high pass filters. Thus, Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�) and Māyā (mAyA) work in tandem.

The output of the low pass filter, as expected, is associated with the averages of {α1,0,α1,1}
of the scaling fpl b}� functions, while the output of the high pass filter is associated with the
(differential) coefficients {β1,0,β1,1} of the wavelets mAyA function.

This operation is represented schematically as shown in Figure (4.15). We note that if the
signal has, for example, 256 samples, then the outputs of the two (parallel) filters add up to double
of that,i.e., 512 samples. What is done in this case is to cancel half of the samples of each output
to end up with the same number (256) of the input (to the two filters) samples. The usual way of
doing this is to throw away every other sample from the output of each filter to end up with 128
samples output for each sample, a total of 256, the same number of input samples. This process of
cutting the output samples to a half, is called “down sampling”, and is designated by the sign ↓.
We shall refer to the operations of the low and high pass filters by L and H, respectively.

As seen in Figure (4.15), while we have only averages associated with the coefficients
{α1,0,α1,1} of the scaling functions in V1, the output of the low pass filter still gave a “blurred”
average associated with α0,0 of φ0,0, while the output of the high pass filter produced differential
associated with β0,0 of the wavelet ψ0,0. This is the essence, in a very practical way, of saying that
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V1 = V0⊕W0.
This also very strongly establishes Adhyāsavāda (a@yAsvAd) or Vivartavāda (EvvtvAd) of as

per Vedānta school of thought. The various thoughts on this can be reflected as given in Table
(4.2).

Here aEnvcnFy HyAEt gets subtly established. As per Advaita Vedānta, the process of gaining
knowledge (þmA = yTAT âAn) happens because of Caitanya (c{t�y). This Caitanya (c{t�y) is of
four types and gets captured neatly in this framework as follows:

1. þmAt� c{t�y - < α j,k, f j >
2. þmAZc{t�y - < α j,k,g j >
3. Evqyc{t�y - < β j,k, f j >
4. Plc{t�y - < β j,k,g j >
All other types of HyAEt are naturally refuted thus. What we have in Figure (4.15) is the

decomposition process of f1(x) ∈V1 via its representation of the sum of the two outputs of the
low and high pass filters. Such a decomposition may be stored or transmitted. In the latter case,
we receive the two outputs of Figure (4.15), and we are to reconstruct the original signal. For this,
the reverse process of Figure (4.15) is used as shown in Figure (4.16). However, when we have
such a two outputs with, for example, 128 samples each, they will be inputs together as only 128
and not the original 256 samples of the input of the decomposition. For this an “up sampling” ↑
by a factor of 2 is used to recover the number 256. This is done by inserting 128 zeros in between
the 128 samples. The two operations in Figure (4.16) of decomposition, then the reconstruction in
Figure (4.17) constitute a simple example of what is called “quadrature mirror filter pairs”.

In Figure we showed the decomposition as well as the reconstruction of the signal f2(x) ∈V2
via the (quadrature mirror filter) pairs.

As we had commented on Figure (4.15), Figure (4.17) depicts the first stage of the two filters
is expressed as V2 = V1⊕W1, while the second stage of the decomposition via the second two
filters is expressed as V1 = V0⊕W0. Hence the output of the two sets of the parallel low pass and
high pass filters becomes V2 = V0⊕W0⊕W1. This means that the details in V2 are formed via the
projections of f (x) onto the wavelets spaces W0 and W1 with scales of 1 and 1

2 , respectively. The
scaling functions role, on the other hand, is only a coarse (blurred) projection of the signal onto
their space V0 with its large scale of 1 in the above case.

So, for the general case when a signal is suspected to need a very fine projection, for example
l5 = 1

32 , then we start with f5(x) ∈V5, and the above decomposition goes as V5 = V0⊕W0⊕W1⊕
W2⊕W3⊕W4, which requires five low and high pass filter pairs.

More details on defining filters including the low and high pass ones, are can be understood
with the following depiction of Adhyāsa (a@yAs).
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This concept of Adhyāsa is very powerful and once again it gets established through aEnvcnFy
HyAEt as: s�v�nAs�v�n cAEnvcnFy-y rjtAd�, HyAEt, þtFEt, aEnvcnFyHyAEt,।. Because of
this, the ladder structure of the nested sub-sets holds and we get the complete MRA (Multi
Resolution Analysis) framework.

Figure 4.15: The outputs f0(t) ∈V0 and g0(t) ∈W0 of the low and high pass filters respectively (after
down sampling)

Figure 4.16: The reconstruction part of the (quadrature mirror) filter pairs to implement the scaling
function wavelets reconstruction of the signal f1(x) ∈V1.
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Figure 4.17: Decomposition and reconstruction of f2(x)∈V2 - A special case of a “quadrature mirror
filter pairs”.

Figure 4.18: Signal f(x)

Figure 4.19: Haar Wavelet Function
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Figure 4.20: Haar scaling Function

The conceptual part of Sarga (sg) is well captured now. To understand the practical part and to
enable us to understand the actual process, we uncover one complete signal decomposition cycle by
invoking the zoom-in and zoom-out features of Wavelet function or the Prakr.ti (þk� Et).

Analytics 4.11.3 — Zoom-in and Zoom-out. We have seen that wavelet transform decomposes
signal into two separate series and this is in line with the basic understanding of the notion of
‘Brahma’ (b}�) and ‘Māyā’ (mAyA). One is a single series which represents coarse version which
leads to scaling function and corresponds with ‘Brahma’ (b}�), popularly known as the father
function. Other is a double series which represents a refined version which leads to wavelet
function and corresponds to ‘Māyā’ (mAyA), popularly known as mother wavelet. We also build on
top of the idea of nested subspaces, an MRA and two band filter bank to realize an MRA. The
major problem regarding an MRA was that while analyzing a signal we move down the ladder
in an MRA. However in many applications moving up the ladder is desired. Thus an alternative
framework is needed. So let us start defining that framework.
Whole concept of MRA is in a way based on the idea of nested subspaces. This gives the entire
wavelet structure ability to ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’ of any signal under analysis. We can bring
about this essence using two mathematical equations.

1. Equation of scaling function,

φ(t) =
√

2∑
k

hkφ(2t− k) (4.15)

In above equation we can clearly see that φ(t) belongs to subspace V0. Similarly we can see that
φ(2t−k) belongs to subspace V1. Thus idea of nested subspaces is captured in the above equation.

2. Equation of Wavelet function,

ψ(t) =
√

2∑
k

gkφ(2t− k) (4.16)

Similar to the case seen above we can see that ψ(t) belongs to subspace W0 and φ(2t−k) belongs
to V1.

From above two equations we can see that,
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Vj = Vj−1⊕Wj−1

Above equation leads us again to the idea of subspaces. If we start at V0 and go on adding details
then at some stage we would be able to go tantalizingly close to the signal. Let’s now see how to
achieve that,

Let a function be,

f j(x) ∈Vj, scale=
1
2 j .

To span these space Vj the basis function would be 2 j/2φ(2 jx− k)k

Here k is the translational parameter and 2 j/2 is the normalizing factor to convert orthogonal basis
into an orthonormal basis.
Thus we can write,

f j(x) = ∑
k

(α j,k2 j/2
φ(2 jx− k))

Alpha can be calculated by as,

α j,k =
∫ +∞

−∞

f j(x)2 j/2
φ(2 jx− k)dx

Similarly for W subspaces,

g j(x) ∈Wj, scale =
1
2 j

The basis would now be,

2 j/2ψ(2 jx− k)k

Also we can write,

g j(x) = ∑
k

(β j,k2 j/2
ψ(2 jx− k))

β j,k =
∫ +∞

−∞

g j(x)2 j/2
ψ(2 jx− k)dx

β values here would give us the details which are required to move from one subspace to another.

Now to understand how the framework we designed is useful in moving up the ladder let us
consider a problem.
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Consider a signal,

f (x) =

{
x 0≤ x≤ 3,
0 elsewhere

The function f (x) is shown in figure (4.18).
Objectives:

1. To find f0(x) ∈V0

2. To find g0(x) ∈W0

3. To find f1(x) ∈ V1 by f1(x) = f0(x)⊕ g0(x). This would be moving up the ladder since
we are getting f1(x) from f0(x) and g0(x).

4. Ultimately to prove V0⊕W0 = V1

Firstly let us find f0(x) ∈V0, j=0 Scale=
1
2 j =

1
20 =1. In, (2 j/2φ(2 jx− k))k,

if we put j=0 the basis function would be,ψ(x− k)k. The projection would be,
f0(x) = ∑

2
k=0(α0,kφ(x− k))

For k=0,

α0,0 =
∫ +∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x)dx

The interesting thing to note is, here we can choose our own scaling function φ which is not
the case with Fourier or any other conventional transforms discussed in the last lecture. In the
conventional transforms the basis function is fixed and is exponential.
Here we would be using Haar scaling and wavelet functions shown in figure (4.19) and figure
(4.20).

For k=0 the equation would result in,

α0,0 =
∫ 1

0
xdx

α0,0 =
x2

2

∣∣∣∣1
0

α0,0 =
1
2
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Correspondingly,

α0,1 =
∫ 2

1
xφ(x−1)dx

α0,1 =
∫ 2

1
xdx

α0,1 =
3
2

Similarly,

α0,2 =
∫ 3

2
xφ(x−2)dx

α0,2 =
∫ 3

2
xdx

α0,2 =
5
2

Now we can write,

f0(x) =
1
2

φ(x)+
3
2

φ(x−1)+
5
2

φ(x−2) (4.17)

This is how we can find out projections of signal f in space V0. The coefficients of f0(x) represent
the approximations of the signal. This can be seen in figure (4.21).

Now the next task is to find the projections g0(x) of the signal on W0. Let, g0(x) ∈W0, scale =1.
The basis function would be, 2 j/2ψ(2 jx− k)k.
We will again make use of Haar wavelet function. Thus as j=0, the basis function would now
reduce to, ψ(x− k)k.
Thus we can write,

g0(x) = ∑
k

(β0,kψ(x− k))

β0,k =
∫ +∞

−∞

g0(x)ψ(x− k)dx

As the projections are taken in W0 subspace these β values will now represent all the details. Simi-
lar to the case of α values, from above equation we can find out corresponding β values as follows,
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β0,0 =
∫ +∞

−∞

g0(x)ψ(x)dx

β0,0 =
∫ 1

0
xψ(x)dx

β0,0 =
∫ 1/2

0
(1)xdx +

∫ 1

1/2
x(−1)dx

β0,0 =
1
8
− 1

2
+

1
8

β0,0 =
−1
4

β0,1 =
∫ 2

1
xψ(x−1)dx

β0,1 =
∫ 3/2

1
(1)xdx +

∫ 2

3/2
x(−1)dx

β0,1 =
−1
4

Similarly,

β(0,2) =
−1
4

Thus we can write,

g0(x) = β0,0ψ(x)+ β0,1ψ(x−1)+ β0,2ψ(x−2)

g0(x) =
−1
4

ψ(x)+
−1
4

ψ(x−1)+
−1
4

ψ(x−2) (4.18)

Hence we can see that all the β have the same value
−1
4

. We will discuss that later on in the

chapter. The projections g0(x) are plotted along f0(x) in figure (4.22).

Now lets find out projections on V1 subspace. Let, f1(x)εV1, j=1, scale=
1
2 j =

1
2

.

The basis function would now change to, 2 j/2φ(2 jx− k)k. As j=1,
√

2φ(2x− k)k

Correspondingly we can write,

f1(x) =
5

∑
k=0

(α1,k
√

2φ(2x− k))
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At the point the α values obtained from above equation should match numerically with the values
obtained by orthogonally adding α values in V0 with β values in W0. If these values match we can
say that the framework we developed is definitely working and we would be able to move up the
ladder.

So let’s now calculate α1,k values.

α1,0 =
∫ +∞

−∞

f1(x)
√

2φ(2x)dx

α1,0 =
∫ 1/2

0
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x)dx

α1,0 =
∫ 1/2

0
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x)dx

From figure (4.23),

α1,0 =
√

2
∫ 1/2

0
x(1)dx

α1,0 =
√

2
1
8

α1,0 =
1

4
√

2

From figure (4.22) we can calculate α1,0 as,

α1,0 = α
−
0,0 + β

−
0,0

α1,0 =
1
2
− 1

4

α1,0 =
1
4

The above value matches the previously calculated one with an exception of
√

2 which would
eventually be getting cancelled since we have normalized the basis basis functions. We can see
this with the help of following,

f1(x) =
5

∑
k=0

(α1,k
√

2φ(2x− k))

For k=0,
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f1(x) = α1,0
√

2φ(2x)

f1(x) =
1

4
√

2

√
2φ(2x)

f1(x) =
1
4

φ(x)

Similar to α1,0 we can calculate other α values.

α1,1 =
3
4

α1,2 =
5
4

α1,3 =
7
4

α1,4 =
9
4

α1,5 =
11
4

Thus we can conclude that approximations obtained in V1 are better than those obtained in V0.

Hence this is a mechanism through which we can not only think of moving up the ladder but also
think of making the choice of the scale and translation parameter and then specifically zoom on to
a particular point in the signal or function which is of greater importance. This framework enables
the analyzer to either zoom-in onto a specific part of the signal or zoom-out to understand the big
picture. This big picture can be glanced in figure (4.24).

Figure 4.21: Plotting of f0(x) coefficients

The following MATLAB code presents the analysis carried out in the previous illustration.
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Figure 4.22: Plotting of g0(x) and f0(x) coefficients

Figure 4.23: φ(2x)

Figure 4.24: Plotting of α values of f1(x), Note - The thick black lines are α values of f1(x)
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Analytics 4.11.4 — MATLAB code: Fourier for Non-Stationary Signals. \\

%************************************************

%************************************************

% MATLAB code to understand MRA (MultiResolution Analysis)

% example: To be accompanied with thesis by

% by Aditya Abhyankar

%************************************************

%************************************************

clear all;close all;clc;

x0=0; % Lower limit of signal

x1=3; % Upper limit of signal

level=9; % Resolution of the signal

x=x0:1/100:x1-1/2^level;

alpha00=1/2;alpha01=3/2; alpha02=5/2;% alpha_0,k values for V0

beta0=1/4; beta1=-1/4; % beta_0,k values for W0

f=x; % The given function

plot(f,x,'k','LineWidth',2); axis([0 4 -1 4]); grid on; hold on;

% Ploting of projections in V0

plot(x(1:100),alpha00, '+b','LineWidth',8);

plot(x(101:200),alpha01, '+b', 'LineWidth',8);

plot(x(201:300),alpha02, '+b','LineWidth',8); hold on;

% Ploting of projections in W0

plot(x(1:50),beta1, '*g','LineWidth',8); plot(x(51:100),beta0,

'*g','LineWidth',8); plot(x(101:150),beta1, '*g','LineWidth',8);

plot(x(151:200),beta0, '*g','LineWidth',8); plot(x(201:250),beta1,

'*g','LineWidth',8); plot(x(251:300),beta0, '*g','LineWidth',8);

hold on;

alpha10=1/4;alpha11=3/4; alpha12=5/4; % alpha_1,k values for V1

alpha13=7/4;alpha14=9/4; alpha15=11/4;

% Ploting of projections in V1

plot(x(1:50),alpha10, 'or','LineWidth',1); plot(x(51:100),alpha11,

'or','LineWidth',1); plot(x(101:150),alpha12, 'or','LineWidth',1);

plot(x(151:200),alpha13, 'or','LineWidth',1);

plot(x(201:250),alpha14, 'or','LineWidth',1);

plot(x(251:300),alpha15, 'or','LineWidth',1);

title('Multi-Resolution Example'); save test_f.mat f;

% End

The saved function can be opened in the wavelet toolbox of MATLAB by typing ‘wavemenu’ on
the command prompt and loading the test signal and doing analysis using wavelet of the reader’s
choice. The output is shown in the figure(4.25).
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Figure 4.25: MRA exercise. Black line indicates the function f (x), blue projections indicate
f0(x) ∈V0, green projections indicate g0(x) ∈W0, red projections indicate f1(x) ∈V1

Along with Sarga (sg), PratiSarga (þEtsg) is extremely important. Both the procedures are
possible in the form of either moving up or down the ladder of nested sub-sets. The same is illustrated
further in this chapter.

4.12 Daubechies Filters

The salient feature of Daubechies filter bank is that its construction of depends on addition of
polynomial of higher and higher degree in filter transfer function. To be specific, more and more
(1− z−1) terms are utilized in high pass analysis filter bank.

I ngrid Daubechies

(born 17 August 1954) is a Belgian physicist and mathematician. Between 2004 and 2011
she was the William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor in the mathematics and applied mathematics depart-
ments at Princeton University. In January 2011 she moved to Duke University as a Professor
in mathematics. She is the first woman president of the International Mathematical Union
(20112014). She is best known for her work with wavelets in image compression. At Courant
in 1986 she made her best-known discovery: based on quadrature mirror filter-technology she
constructed compactly supported continuous wavelets that would require only a finite amount of
processing, in this way enabling wavelet theory to enter the realm of digital signal processing.
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Impulse response of Daubechies analysis low pass filter
The first member of the Daubechies family is the Haar filter bank itself. In the second member of
Daubechies family the analysis side high pass filter has factor of (1− z−1)2. Now high pass filter
of analysis side is of form z−DH0(−z−1), where H0(z) is the analysis side low pass filter. So H0(z)
should have a factor of (1 + z−1)2.

Analytics 4.12.1 — D2 calculations. It can be recalled that in the Daubechies family the filter
lengths are always even. So for the second member of the Daubechies family, filter length will be
4 and the order will be 3. So H0(z) has 3 zeros. Two of them are already specified to be at z =−1.
The third zero is to be determined to get complete transfer function. This falls in line with the
equivalence of ‘Brahma’ (b}�) with ‘Dahara’ (dhr), as prescribed in Chāndogya - aE-m�b}�p� r�
dhr\ p�\XrFk\ v�[m dhro_E-mn। CA\�8�1�1. The complete transfer is obtained as follows:
Let impulse response be,

h[n] =

[
h0 h1 h2 h3

]
↑

So h[n] is orthogonal to its even shifts e.g. shifts of 2,4,6 etc. So the only non-trivial relation is
obtained by the dot product of h[n] and h[n−2].

h[n] =

[
h0 h1 h2 h3

]
↑

h[n−2] =

[
. . . . . .h0 h1 h2 h3

]
↑n=2

Hence their dot product is (h0h2 + h1h3) and because of orthogonality of dot product with respect
to even shifts,

h0h2 + h1h3 = 0 (4.19)

Now system function can be expressed as,

H0(z) = h0 + h1z−1 + h2z−2 + h3z−3 (4.20)

Also as H0(z) has a factor of (1 + z−1)2, so in general H0(z) can be written as,

H0(z) = C0(1 + z−1)2(1 + B0z−1)

where C0 is a constant.
Here two zeros are constrained at z = −1. If we neglect the constant for time being and then
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expanding the previous expression, we can write,

H0(z) = 1 + 2z−1 + z−2 + B0z−1 + 2B0z−2 + B0z−3

H0(z) = 1 +(2 + B0)z−1 +(1 + 2B0)z−2 + B0z−3 (4.21)

Comparing the coefficients of powers of z−1 from equation 4.20 and 4.21, we get,

h0 = 1

h1 = 2 + B0

h2 = 1 + 2B0

h3 = B0

Putting this value in equation (1),we get,

(1 + 2B0)+(2 + B0)B0 = 0

⇒ B2
0 + 4B0 + 1 = 0

Solving the above quadratic equation, we get,

B0 = (−4±2
√

3)/2 =−2±
√

3 (4.22)

Now the implication of B0 is that the third zero of H0(z) is at B0. For B0 = −2−
√

3 i.e.
B0 = −3.732, the zero is outside the unit circle in the z-plane. Because |B0| > 1, this will
not become the minimum phase implementation. The magnitude response being the same as
required. So there will be more phase delay and group delay in the system which is not desired.
But for B0 =−2 +

√
3 i.e. B0 =−0.268, the zero is inside the unit circle in the z-plane and so the

system remains the minimum phase system, because |B0|< 1. So we choose B0 =−2 +
√

3 i.e.
B0 =−0.268.
So the impulse response of the analysis side low pass filter of length 4 of Daubechies family is,
shown in table (4.3) below.

In this derivation process we have neglected the constant C0. To find C0, let’s recall:

κ0(z)+ κ0(−z) = constant (4.23)

where,

κ0(z) = H0(z)H0(−z−1) (4.24)

In order to choose the constant C0 the easy thing to do is to make the norm of the impulse response
of H0(z) unity in the sense of l2 norm. Now the dot product of a sequence with itself gives the
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square of its l2 norm. So the sequence corresponding to κ0(z) at the 0th location is essentially the
squared norm in the l2(Z) of [h0 h1 h2 h3]. So C0 chosen such as,

C2
0(h2

0 + h2
1 + h2

2 + h2
3) = 1 (4.25)

C2
0 = 1/4.287 = 0.233

C0 = 0.4829

h0 h1 h2 h3

0.4829*1=0.4829 0.4829*1.732=0.8364 0.4829*0.464=0.2241 0.4829*(-0.268)=-0.129
Table 4.3: Normalized Impulse Response

4.12.1 Calculation of Scaling Function
Now our next job is to calculate φ(t) and ψ(t) from the calculated impulse response. To calculate
the scaling function φ(t) we have to keep on compressing and convolving h[n] iteratively. This is
done as follows:

Let us treat h[n] as the set of coefficients of an impulse train containing only 4 impulses in the
continuous time domain such as the function in the continuous time domain is h(t) such as,

h(t) = h0δ (t)+ h1δ (t−T )+ h2δ (t−2T )+ h3δ (t−3T ) (4.26)

These calculations are well supported by several clear descriptions in Advaita Vedānta Philosophy.
For examples of which are as follows - id\ sv� ydymA(mA। b� �2 - 4 - 6, aA(m{v�d\ svm̂। CA\�7 - 25 - 2,
b}�{v�dmm� t\ p� r-tAt। m�\�2 - 2 - 11, sv� KESvd\ b}�। CA\�3 - 14 - 1

Accordingly the shape of h(2t),h(4t),h(8t) etc. are shown in figure 14.2.
The iterative convolutional kernel re-confirms the doctrine stated in Chāndogya Upanis.ada

(CA�do`y upEnqd) - yTA soMy , ek�n m� E(p�X�n sv� m� �my\ EvâAt\ -yAt̂ vAcArMBẐ\ EvkAro nAmD�y\
m� E�k�(y�v s(ym̂। CA\�6 - 1 - 4.

For the iterative convolution, first h(t) is convolved with h(2t) and the result is convolved with
h(4t). Then the result is convolved with h(8t) and so on. If this convolution process with compressed
version of h(t) is carried on infinitely, we will get the scaling function φ(t).
There is an interesting conclusion of this iterative convolution process. Suppose h(t) has length L i.e.
h(t) = 0 for any t < 0 and for any t > L. So h(2t) has a length L/2, h(4t) has a length L/4, h(8t)
has a length L/8 and so on. Now the convolution of h(t) with h(2t) gives result with length L + L/2.
This result when convolved with h(4t), gives a result with length L + L/2 + L/4. So going on this
way we can get φ(t), which is of length L + L/2 + L/4 + ... = 2L.
It means φ(t) is zero for any t < 0 and t > 2L i.e. we converge towards a compactly supported scaling
function. The independent variable region over which the scaling function is non-zero is finite. This

Table 4.4:
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Figure 4.26: Shape of h(t),h(2t),h(4t) and h(8t)

is the most important contribution made by Daubechies. Before Daubechies came up with these set
of filter banks idea of neatly constructing a family of compactly supported multiresolution analysis
was not existing in the literature. So this is a very useful contribution in MRA.

Interpretation for Daubechies filter banks
The theories of wavelets and filter banks developed in parallel. Using filter banks effectively to
generate compactly supported scaling function is an important contribution by Daubechies.
A different interpretation can be thought about the Daubechies filter banks. The high pass analysis
filter bank essentially reduces the degree of a polynomial input. Suppose there is an input of the form
x[n] = a + bn, where a and b are constants. So the factor (1− z−1) in the high pass filter reduces the
degree of the input. If there had been only this term in the high pass filter, the output would have
been in the form of y[n] = a + bn−a−b(n−1) = b. If there had been another term of (1− z−1)
the output becomes 0. So in Daubechies length 4 (abbreviated as Daub-4) high pass filter bank the
polynomial is annihilated. On the other side, in the low pass analysis filter, because of the (1 + z−1)
term, the output becomes y[n] = a + bn + a + b(n−1) = 2a + 2bn−b. It can similarly be extended
for another (1 + z−1) term. This means that the polynomial form of expression remains in the low
pass branch and the high pass branch contains some residual component, thereby retaining a few
more smoother terms related to polynomial in the low pass branch and removing them from the high
pass branch.
While calculating the iterative convolution we saw that the scaling function thus obtained has
a compact support. But it is important to note that had it been taken any arbitrary values of
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h0,h1,h2,h3 the iterative convolution process might not have converged to a function with finite
number of discontinuities. But beauty of Daubechies family is that whatever be the filter length,
the convolution always converges to a function with finite number of discontinuities. The specialty
that makes the convolution to converge is denoted by a term ‘regularity’ in Wavelet literature, i.e.
the filters need to obey regularity for the iterative convolution to converge. This regularity comes
because of the presence of the zeros in the system function. One guaranteed way of forcing regularity
is to introduce factors of (1 + z−1), i.e. adding zeroes at z =−1 i.e. ω = π in the low pass analysis
filters. In case of high pass analysis filter the zeros are added at z = 1 i.e. ω = 0. So the zeros are
put at the extreme high frequency in low pass filter and at the extreme low frequency in high pass
filter. In case of different filter banks, the number of zeros are as listed in table (4.5).

Table 4.5: Daunechies family member and corresponding zeros

Haar 1 zeros
Daub-4 2 zeros
Daub-6 3 zeros

Higher is the filter length more regular is the Daubechies filter. This means the function to which
we converge by iterative convolution becomes more and more smooth i.e. they have more and more
derivative which are continuous. In Daubechies-4 there are some issues in the differentiability but in
the higher order filters that is also taken care of.

Next Daubechies family member Daub-6
The next member of Daubechies family is a length 6 filter of degree 5. So in that case H0(z) can be
written as,

H0(z) = C0(1 + z−1)3(1 + B̃0z−1)(1 + B̃1z−1) (4.27)

here C0 is a constant. Three zeros are constrained and two are free (B̃0 and B̃1). Let the impulse
response be,

h[n] =

[
h0 h1 h2 h3 h4 h5

]
↑

so h[n] is orthogonal to its even shifts e.g. shift of 2, 4, 6 etc. So the non trivial relations are obtained
by the dot product between h[n] and h[n−2] or h[n−4]. Here,

h[n] =

[
h0 h1 h2 h3 h4 h5

]
↑

h[n−2] =

[
. . . . . .h0 h1 h2 h3 h4 h5

]
↑n=2

h[n−4] =

[
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .h0 h1 h2 h3 h4 h5

]
↑n=4

⇒ h2h0 + h3h1 + h4h2 + h5h3 = 0 (4.28)

⇒ h4h0 + h5h1 = 0 (4.29)
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From equations 4.27, 4.29 and 4.29, we can find out the values of B̃0 and B̃1 . There from we can
construct the impulse response in a way similar to Daub-4 case.
This type of filter banks are called Conjugate Quadrature filter bank. The reason for this nomenclature
is that the low pass and the high pass filter frequency responses are π apart from each other. So the
principal equation governing the conjugate quadrature filter is,

κ0(z)+ κ0(−z) = constant

where,

κ0(z) = H0(z)H0(z−1)

κ0(e jω) = H0(e jω)H0(e jω)

If the frequency response is real then,∣∣H0(e jω)
∣∣2 = κ0(e jω) (4.30)

This means designing a conjugate quadrature filter bank is essentially designing κ0(e jω) only. κ0(z)
corresponds to a real and even impulse response with the constraints that even samples of the impulse
response are all ‘0’ except at the 0th sample.
There are many ways to design such filter banks. Once we have κ0(z) we find its roots. For each
root there are pairs of reciprocal roots H0(z) and H0(z−1). Out of each reciprocal root pair, one root
is assigned to H0(z) and the other automatically gets assigned to H0(z−1). The Daubechies filters are
one class of conjugate quadrature filters.
Our future study will aim at what we are looking for out of these filter banks in both time and
frequency domains.

4.13 Daub-4 and Daub-6 Design Details

This aims at using linear algebra and matrices.
we wish to come up with design procedure to construct ’even’length Doubechies filter.

Let
h = {h0,h1, · · ·hL} be the LPF coefficients and
g = {g0,g1, · · ·gL} be the HPF coefficients and

Let both these filters be finite impulse response filters

e.g. if , h = {h0,h1,h2}=

{
1
4
,
1
2
,
1
4

}
Then the Fourier series h(ω)will be
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H(ω) =

(
1
4

+
1
2
· e jω +

1
4
· e2 jω

)
= e jω · 1

2
(1 + cosω) (4.31)

If we plot the magnitude graph over [0,π],then

1

|H(ω)|

π

ω

0

∴ low pass filter conditions could be

H|(0)|= 1
2

(1 + cos0) = 1 &

H|(π)|= 1
2

(1 + cosπ) = 0

Now,

H(ω) =
L

∑
k=0

hk · e− jkω (4.32)

Now if g = {g0,g1,g2, · · ·gL}

G(ω) =
L

∑
k=0

gk · e− jkω (4.33)

High-pass conditions will be |G(0)|= 0 & |G(π)|= 1

To design Daub-4 & Daub-6,

L=3 & 5.

Now,let’s construct system of linear & quadratic equations that coefficient of ’h’ show satisfy.
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Design 1- Daubechies-4
h={h0,h1,h2,h3}
g={g0,g1,g2,g3}

Typical output of any filtered is mathematically captured by ’convolution’.

x h y = x∗h

yn =
L

∑
k=0

hk · xn−k = h0 · xn + h1 · xn + · · · (4.34)

∴ For causal system & sequences (i.e. no y−1,y−2, · · ·andx−1,x−2, · · · terms)


y0
y1
...

y2

= H ·


x0
x1
...

x2

 (4.35)

Important things to note about ’H’ matrix:

1. Since it represents system in matrix form it is a system of linear equations.
2. ’ho’s constitute main diagonal.
3. With reference to main diagonal,upper triangle is ’0’,which suggests, system is causal

[Hi j = 0∀ j > i, i, j ∈ Z]
4. Since all diagonals are constant,it indicates,system is shift invariant.
5. ∴ ’H’ is a causal LTI system.
Similarly,for high pass filter ’G’ matrix can be built.’H’ and ’G’ together constitute wavelet

matrix ’w’,as in wavelets we use filter bank,combination of LPF(H) and HPF(G).
E.g. if in case of Haar,
h[n]=

{
1√
2
, 1√

2

}
and g[n]=

{
1√
2
, −1√

2

}
’W’ matrix will be,

W =

[
H
G

]
,& look like
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W =
√

2 ·



12 12 0 0

0 0 12 12

−12 12 0 0

0 0 −12 12


(4.36)

This is Daub-2 or Haar.
Now,for Daub-4,the filter length will be ’4’ & W matrix will be 8×8.
Let’s call that as WD4.

WD4 =



h3 h2 h1 h0 0 0 0 0
0 0 h3 h2 h1 h0 0 0
0 0 0 0 h3 h2 h1 h0
h1 h0 0 0 0 0 h3 h2
− − − − − − − −
g3 g2 g1 g0 0 0 0 0
0 0 g3 g2 g1 g0 0 0
0 0 0 0 g3 g2 g1 g0
g1 g0 0 0 0 0 g3 g2


=

 HD4
−−−−−−

GD4

 (4.37)

Now,for WD4 to become a transformation matrix.

1. The inverse should exist.
2. WD4 should be unitary,i.e. for real values,W−1

D4 = W T
D4.

3. WD4 should be orthogonal.

Assuming 1st two criteria,
For the orthogonality,

WD4 ·W T
D4 = I

∴WD4 ·W T
D4 =

[
HD4
GD4

][
HD4 GD4

]
=

[
HD4 ·HT

D4 HD4 ·GT
D4

GD4 ·HT
D4 GD4 ·GT

D4

]
=

[
I4 04
04 I4

]

∴ HD4 ·HT
D4 = I4
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∴


h3 h2 h1 h0 0 0 0 0
0 0 h3 h2 h1 h0 0 0
0 0 0 0 h3 h2 h1 h0
h1 h0 0 0 0 0 h3 h2

 ·



h3 0 0 h1
h2 0 0 h0
h1 h3 0 0
h0 h2 0 0g0
0 h1 h3 0
0 h0 h2 0
0 0 h1 h3
0 0 h0 h2


=


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1



Let’s work on 1st row,1st column→ should lead to ’1’
& 1st row,2nd column→ should lead to ’0’

∴

h2
3 + h2

2 + h2
1 + h2

0 = 1 (4.38)

&

h1 ·h3 + h0 ·h2 = 0 (4.39)

The orthogonality between ’h’ & ’g’ plays vital role.One way of understanding orthogonality is
’zero’ dot product between two vectors.’Dot’ product is element by element product.For every ’h’, if
we create corresponding ’g’ by flipping the sequence & making alternate samples go negative, then
that will certainly achieve orthogonalization.
e.g. if h = {1,2,3,4}
then g={4,−3,2,−1} is a good candidate to produce orthogonal framework.
〈h·〉= [1×4 + 2× (−3)+ 3× (2)+ 4× (−1)] = 0!
Mathematically,this can be captured using:
gk = (−1)k ·hL−k,
where, h={h0,h1, · · · ,hL}&g = {g0,g1, · · · ,gL}
This grantees 〈h,g〉= [h ·g] = 0
∴ g = {g0,g1,g2,g3}= {h3,−h2,h1,−h0}
Now,

HD4 ·GT
D4 = [0]4×4

∴


h3 h2 h1 h0 0 0 0 0
0 0 h3 h2 h1 h0 0 0
0 0 0 0 h3 h2 h1 h0
h1 h0 0 0 0 0 h3 h2

 ·



−h0 0 0 −h2
h1 0 0 h3
−h2 −h0 0 0
h3 h1 0 0
0 −h2 −h0 0
0 h3 h1 0
0 0 −h2 −h1
0 0 h3 h2


=


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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Similarly,
GD4 ·HT

D4 = [0]4×4


−h0 h1 −h2 h3 0 0 0 0

0 0 −h0 h1 −h2 h3 0 0
0 0 0 0 −h0 h1 −h2 h3
−h2 h3 0 0 0 0 −h1 h2

 ·



h3 0 0 h1
h2 0 0 h0
h1 h3 0 0
h0 h2 0 0g0
0 h1 h3 0
0 h0 h2 0
0 0 h1 h3
0 0 h0 h2


=


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0



Also,GD4 ·G
′
D4 = I4

∴


−h0 h1 −h2 h3 0 0 0 0

0 0 −h0 h1 −h2 h3 0 0
0 0 0 0 −h0 h1 −h2 h3
−h2 h3 0 0 0 0 −h1 h2

 ·



−h0 0 0 −h2
h1 0 0 h3
−h2 −h0 0 0
h3 h1 0 0
0 −h2 −h0 0
0 h3 h1 0
0 0 −h2 −h1
0 0 h3 h2


=


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1



(4.40)

We again confirm,

h2
0 + h2

1 + h2
2 + h2

3 = 1
h0h2 + h1h3 = 0

Now,
let’s impose conditions so that ’h’ is truly a low pass filter on [0,π]
Being a LPF,it should pass frequencies at ω = 0 & block frequencies at ω = π .
Let H(ω) be the Fourier representation of h(n)in the form of series,

H(ω) = h0 + h1 · e jω + h2 · e2· jω + h3 · e3· jω (4.41)

Let’s impose first condition to pass frequencies at w=0,and let the magnitude by ’Unit’ decided
by us.

∴ H(ω,0) = h0 + h1 · e0 + h2 · e0 + h3 · e0 = Unit (4.42)

What unit should we choose.Well,we choose it carefully to normalize orthogonal system,thus making
it orthonormal.
Recall the MRA framework we saw,hk is linked with φ(·) and sk is linked with ψ(·).For set
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2

j
2 φ(2 jx− k)

}
,being orthonormal & linearly independent,it constitutes a basis for vector space V j

at window of analysis Wa = 12 j.
This is truly orthonormal on (−∞,∞),since

∫
∞

−∞

2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k) ·φ(2 jx− l)dx =

{
0, k 6= l
1, k = l

(4.43)

This is condition for orthogonality,whole makes it orthonormal is normalizing factor of 2
j
2 in{

2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k)

}
.

If we take norm of φ(2 jx− k),we get that factor.

‖φ(2 jx− k)‖2 =
∫

∞

−∞

φ
2(2 jx− k)dx =

1
2 j

∫
∞

−∞

φ
2(2 jx− k) ·2 jdx (4.44)

Let’s put 2 jx− k = a
Differentiating both sides
2 j ·dx−0 = da
∴ 2 jdx = da

‖φ(2 jx− k)‖2 =
1
2 j

∫
∞

−∞

φ
2(a)dx (4.45)

Let’s prove it for Haar,where

a

0 1 2

φ (a)

0

1

2

‖φ(2 jx− k)‖2 = 1
2 j

∫ 1
0 (1)2da = 1

2 j (1) = 1
2 j

Taking square root for positives,
‖φ(2 jx− k)‖2 = 1

2 j

∴We can divide φ(2 jx− k) by its norm to get orthogonal basis converted to orthonormal basis,
φ(2 jx− k) = 2

j
2 x− k) = 2

j
2 φ(2 jx− k)

1

j
j
2

From the point of view of nested subspaces, we have to account for
√

2 every time we move from
one subspace to another.
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· · · V−2 ⊂ V−1 ⊂ V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 · · ·

· · · · · ·√
2

√
2

√
2

√
2

This is a ’dyadic’ style of realizing discrete wavelet filters.
∴We choose ’Unit’ to be ’

√
2’ to maintain orthogonality.

We will put this in equation (4.41),

h0 + h1 + h2 + h3 =±
√

2 (4.46)

We will use this as a final check whether the LPF coefficient satisfy this condition or not.
Let’s impose second low pass condition of complete attenuation at w=π .
∴ H(π) = 0 = h0 + h1 · e jπ + h2 · e2 jπ + h3 · e3 jπ

Using euler’s identity e jπ=-1
e2 jπ = (e jπ)2 = (−1)2 = 1
e3 jπ = (e jπ)3 = (−1)3 =−1

H(π) = 0 = h0−h1 + h2−h3 (4.47)

’gk’being a highpass filter,let’s impose conditions accordingly,

gk =

{
g0
↑
,g1,g2,g3

}
∴ G(ω) = g0 + g1 · e jω + g2 · e2 jω + g3 · e3 jω

Put {g0,g1,g2,g3}= {+h3,
− h2,+ h1,

− h0}

∴ G(ω) = h3−h2 · e jω + h1 · e2 jω −h·e3 jω

G(0)=0 -(block low frequencies)

∴ h3−h2 + h1−h0 = 0 (4.48)

G(π) =unit=
√

2
|h0 + h1 + h2 + h3|=

√
2 (another check condition)

Let’s combine two orthogonality conditions and one

LPF condition towards finding hk From (1),(2)& (5)

h0−h1 + h2−h3 = 0

h0h2 + h1h3 = 0 (D1)

h2
0 + h2

1 + h2
2 + h2

3 = 1
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These are our design Equations!
let’s start with the following equation
h0 + h2h1h3 = 0

This clearly implies [h0 h1]T and[h2 h3]T are orthogonal
i.e. inner or dot product〈[h0 h1], [h2 h3]〉 suggests
h0h2 + h1 + h3 −→ going to ‘0’

e.g. h0 = 1,h1 = 1,h2 = −1,h3 = 1 ensures

[ho h1]T ⊥ [h2 h3]T

We can also prove graphically [h2 h3]T ⊥ c[−h1 h0]T

(1,1) = [h0 h1](−1,1) = [h2 h3]

orthogonal

∴ it is easy to see that

[h2 h3]T ⊥ c[−h1 h0]T (4.49)

with c=1 in this case!

For c6= 0,if we insert
[h2h3]T ⊥ c [−h1h0]T in equation 4.39
We get

h2
0 + h2

1 =
1

1 + c2 (4.50)

One way of looking at equation (??) is
h2 =−ch1&h3 = ch0
Let’s plug these values in (4.47)
∴ h0−h1− ch1 + ch0=0
∴ h0(1− c)+ h1(1 + c) = 0

h1 =

(
1− c
1 + c

)
h0 =

{
c 6= l (4.51)
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∴ (4.50) is clearly a equation of circle of radius 1√
1+c2 & (4.51) is a equation of straight line with

slope 1−c
1+c

Graphically,

h2
0 + h2

1 = 1
1+c2

1+c√
2·(1+c2)

h1 =
(1−c

1+c

)
·h0

−(1+c)√
2·(1+c2)

h1

h0

∴ For any given c6=-1,the line with slope of 1−c
1+c intersects circle of radius 1√

1+c2 twice

∴ For each ’c’ there are 2 possible solutions,that will satisfy design conditions D1.
Let’s simplify

h2
0 + h2

1 =
1

1 + c2

h2
0 +

(
1− c
1 + c

)2

·h2
0 =

1
1 + c2

h2
0

(
1 +

(
1− c
1 + c

)2
)

=
1

1 + c2

h2
0

[(
(1 + c)+(1− c)2

(1 + c)2

)]
=

1
1 + c2

h2
0

[(
(1 + 2c + c2 + 1−2c + c2

(1 + c)2

)]
= h2

0

[
2(1 + c2)

1 + c2

]
∴ 2h2

0 =
1

1 + c2 ·
(1 + c)2

1 + c2

∴ h2
0 =

1 + c2

2(1 + c2)2

∴ h0 =± 1 + c√
2(1 + c2)

←→the ‘two’ solutions!
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Let’s choose (+ve)root

h0 = +
1 + c√

2(1 + c2)
(4.52)

By plug & solve

h0 =
1− c√

2(1 + c2)
, h2 = +

−c(1− c)√
2(1 + c2)

, h3 = +
−c(1 + c)√

2(1 + c2)
D1 is a system of three equations & we are trying to figure out four unknowns

Let’s add one more LP condition
H(π) = 0
As ideal filtering not possible we impose
H ′(π) = 0
First order difference (derivative) will give us,

H”(ω)|ω=π = jh1e jω + 2 jh2e2 jω + 3 jh3e3 jω |ω=π

0 = j
(
h1(−1)+ 2h2(−1)2 + 3h3(−1)3)

)
∴ h1−2h2 + 3h3 = 0 (4.53)

Let’s add (4.53) in D1 to get complete set D2

h1−2h2 + 3h3 = 0

h0−h1 + h2−h3 = 0

h0 + h2h1h3 = 0
(D2)

h2
0 + h2

1 + h2
2 + h2

3 = 1

Now,Let’s plug h2 =−ch1 & h3 = ch0in(4.53)

h1 + 2ch1 + ch0 = h1(1 + 2c)+ 3ch0 = 0

∴ h1 =−
(

3c
(1 + 2c) ·h0

)
we already know the slope matches with

1− c
1 + c

∴
−3c

1 + 2c
==

1− c
1 + c

∴ −3c−3c2 = 1 + 2c− c−2c2
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∴ −3c−3c2 = 1 + c−2c2

∴ c2 + 4c + 1 = 0 (4.54)

Roots of (4.54) wiil be

c =−2±
√

3

c =−2−
√

3 makes system slow& sluggish as the zero lies outside unit circle& it ensure max-phase
system.
∴ we choose minimum phase c =−2 +

√
3 solution by backward substitution in D2

h3 =
1−
√

3
4
√

2
h2 =

3−
√

3
4
√

2

h1 =
3 +
√

3
4
√

2
h0 =

1 +
√

3
4
√

2

Now, gk = (−1)kh3− k, k = 0,1,2,3

g3 =−h0−
1 +
√

3
4
√

2
g2 = h1 =

3 +
√

3
4
√

2

g1 =−h2 =−3−
√

3
4
√

2
g0 = h3 =

1−
√

3
4
√

2

Now let,s repeat this for Daub-6 where

h = {h0 · · ·h5}
g = {g0 · · ·g5}
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W10 =



h5 h4 h3 h2 h1 h0 0 0 0 0
0 0 h5 h4 h3 h2 h1 h0 0 0
0 0 0 0 h5 h4 h3 h2 h1 h0
h1 h0 0 0 0 0 h5 h4 h3 h2
h3 h2 h1 h0 0 0 0 0 h5 h4
− − − − − − − − − −
g5 g4 g3 g2 g1 g0 0 0 0 0
0 0 g5 g4 g3 g2 g1 g0 0 0
0 0 0 0 g5 g4 g3 g2 g1 g0
g1 g0 0 0 0 0 g5 g4 g3 g2
g3 g2 g1 g0 0 0 0 0 g5 g4



=

 HD4
−−−
GD4



We can extend D1 conditions directly

h2
0 + h2

1 + h2
2 + h2

3 + h2
4 + h2

5 = 1

h0h2 + h1h3 + h2h4 + h3h5 = 0

h0h4 + h1h5 = 0

(D3)

g = h5,h4,h3,h2,h1,h0

∴ HD10 ·HD10
T = GD10 ·GD10

T = I5 &

∴ HD10 ·GD10
T = GD10 ·HD10

T = 05

Low pass conditions-

H(π) = 0 = h0−h1 + h2−h3 + h4−h5
H(0) =

√
2

h0 + h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 + h5 =
√

2

additional conditions on H(ω) will be

H ′(π) = 0
& further flatten at ω = π by
H ′′ = 0
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∴ H(ω) = h0 + h1e jω + h2e2 jω + h3e3 jω + h4e4 jω + h5e5 jω

∴ H ′(ω) = j ·h1e jω + 2 j ·h2e2 jω + 3 j ·h3e3 jω + 4 j ·h4e4 jω + 5 j ·h5e5 jω

using j2 = (
√
−1)2 =−1

H ′′(ω) = −h1e jω −4h2e2 jω −9h3e3 jω −16h4e4 jω −25h5e5 jω

let’s evaluate @ ω = π

∴ H ′(π) = 0 = h1−2h2 + 3h3−4h4 + 5h5

∴ H ′′(π) = 0 = h1−4h2 + 9h3−16h4 + 25h5

∴ complete set of design equations:

h2
0 + h2

1 + h2
2 + h2

3 + h2
4 + h2

5 = 1

h0h2 + h1h3 + h2h4 + h3h5 = 0

h0h4 + h1h5 = 0

h0−h1 + h2−h3 + h4−h5

h1−2h2 + 3h3−4h4 + 5h5

h1−4h2 + 9h3−16h4 + 25h5

(D4)

solving we get daub-6 coefficients

h0 =

√
2

32

(
1 +
√

10 +
√

5 + 2
√

10
)

h1 =

√
2

32

(
5 +
√

10 + 3
√

5 + 2
√

10
)

h2 =

√
2

32

(
10−2

√
10 + 2

√
5 + 2

√
10
)

h3 =

√
2

32

(
10−

√
10−2

√
5 + 2

√
10
)

h4 =

√
2

32

(
5 +
√

10−3
√

5 + 2
√

10
)

h5 =

√
2

32

(
1 +
√

10 +
√

5 + 2
√

10
)

& gk = (−1)kh5− k, k = 0, · · ·5
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g0 = h5 =

√
2

32

(
1 +
√

10 +
√

5 + 2
√

10
)

g1 =−h4 =−
√

2
32

(
5 +
√

10−3
√

5 + 2
√

10
)

g2 = h3 =

√
2

32

(
10−

√
10−2

√
5 + 2

√
10
)

g3 =−h2 =−
√

2
32

(
10−2

√
10 + 2

√
5 + 2

√
10
)

g4 = h1 =

√
2

32

(
5 +
√

10 + 3
√

5 + 2
√

10
)

g5 =−h0 =

√
2

32

(
1 +
√

10 +
√

5 + 2
√

10
)

Analytics 4.13.1 — Linear Sarga - Vedānta Style. Illustration::Use Haar wavelet transform
on following signal and solve given objectives:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

f (x) =

{
x, 0≥ x≥ 8

0, otherwise
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1. f0(x) ∈ v0
2. g0(x) ∈ w0
3. f1(x) ∈ v1
4. Prove: v1 = v0⊕w0
Directives:To solve this problem,we are going to use haar wavelet.The Scaling function of

Haar wavelet is:

f j(x) ∈ v j, wa = 1
2 j

span
{

2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k)

}

f j(x) = ∑
k

α j,k2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k) (4.55)

α j,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f j(x)2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k) (4.56)

x

0 1 2

φ (x)

0

1

2

The dilation function of Haar wavelet is: g j(x) ∈ w j, wa = 1
2 j

span
{

2
j
2 ψ(2 jx− k)

}
g j(x) = ∑

k
β j,k2

j
2 ψ(2 jx− k) (4.57)

β j,k =
∫

∞

−∞

g j(x)2
j
2 ψ(2 jx− k) (4.58)
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x

1 2

ψ(x)

-2

-1

0

1

2

1] f0(x) ∈ v0 ∴ j = 0 so wa = 1
20 = 1

span
{

2
0
2 φ(20x− k)

}
span{φ(x− k)}

From (2),when we put j=0 we get

f0(x) = ∑
k

α0,k(2)
0
2 φ(20x− k)

= ∑
k

α0,kφ(x− k)
(4.59)

α0,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)2
0
2 φ(20x− k)

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x− k)
(4.60)

Putting k=0 in equation (6),

α0,0 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−0)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x)dx
(4.61)

But,
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x

0 1 2

φ (x)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x) varies from 0 to 1.
=
∫ 1

0 (x)(1)dx

=
[

x2

2

]1

0
= 1

2

∴ α0,0 =
1
2

Putting k=1 in equation (6),

α0,1 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−1)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−1)dx
(4.62)

But,

x

0 1 2 3

φ(x−1)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x−1) varies from 1 to 2.
=
∫ 2

1 (x)(1)dx

=
[

x2

2

]2

1
= 3

2

∴ α0,1 =
3
2

Putting k=2 in equation (6),
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α0,2 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−2)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−2)dx
(4.63)

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(x−2)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x−2) varies from 2 to 3.
=
∫ 3

2 (x)(1)dx

=
[

x2

2

]3

2
= 5

2

∴ α0,2 =
5
2

For k=3,

α0,3 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−3)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−3)dx
(4.64)

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5

φ(x−3)

0

1

2
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So scaling function φ(x−3) varies from 3 to 4.
=
∫ 4

3 (x)(1)dx

=
[

x2

2

]4

3
= 7

2

∴ α0,3 =
7
2

For k=4,

α0,4 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−4)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−4)dx
(4.65)

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

φ(x−4)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x−4) varies from 4 to 5.
=
∫ 5

4 (x)(1)dx

=
[

x2

2

]5

4
= 9

2

∴ α0,4 =
9
2

For k=5,

α0,5 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−5)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−5)dx
(4.66)

But,
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x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

φ(x−5)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x−5) varies from 5 to 6.
=
∫ 6

5 (x−4)(1)dx

=
[

x2

2 −4 · x
]6

5
= 11

2

∴ α0,5 =
11
2

For k=6,

α0,6 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−6)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−6)dx
(4.67)

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

φ(x−6)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x−6) varies from 6 to 7.
=
∫ 7

6 (x)(1)dx

=
[

x2

2

]7

6
= 13

2

∴ α0,6 =
13
2

For k=7,
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α0,7 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−7)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−7)dx
(4.68)

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

φ(x−7)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x−7) varies from 7 to 8.
=
∫ 8

7 (x)(1)dx

=
[

x2

2

]8

7
= 15

2

∴ α0,7 =
15
2

Using equation (5),we can write
f0(x) = 1

2φ(x)+ 3
2φ(x−1)+ 5

2φ(x−2)+ 7
2φ(x−3)+ 9

2φ(x−4)+ 11
2 φ(x−5)+ 13

2 φ(x−
6)+ 15

2 φ(x−7)
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

The red line is showing Wavelet scaling coefficients.
2]g0(x) ∈ g0 ∴ j = 0 so wa = 1

20 = 1

span
{

2
0
2 ψ(20x− k)

}
span{ψ(x− k)}

(4.69)

From (3) & (4),when we put j=0

f0(x) = ∑
k

β0,k(2)
0
2 ψ(20x− k)

= ∑
k

β0,kψ(x− k)
(4.70)

β0,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)2
0
2 ψ(20x− k)

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x− k)
(4.71)

For k=0,
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β0,0 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x−0)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x)dx
(4.72)

But,

x

1 2

ψ(x)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x) varies from 0 to 1.

=
∫ 1

2
0 (x)(1)+

∫ 1
1
2
(x)(−1)dx

=
[

f racx22
] 1

2
0 +

[
−
(
−x2

2

)]1

1
2

=−1
4

∴ β0,0 =−1
4

For k=1,

β0,1 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x−1)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x−1)dx
(4.73)

But,
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x

1 2 3

ψ(x−1)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−1) varies from 1 to 2.

=
∫ 1

2
0 (x)(1)+

∫ 1
1
2
(x)(−1)dx

=
[

x2

2

] 3
2

1
+
[
−
(
−x2

2

)]2

3
2

=−1
4

∴ β0,1 =−1
4

For k=2,

β0,2 =
∫

∞

−∞
f0(x)ψ(x−2)dx

But,

x

1 2 3 4

ψ(x−2)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−2) varies from 2 to 3.

=
∫ 5

2
2 (x)(1)+

∫ 3
5
2
(x)(−1)dx

=
[

x2

2

] 5
2

2
+
[
−
(

x2

2

)]3

5
2

=−1
4
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∴ β0,2 =−1
4

For k=3,

β0,3 =
∫

∞

−∞
f0(x)ψ(x−3)dx

But,

x

1 2 3 4 5

ψ(x−3)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−3) varies from 3 to 4.

=
∫ 7

2
3 (x)(1)+

∫ 4
7
2
(x)(−1)dx

=
[

x2

2

] 7
2

3
+
[
−
(

x2

2

)]4

7
2

=−1
4

∴ β0,3 =−1
4

For k=4,

β0,4 =
∫

∞

−∞
f0(x)ψ(x−4)dx

But,
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x

1 2 3 4 5 6

ψ(x−4)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−4) varies from 4 to 5.

=
∫ 9

2
4 (x)(1)+

∫ 5
9
2
(x)(−1)dx

=
[

x2

2

] 9
2

4
+
[
−
(

x2

2

)]5

9
2

=−1
4

∴ β0,4 =−1
4

For k=5,

β0,5 =
∫

∞

−∞
f0(x)ψ(x−5)dx

But,

x

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ψ(x−5)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−5) varies from 5 to 6.

=
∫ 11

2
5 (x)(1)+

∫ 6
11
2

(x)(−1)dx

=
[

x2

2 −
] 11

2

5
+
[
−
(

x2

2 −
)]6

11
2
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=−1
4

∴ β0,5 =−1
4

For k=6,

β0,6 =
∫

∞

−∞
f0(x)ψ(x−6)dx

But,

x

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

ψ(x−6)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−6) varies from 6 to 7.

=
∫ 13

2
6 (x)(1)+

∫ 7
13
2

(x)(−1)dx

=
[

x2

2

] 13
2

6
+
[
−
(

x2

2

)]7

13
2

=−1
4

∴ β0,6 =−1
4

For k=7,

β0,7 =
∫

∞

−∞
f0(x)ψ(x−7)dx

But,
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x

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

ψ(x−6)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−7) varies from 7 to 8.

=
∫ 15

2
7 (x)(1)+

∫ 8
14
2

(x)(−1)dx

=
[

x2

2

] 15
2

7
+
[
−
(

x2

2

)]8

15
2

=−1
4

∴ β0,7 =−1
4

Using high pass projection equation,we can write
g0(x) =−1

4ψ(x)− 1
4ψ(x−1)− 1

4ψ(x−2)− 1
4φ(x−3)− 1

4φ(x−4)− 1
4φ(x−5)− 1

4φ(x−
6)− 1

4φ(x−7)
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

The Red line is showing Wavelet scaling coefficients.
The Green line is showing Wavelet dilation coefficients.

3] f1(x) ∈ v1 ∴ j = 1 so wa = 1
21 = 1

2

span
{

2
1
2 φ(20x− k)

}
span

{√
2φ(2x− k)

}
From (2),when we put j=1

f1(x) = ∑k α1,k(2)
1
2 φ(21x− k)

= ∑k α1,k
√

2φ(2x− k)

α1,k =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)2

0
2 φ(20x− k)

α1,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f1(x)φ(2x− k) (4.74)

For k=0,
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α1,0 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−0)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x)dx
But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(2x)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x) varies from 0 to 0.5.

=
∫ 1

2
0

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]0

1
2

=
√

2 · 1
8

∴ α1,0 =
1

4
√

2

For k=1,

α1,1 =
∫

∞

−∞

√
2 f1(x)φ(2x−1)dx

But,

x

0 1 2

φ(2x−1)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x) varies from 0.5 to 1.

=
∫ 0.5

1
0

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]0

0.5
1

=
√

2 · 3
8
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∴ α1,1 =
3

4
√

2

For k=2,

α1,2 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−2)dx

But,

x

0 1 2

φ(2x−2)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−2) varies from 1 to 3
2 .

=
∫ 3

2
1

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]1

3
2

=
√

2 · 5
8

∴ α1,2 =
5

4
√

2

For k=3,

α1,3 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−3)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3

φ(2x−3)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−3) varies from 1.5 to 2.
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=
∫ 2

3
2

√
2(4− x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

] 3
2

2
=
√

2 · 7
8

∴ α1,3 =
7

4
√

2

For k=4,

α1,4 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−4)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(2x−4)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−4) varies from 2 to 5
2 .

=
∫ 5

2
2

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]2

5
2

=
√

2 · 9
8

∴ α1,4 =
9

4
√

2

For k=5,

α1,5 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−5)dx

But,
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x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(2x−5)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−5) varies from 5
2 to 3.

=
∫ 6

5
2

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]3

5
2

=
√

2 · 11
8

∴ α1,5 =
11

4
√

2

For k=6,

α1,6 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−6)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(2x−6)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−6) varies from 3 to 7
2 .

=
∫ 7

2
3

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]3

7
2

=
√

2 · 13
8

∴ α1,4 =
13

4
√

2

For k=7,

α1,7 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−7)dx
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But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(2x−7)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−7) varies from 7
2 to 4.

=
∫ 4

7
2

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]4

7
2

=
√

2 · 15
8

∴ α1,7 =
15

4
√

2

For k=8,

α1,8 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−8)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5

φ(2x−8)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−8) varies from 4 to 9
2 .

=
∫ 9

2
4

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]4

9
2

=
√

2 · 17
8

∴ α1,8 =
17

4
√

2
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For k=9,

α1,9 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−9)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

φ(2x−9)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−9) varies from 9
2 to 5.

=
∫ 5

9
2

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]5

9
2

=
√

2 · 19
8

∴ α1,9 =
19

4
√

2

For k=10,

α1,10 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−10)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

φ(2x−10)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−10) varies from 5 to 11
2 .

=
∫ 11

2
5

√
2(x)(1)dx
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=
√

2
[

x2

2

]5

11
2

=
√

2 · 21
8

∴ α1,10 =
21

4
√

2

For k=11,

α1,11 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−11)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

φ(2x−11)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−11) varies from 11
2 to 6.

=
∫ 6

11
2

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]6

11
2

=
√

2 · 23
8

∴ α1,11 =
23

4
√

2

For k=12,

α1,12 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−12)dx

But,
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x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

φ(2x−12)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−10) varies from 5 to 11
2 .

=
∫ 11

2
5

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]5

11
2

=
√

2 · 25
8

∴ α1,10 =
25

4
√

2

For k=13,

α1,13 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−13)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

φ(2x−13)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−13) varies from 13
2 to 7.

=
∫ 7

13
2

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]7

13
2

=
√

2 · 27
8

∴ α1,13 =
27

4
√

2

For k=14,
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α1,14 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−14)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

φ(2x−14)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−14) varies from 7 to 15
2 .

=
∫ 15

2
7

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]7

15
2

=
√

2 · 29
8

∴ α1,14 =
29

4
√

2

For k=15,

α1,15 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−15)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−15)dx
But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

φ(2x−15)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−15) varies from 15
2 to 8.

=
∫ 8

15
2

√
2(x)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]8

15
2

=
√

2 · 31
8
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∴ α1,15 =
31

4
√

2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

The Red line is showing Wavelet scaling coefficients.
The Green line is showing Wavelet dilation coefficients.

4] Prove: v1 = v0⊕w0
v0 =

{1
2 ,

3
2 ,

5
2 ,

7
2 ,

9
2 ,

11
2 ,

13
2 ,

15
2

}
w0 =

{
−1

4 ,−
1
4 ,−

1
4 ,−

1
4 ,−

1
4 ,−

1
4 ,−

1
4 ,−

1
4

}
v1 =

{1
4 ,

3
4 ,

5
4 ,

7
4 ,

9
4 ,

11
4 ,

13
4 ,

15
4 ,

17
4 ,

19
4 ,

21
4 ,

23
4 ,

25
4 ,

27
4 ,

29
4 ,

31
4 ,
}

Now, Take first component of v0 and first component of w0.
and Find out following term,
α0,1 ·φ(x)+ β0,1 ·ψ(k)
The Scaling function varies from 0 to 1 and the value is 1 over all interval. The dilation
function varies from 0 to 1 and the value is 1 for 0 to 0.5 and -1 for 0.5 to 1. So, We will
get two values using these two functions.
For K=0
∴ α0,0

(+) + β0,0
(+)

=1
2 + −1

4
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=1
4

This is equal to α1,0.

Also,
∴ α0,0

(−) + β0,0
(−)

=1
2 + 1

4
=3

4

This is equal to α1,1.

For K=1
∴ α0,1

(+) + β0,1
(+)

=3
2 + −1

4
=5

4

This is equal to α1,2.

∴ α0,1
(−) + β0,1

(−)

=3
2 + −1

4
=7

4

This is equal to α1,3.

Similarly, we can find values of α0,k and β0,k to make a conclusion that addition of
these two values will α1,k.(k=Total number of coefficients).
Thus, v1 is formed by combining v0 and w0.

Hence,v1 = v0⊕w0.

Analytics 4.13.2 — Squared (Non-linear) Sarga - Vedānta Style. Illustration:Use Haar
wavelet transform on following signal and solve given objectives:
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x
0 1 2 3 4 5

f (x)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

x2

f (x) =

{
x2, 0≥ x≥ 4

0, otherwise

1. f0(x) ∈ v0
2. g0(x) ∈ w0
3. f1(x) ∈ v1
4. Prove: v1 = v0⊕w0
Directive:To solve this problem,we are going to use haar wavelet.The Scaling function of

Haar wavelet is:

f j(x) ∈ v j, wa = 1
2 j

span
{

2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k)

}

f j(x) = ∑
k

α j,k2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k) (4.75)
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α j,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f j(x)2
j
2 φ(2 jx− k) (4.76)

x

0 1 2

φ (x)

0

1

2

The dilation function of Haar wavelet is: g j(x) ∈ w j, wa = 1
2 j

span
{

2
j
2 ψ(2 jx− k)

}
g j(x) = ∑

k
β j,k2

j
2 ψ(2 jx− k) (4.77)

β j,k =
∫

∞

−∞

g j(x)2
j
2 ψ(2 jx− k) (4.78)

x

1 2

ψ(x)

-2

-1

0

1

2

1] f0(x) ∈ v0 ∴ j = 0 so wa = 1
20 = 1

span
{

2
0
2 φ(20x− k)

}
span{φ(x− k)}
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From (2),when we put j=0 we get

f0(x) = ∑
k

α0,k(2)
0
2 φ(20x− k)

= ∑
k

α0,kφ(x− k)
(4.79)

α0,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)2
0
2 φ(20x− k)

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x− k)
(4.80)

Putting k=0 in equation (6),

α0,0 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−0)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x)dx
(4.81)

But,

x

0 1 2

φ (x)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x) varies from 0 to 1.
=
∫ 1

0 (x2)(1)dx

=
[

x3

3

]1

0
= 1

3

∴ α0,0 =
1
3

Putting k=1 in equation (6),

α0,1 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−1)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−1)dx
(4.82)

But,
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x

0 1 2 3

φ(x−1)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x−1) varies from 1 to 2.
=
∫ 2

1 (x2)(1)dx

=
[

x3

3

]2

1
= 7

3

∴ α0,1 =
7
3

Putting k=2 in equation (6),

α0,2 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−2)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−2)dx
(4.83)

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(x−2)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x−2) varies from 2 to 3.
=
∫ 3

2 (x2)(1)dx

=
[

x3

3

]3

2
= 19

3

∴ α0,2 =
19
3

For k=3,
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α0,3 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−3)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)φ(x−3)dx
(4.84)

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4 5

φ(x−3)

0

1

2

So scaling function φ(x−3) varies from 3 to 4.
=
∫ 4

3 (x2)(1)dx

=
[

x3

3

]4

3
= 37

3

∴ α0,3 =
37
3

Using equation (5),we can write
f0(x) = 1

3 ·φ(x)+ 7
3 ·φ(x−1)+ 19

3 ·φ(x−2)+ 37
3 ·φ(x−3)
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x
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The red line is showing Wavelet scaling coefficients.
2]g0(x) ∈ g0 ∴ j = 0 so wa = 1

20 = 1

span
{

2
0
2 ψ(20x− k)

}
span{ψ(x− k)}

(4.85)

From (3) & (4),when we put j=0

f0(x) = ∑
k

β0,k(2)
0
2 ψ(20x− k)

= ∑
k

β0,kψ(x− k)
(4.86)

β0,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)2
0
2 ψ(20x− k)

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x− k)
(4.87)
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For k=0,

β0,0 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x−0)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x)dx
(4.88)

But,

x

1 2

ψ(x)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x) varies from 0 to 1.

=
∫ 1

2
0 (x2)(1)+

∫ 1
1
2
(x2)(−1)dx

=
[

x3

3

] 1
2

0
−
[

x3

3

]1

1
2

=−1
4

∴ β0,0 =−1
4

For k=1,

β0,1 =
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x−1)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞

f0(x)ψ(x−1)dx
(4.89)

But,
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x

1 2 3

ψ(x−1)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−1) varies from 1 to 2.

=
∫ 3

2
1 (x2)(1)+

∫ 2
3
2
(x2)(−1)dx

=
[

x3

3

] 3
2

1
−
[

x3

3

]2

3
2

=−3
4

∴ β0,1 =−3
4

For k=2,

β0,2 =
∫

∞

−∞
f0(x)ψ(x−2)dx

But,

x

1 2 3 4

ψ(x−2)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−2) varies from 2 to 3.

=
∫ 5

2
2 (x2)(1)+

∫ 3
5
2
(x2)(−1)dx

=
[

x3

3

] 5
2

2
+
[

x3

3

]3

5
2

=−5
4
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∴ β0,2 =−5
4

For k=3,

β0,3 =
∫

∞

−∞
f0(x)ψ(x−3)dx

But,

x

1 2 3 4 5

ψ(x−3)

-2

-1

0

1

2

So dilation function ψ(x−3) varies from 3 to 4.

=
∫ 7

2
3 (x2)(1)+

∫ 4
7
2
(x2)(−1)dx

=
[

x3

3

] 7
2

3
−
[

x3

3

]4

7
2

=−7
4

∴ β0,3 =−7
4

Using equation (6),we can write
g0(x) =−1

4 ψ(x)− 3
4 ψ(x−1)− 5

4 ψ(x−2)− 7
4 ψ(x−3)
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The Red line is showing Wavelet scaling coefficients.
The Green line is showing Wavelet dilation coefficients.

3] f1(x) ∈ v1 ∴ j = 1 so wa = 1
21 = 1

2

span
{

2
1
2 φ(20x− k)

}
span

{√
2φ(2x− k)

}
From (2),when we put j=1

f1(x) = ∑k α1,k(2)
1
2 φ(21x− k)

= ∑k α1,k
√

2φ(2x− k)

α1,k =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)2

0
2 φ(20x− k)

α1,k =
∫

∞

−∞

f1(x)φ(2x− k) (4.90)

For k=0,
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α1,0 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−0)dx

=
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(x2)dx
But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(x2)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(x2) varies from 0 to 0.5.

=
∫ 1

2
0

√
2(x2)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x3

3

] 1
2

0
=
√

2 · 1
24

∴ α1,0 =
1

12
√

2

For k=1,

α1,1 =
∫

∞

−∞

√
2 f1(x)φ(2x−1)dx

But,

x

0 1 2

φ(2x−1)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−1) varies from 0.5 to 1.

=
∫ 1

2
0

√
2(x2)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x3

3

] 1
2

0
=
√

2 · 7
24

∴ α1,1 =
7

12
√

2

For k=2,
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α1,2 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−2)dx

But,

x

0 1 2

φ(2x−2)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−2) varies from 1 to 3
2 .

=
∫ 3

2
1

√
2(x2)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x3

3

] 3
2

1
=
√

2 · 19
24

∴ α1,2 =
19

12
√

2

For k=3,

α1,3 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−3)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3

φ(2x−3)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−3) varies from 1.5 to 2.
=
∫ 2

3
2

√
2(x2)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x3

3

]2

3
2

=
√

2 · 37
24

∴ α1,3 =
37

12
√

2
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For k=4,

α1,4 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−4)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(2x−4)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−4) varies from 2 to 5
2 .

=
∫ 5

2
2

√
2(x2)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x3

3

] 5
2

2
=
√

2 · 61
24

∴ α1,4 =
61

12
√

2

For k=5,

α1,5 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−5)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(2x−5)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−5) varies from 5
2 to 3.

=
∫ 3

5
2

√
2(x2)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x3

3

]3

5
2

=
√

2 · 91
24

∴ α1,5 =
91

12
√

2
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For k=6,

α1,6 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−6)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(2x−6)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−6) varies from 3 to 7
2 .

=
∫ 7

2
3

√
2(x2)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

] 7
2

3
=
√

2 · 127
24

∴ α1,4 =
127

12
√

2

For k=7,

α1,7 =
∫

∞

−∞
f1(x)
√

2φ(2x−7)dx

But,

x

0 1 2 3 4

φ(2x−7)

0

1

2

As scaling function φ(2x−7) varies from 7
2 to 4.

=
∫ 4

7
2

√
2(x2)(1)dx

=
√

2
[

x2

2

]4

7
2

=
√

2 · 169
24

∴ α1,7 =
169

12
√

2

f1(x) = 1
12 φ(2x) + 7

12 φ(2x − 1) + 19
12 φ(2x − 2) + 37

12 φ(2x − 3)
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+ 61
12 φ(2x−4)+ 91

12 φ(2x−5)+ 127
12 φ(2x−6)+ 169

12 φ(2x−7)
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The Red line is showing Wavelet scaling coefficients.
The Green line is showing Wavelet dilation coefficients.
The Blue line is showing Wavelet scaling coefficients of different Phi.

4] Prove: v1 = v0⊕w0
v0 =

{1
3 ,

7
3 ,

19
3 ,

37
3

}
w0 =

{−1
4 , −3

4 , −5
4 , −7

4 ,
}

v1 =
{ 1

12 ,
7
12 ,

19
12 ,

37
12 ,

61
12 ,

91
12 ,

127
12 ,

169
12

}
Now, Take first component of v0 and first component of w0.

and Find out following term,
α0,1 ·φ(x)+ β0,1 ·ψ(x)
The Scaling function varies from 0 to 1 and the value is 1 over all interval. The dilation function
varies from 0 to 1 and the value is 1 for 0 to 0.5 and -1 for 0.5 to 1. So, We will get two values
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using these two functions.
For k=0
∴ α0,0

(+) + β0,0
(+)

= 1
3 + −1

4
= 1

12
This is equal to α1,0.

Also,
∴ α0,0

(−) + β0,0
(−)

= 1
3 + 1

4
= 7

12

This is equal to α1,1.

For K=1
∴ α0,1

(+) + β0,1
(+)

= 7
3 + −3

4
= 19

2

This is equal to α1,2.

∴ α0,1
(−) + β0,1

(−)

= 7
3 + 3

4
= 37

12

This is equal to α1,3.

Similarly, we can find values of α0,k and β0,k to make a conclusion that addition of these two
values will α1,k.(k=Total number of coefficients).
Thus, v1 is formed by combining v0 and w0.

Hence,v1 = v0⊕w0.

4.14 Experimental Results - Blind Prakrti ψ

Consider the following function,

g(t) =

{
t 0≤ t ≤ 1

2 ,

t−1 1
2 ≤ t < 1

(4.91)

We can see that at t=0.5 there is a clear discontinuity. However such discontinuities are easier to
detect, we will slightly complicate the matter. We will smooth out this signal by integrating it.
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h(t) =
∫

g(t) =

{
t2

2 0≤ t ≤ 1
2 ,

t2

2 − t + 1
2

1
2 ≤ t < 1

(4.92)

We can see that there is still a cusp jump at t=0.5. Thus integrating again,

f (t) =
∫

h(t) =

{
t3

6 0≤ t ≤ 1
2 ,

t3

6 −
t2

2 + t
2 −

1
8

1
2 ≤ t < 1

(4.93)

Figure 4.27: Plot of functions g(t), h(t), f(t)

This appears absolutely smooth to eye, but in reality the discontinuity exists.

Simulation Results

As can be seen from figure (4.28), Haar filter completely missed the discontinuity. This is
because Haar has only one vanishing moment and can sense only up to first order derivative.

As can be seen from figure (4.29), higher members in Daubechies family can sense and detect
the discontinuity. This is because filters like db-2 onwards have at least two vanishing moments and
thus can sense up to second order derivative.

This result clearly depicts the blind nature of Prakr.ti (þk� Et) or the ψ function if not chosen
correctly using concept of vanishing moments. In compliance with Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) school, this
knowledge can be obtained from the seeker, that is φ .

4.15 Experimental Results - Age of Vedas
An experimentation is carried out to bring out how vedic age can be approximated using Sāṅkhya
(sA\Hy) school of thought.
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Figure 4.28: Plot of functions g(t), h(t), f(t)

Figure 4.29: Plot of functions g(t), h(t), f(t)
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As Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) school of thought has been decoded as scalable wavelet structures in this
study it leads to interesting paradigms. Firstly, as the complete wavelet basis are scalable and
self-similar, they produce dyadic structures and can be mapped using 3D walks. Thus a 2 j scale
combined with third dimension makes it a volumetric proposition. The basic volume unit will be
13 = 1 and the next advancement will be 23 = 8. The gradient, i.e. first order derivative gives
8−1 = 7 as volumetric increments. Thus, Prakr.ti (þk� Et) can be thought of bound by 7 divisions in
each direction with scope to get projected in all the 4 quadrants. Thus, 7×4 = 28 is the total number
of sub-division components needed to span the total linear space. This is in line with total of 28
Naks.atras (n"/�). In today’s almanacs ‘Abhijīta (aEBjFt)’ is lost and we are left with 27 Naks.atras
(n"/�). The proof for Vedika (v�Edk) age from Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) school will be as follows:

• The earth spins on its own axis by 1/365.25 of its annual orbit around the sun.
• The daily spin time is (24×3600)/365.25 = 236.55 seconds less than 24 hours.
• For the day time adjustments we need to have standing wave relationship.
• This is exactly as given in Gun.a Sūtra (g� Z s� /) of Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy), which depicts that

axiomatically, the rate of variation in cyclic time between any two identical interacting
subspaces has to be 1 : 2 as shown in Figure(4.30).

Figure 4.30: The rate of variation in cyclic time between any two identical interacting subspaces has
to be 1 : 2.

• This ratio can be solved using arctan philosophy, as tangent of an angle of 26.565 is equal to
1/2.
• At 26.565 degrees the resonant rate of oscillations of standing wave is 296575998. This is

identical to velocity of light at meter wavelength.
• Earth is tilted at 23.5 degrees and has mean surface velocity of around 462 m/s and moves

with average speed of 29840 m/s around the sun.
• Earth’s maximum spin vector is 462×0.91× cos(23.5) = 423.52
• From this it can be found that 25740 cyclic years will be needed to repeat particular position

of earth’s orbital.
• 25740 divided by 28 Naks.atras (n"/�) yield around 920 years of Naks.atras (n"/) cycle.
• Nakshtras Naks.atras (n"/) traversed between Punarvasū (p� nvs� ) (taken as reference) and

Aśvinī (aE�nF) being 7, time elapsed will be 7×920 = 6440 years.
• total sectors will be 28 + 7 = 35, thus giving 35×920 = 32200 years.
• We are in 2014, reducing that 32200−2014 = 29986.
• This comes from the fact that it will take about 32200 years of full cycle to trace back recurring

position of Punarvasū (p� nvs� ).
• This proves Vedic age to be around 30000 BC and it is in compliance with the arguments

put forth by Lokamānya T. il.aka (lokmA�y EV�k) in his book ‘The Arctic Home in the
Vedas’ [[54]].
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4.16 Summary
• This chapter presents a sound mathematical framework to bring out the wavelet conjunctures

from the Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) as well as Vedānta (v�dA�t) school of thought.
• This work clearly explains Paṅgu-Am. dha Nyāya (p\g� - a\D �yAy) of Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) Philoso-

phy with concrete examples from modern theory.
• This work, explains how the Sarga (sg) proclaimed in the Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) philosophy fits in

with the concept of Multi-resolution Analysis of Wavelet domain.
• This work uses the scalable and self-similar wavelet composition extracted from Sāṅkhya

(sA\Hy) school to approximate the Vedic age with good accuracy.
• From Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) we could elevate our understanding to Vedānta (v�dA�t).
• MRA (Multi-Resolution-Analysis) framework subtly deploys Adhyāsavāda (a@yAsvAd) or

Vivartavāda (EvvtvAd).
• The building blocks of the MRA framework were demonstrated to work well through concep-

tualization of the notions of Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�) as φ(.) and Māyā (mAyA) as ψ(.).
• The theme is also proved using aEnvcnFy HyAEt.
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5. Concluding Remarks

5.1 Contributions of Thesis

• This thesis brings out a novel and unique interpretation of Nāsadīya Sūkta using energy
analysis by building signal processing perspective.
• This work connects the ‘Origin of Universe’ as prescribed in Nāsadīya Sūkta with the modern

science and the allied theories.
• The energy analysis is validated by applying the same to few other Sūktas apart from the

Nāsadīya Sūkta.
• The analysis is not only put forth mathematically and analytically, but it is also validated

through experimentation.
• The experimentation is carried through analytical building blocks as well as simulations.
• The experimentation is carried out on Sāṅkhya and Vedānta systems.
• While performing the experimentation the filter banks based systems are built and tested.
• Few intriguing concepts like ‘Paṅgū-Andha-Nyāya’ (p½� - a�D - �yAy) from Sāṅkhya is estab-

lished and validated through simulations.
• The results of simulations are presented as specific case study.
• Several such simulations are presented and the codes are made available for the readers to try

the things out themselves.
• Every hymn in Nāsadīya Sūkta is decoded systematically.
• The meaning of every word is given and then a combined comprehension is brought out that

connects the dots to complete the big picture.
• Special discussion section after every hymn to bring out the correspondence with the modern

science is another unique feature of this work.
• This work uses the scalable and self-similar wavelet composition extracted from Sāṅkhya

(sA\Hy) school to approximate the Vedic age with good accuracy.
• From Sāṅkhya (sA\Hy) we could elevate our understanding to Vedānta (v�dA�t).
• MRA (Multi-Resolution-Analysis) framework subtly deploys Adhyāsavāda (a@yAsvAd) or

Vivartavāda (EvvtvAd).
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• The building blocks of the MRA framework were demonstrated to work well through concep-
tualization of the notions of Śapala Brahma (fpl b}�) as φ(.) and Māyā (mAyA) as ψ(.).
• The theme is also proved using aEnvcnFy HyAEt.
• This work presents the mathematical proofs of the doctrines proposed and this feature of the

work makes the drawings more robust.
• Novel meaning of Big-Bang is brought out with reference to Verse-5 of Nāsadīya Sūkta.
• This work also brings out the exact difference between Dvandva (���) and Dvaita (�{t) and

encodes the same mathematically.
• This work also hence proves the importance of Advaita (a�{t) in the root cause of the creation

of the universe.

5.2 Conclusions form the experimentation

• Nāsadīya Sūkta presents as very systematic but very subtle schema of understanding ‘Origin
of the Universe’.
• Nāsadīya Sūkta strongly relates with the modern science particularly with Quantum Physics

and The-Big-Bang-Theory in general.
• The Vaidika literature seams to have captures the theory of relativity long back in a very

prudent way.
• The energy analysis works very well for deciphering the cryptic verses and presents the crisp

decoded samples.
• The energy analysis as prescribed by Yāska (yA-k) solves many mysteries beneath like

‘Paṅgū-Andha-Nyāya’ (p½� - a�D - �yAy).
• The joint-time-frequency perspective as captured by the Vaidika literature and as per the

modern Wavelet theory resemble closely.
• The doctrine of ‘Satkāryavāda’ (s(kAyvAd) as prescribed by Sāṅkhya as well as Vedānta

branches of philosophy are proved.
• This is an important finding as the hymn begins with ‘Na-Sat...’ (nAsd̂ = n st̂) and hence

may appear to be against ‘Satkāryavāda’ (s(kAyvAd).
• The verses of Nāsadīya Sūkta also manifest beautifully in later works including Upanis.adas

(upEnqd�), Bhagavadgītā (Bgv�FtA) and Jn̄āneśvarī (âAn��rF).
• The deep study of Vaidika literature presents the comprehensive picture of the Universe which

also harmonizes with the modern science. The advanced findings may also give direction to
the modern science.

5.3 Future Directions

Any good research gives rise to many interesting questions. This research has given many future
directions, few of which are as follows:
• It is desired to explore this subject from perspective apart from Energy analysis.
• Other Sūktas from energy analysis can also be good topic of study.
• There are certain mysteries which are left as future work: e.g. divinity in number 432. R. gveda

has 432,000 syllables. Square of 432 gives the approximated speed of light! The diameter
of sun = 864,000 miles and 864 = 432× 2! 432÷ 4 = 108 is a special number too! One
Mahāyuga is 432000 solar years!
• Furtherance as per three worlds depicted by Yāskācārya is desired.
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• This energy analysis can be taken to another spaces like Hilbert spaces to prove other doctrines
in modern physics.

5.3.1 In search of scaling and wavelets coefficients
We have already shown that ψ(.) or Māyā (mAyA) function emerges from the φ(.) or Śapala Brahma
(fpl b}�) function. Therefore, once the trick to figure of φ(.) is understood, it unlocks the entire
ladder that follow. We have discussed so far Haar and Daubechies wavelets families. The coefficients
of low pass and high pass filters for these are well known. However where exactly we get these
coefficients from? Do we have a concrete procedure for finding them? What properties should the
scaling equation obey? These are few questions we would try to answer now.

Scaling function is also ‘Brahma’ (b}�) function and the entire universe is a manifestation of
the same. Finding the kernels which satisfy the norms and become ‘Brahma’ (b}�) functions is
a interesting quest. This sub-section provides the directions for finding the kernel function. This
certainly has huge potential for further research.

We are familiar with Haar wavelet and scaling function is given as,

ψ(t) =


1 0≤ x < 1

2

−1 1
2 ≤ x < 1

0 otherwise

ψ(t) =

{
1 0≤ x < 1
0 otherwise

However important question is where did the above values come from? We will now focus on
answering this particular question.
The dilation equation in time domain is given as,

φ(t) = ∑
k

hk
√

2φ(2t− k) (5.1)

ψ(t) = ∑
k

gk
√

2φ(2t− k) (5.2)

From equations (4) and (5) we can see that φ(t) ∈V0, ψ(t) ∈W0, φ(2t−k) ∈V1 and ψ(2t−k) ∈W1.
Also we know that, V1 = V0⊕W0. Thus once we know φ(2t− k) we can find out ψ(t) and φ(t),
hence focus is on finding out scaling equation coefficients.

Now in order to achieve this lets go through three guiding theorems.

Theorem I:
For the scaling equation φ(t) = ∑k hk

√
2φ(2t−k), with non-vanishing coefficients {hk}M

k=N only for
N ≤ k ≤M its φ(x) is with a compact support contained in the interval [N,M].

Theorem II:
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If the scaling function φ(x) has compact support on 0≤ x ≤ N−1 and if, {φ(x− k)} are linearly
independent, then hn = h(n) = 0, for n < 0 and n > N−1. Hence N is the length of the sequence.

Theorem III:
If the scaling coefficients {hk} satisfy the condition for existence and orthogonality of φ(t), then
ψ(x) = ∑k

√
2φ(2x− t)

where, gk =±(−1)khN−k
and

∫
∞

−∞
ψ(x− l)φ(x− k)dx = δ1,k = 0, l 6= k

From these theorems, we will try to find out coefficients of scaling equation. In order to be able to
do that following are some properties that scaling coefficients have to obey,

1. ∑hk =
√

2

2. ∑h2k =
1√
2

3. ∑h2k+1 =
1√
2

4. ∑ |hk|2 = 1

5. ∑hk−2lhk = δl,0

6. ∑2hk−2lhk−2 j = δl, j

Now what is challenging is to understand from where exactly we get these properties from. We
would first delve on that and then we would solve one example with case study of Haar φ(t).

Consider property 1 of φ(t),

∑
k

hk =
√

2

This property is dependent on what kind of normalization we make use of and rest of the properties
are in a way dependent on this property. So we would first understand from where this property
comes from.
We know the dilation equation,

φ(t) = ∑
k

hk
√

2φ(2t− k)

Integrating both the sides,∫
∞

−∞

φ(t)dt = ∑
k

hk
√

2
∫

∞

−∞

φ(2t− k)dt

Put, 2t− k = x⇒ dt =
dx
2∫

∞

−∞

φ(t)dt = ∑
k

hk
√

2
1
2

∫
∞

−∞

φ(t)dt
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Let,
∫

∞

−∞
φ(t)dt which is normalization be 1. Then we are left with,

1 = ∑
k

hk
√

2
1
2

∑
k

hk =
√

2 (5.3)

The point to note is that equation (6) holds true if we consider the normalization to be 1.

At this point let us assume that property 5 hold true and we would use it to derive the remaining
properties. The property number 5 tells us that,

∑
k

hk−2lhk = δlo

Replacing l by -l we have,

δ−lo =
∞

∑
k=−∞

hk+2lhk

Separating ’even’ and ’odd’ terms,

δ−lo =
∞

∑
k=−∞

h2k+2lh2k +
∞

∑
k=−∞

h2k+1+2lh2k+1

∞

∑
l=−∞

δ−lo =
∞

∑
l=−∞

∞

∑
k=−∞

[h2k+2lh2k + h2k+1+2lh2k+1]

However we know that,

∞

∑
l=−∞

δ−lo = 1

Thus,

1 =
∞

∑
k=−∞

h2k[
∞

∑
l=−∞

h2k+2l]+
∞

∑
k=−∞

h2k+1[
∞

∑
l=−∞

h2k+1+2l] (5.4)

By substituting l = l− k we can write,
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∞

∑
l=−∞

h2k+2l =
∞

∑
l=−∞

h2l = A (5.5)

∞

∑
l=−∞

h2k+1+2l =
∞

∑
l=−∞

h2l+1 = B (5.6)

From equations (7), (8) and (9) we can write,

1 = AA + BB (5.7)

1 = A2 + B2 (5.8)

Which clearly represents equation of a circle with radius 1. However there are two unknowns A and
B and we have just equation. So we need another equation. This equation comes out of the first
property i.e.

∑
k

hk =
√

2

Splitting ’even’ and ’odd’ terms,
√

2 = ∑
k

h2k +∑
k

h2k+1

√
2 = A + B (5.9)

At this point we have an interesting situation equation (11) represents a circle and (12) a line. The
situation is as shown in figure.

Figure 5.1: Solution to equation (11) and (12)

Hence from figure we have,

A =
1√
2
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B =
1√
2

Thus by substituting A we have,

∑
k

h2k =
1√
2

(5.10)

which gives us property number 2. Also substituting the value of B we have,

∑
k

h2k+1 =
1√
2

(5.11)

which gives property number 3.

Now consider property number 4 from equation (11) we have,

∑
k
|hk|2 = ∑

k
h2

k = 1 (5.12)

Now lets verify these properties in case of Haar scaling function. We know that in case of Haar φ(t),

h0 = h1 =
1√
2

Putting these values in property 1 we have,

1

∑
0

hk = h0 + h1 =
√

2

Thus property 1 is obeyed.
Similarly for property 2, 3 and 4,

∑
k

h2k = h0 =
1√
2

∑
k

h2k+1 = h1 =
1√
2

{∑
k

h2k}2 +{∑
k

h2k+1}2 = h2
0 + h2

1 = 1

Hence we can clearly see that these properties are obeyed. For property number 5 we have,

∑
k

hk−2lhk = δ0,l
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We have only two indices i.e. 0,1. Lets take the first case,

Case (i)
k−2l = 0 or k = 2l
if l 6= 0, then k = 2l ≥ 2. Thus sum vanishes unless l = 0 and in that case k = 0.
Thus we can write,

∑
k

hk−0hk = h0h0 =
1
2

(5.13)

Also when k = 0, hk−2l = h0−2l , which is 0 unless l = 0. Thus,

∑
k

hkhk = h2
0 =

1
2

(5.14)

From equations (16) and (17) we can see that the property 5 is obeyed since their results add up to
give 1.

Case (ii)
k−2l = 1, k = 2l + 1
if l 6= 0 , k ≥ 3. Thus l has to be 0 and k = 1. Hence we have,

∑
k

hkhk = h2
1 =

1
2

(5.15)

Now for k = 1, l = 0 hence,

∑
k

hk−0hk = h1h1 =
1
2

(5.16)

Similar to case (i), equation (18) and (19) add up to give 1 hence for case (ii) also property 5 is
obeyed. Point to note is the property 5 gives us idea about the orthogonality and not all the functions
obey this property.
Hence the Haar scaling coefficients obey all these different properties. Also once we find out these
scaling coefficients we can find out coefficients of wavelet equation as follows,

gk = (−1)khN− k

For N=1 we have,

gk = (−1)kh1− k

For k = 0,

g0 = (−1)0h1 = h1 =
1√
2
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For k = 1,

g1 = (−1)1h0 =−h0 =
−1√

2

This is how we can find out coefficients of scaling and wavelet equation.

5.3.2 Wavelets and Self-Similarity
Wavelets or Māyā (mAyA) functions are often used to determine self-similarity amongst signals.
This makes sense as Wavelets themselves are structures depicting self-similar nature and hence
are the natural choice for such type of applications. The Vedānta schools of philosophy also
projects the entire world to be Pratibimba (þEtEbMb) of this Māyā (mAyA) function. Hence, exploring
self-similarity in these kernels is a potential area of further research.

Conventionally signal processing makes use of robust LSI (Linear Shift Invariant) structure for
analyzing various types of signals. For particular signals, which are self similar, a different approach
is required.

When the signals in local segments are similar in specific way to the entire signal, they are called
as self-similar signals. The temporal scaling of such signals produces the signal if it is deterministic
else produces statistical characteristics in case of stochastic signals. In literature many examples of
self-similar structures have been reported with the likes of Fractional Gaussian noise, homogeneous
signals, fractional Brownian motion etc.

Dilation provides the foundation to achieve scale changes in Wavelet analysis. In fact, ‘Dilation’
and ‘Dilation Equations’ are truly at the heart of the Multi-resolution framework we have seen since
chapter 2. It is through the dilation equation we create a linkage to use 2-band or M-band filter bank
structure to create the deployment platform for wavelet filters.

For many computer vision problems it is desired to have scale invariance. There could be two
different images captured with different zoom or actual physical distance and yet the application
may demand correct match and just the difference in the scales should not spoil the show.

Since dilation is inherent in any wavelet transformation, it leads to hidden self-similarity and
in a way the fractals with self-similar structures lead to scale-invariant systems. One easier way of
understanding scale-invariant systems is when an input is scaled by some scale, the output also gets
scaled equally. Such scale-invariant systems (SIS) can be represented as:

S[x(t/a)] = y(t/a) (5.17)

for a > 0. The scaling happens with reference to the independent variable, which is time t is this
case. Thus, to gain scale-invariance, one has to give up time-invariance.

Let k(t,τ) be the system kernel which is function of t and τ both and characterizes linear but
time varying system. For this kernel function to correspond to linear and time varying system, the
necessary and sufficient condition is:

k(t,τ) = a× k(a · t,a · τ) (5.18)

System function can be written as,

y(t) =
∫

τ

k(t,τ) · x(τ)dτ (5.19)
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Thus, the output is obtained by taking dot product between input and the kernel. For τ 6= 0 the
kernel k(t,τ) gets scaled at every instance, thus giving us,

τk(t,τ) = h(t,τ) (5.20)

Given this,

y(t) =
∫ inf

− inf
x(τ)h(t/τ)

dτ

τ
=
∫ inf

− inf
x(t/τ)h(τ)

dτ

τ
(5.21)

R
For a deterministic signal x(t), it is self-similar if

x(t) = a−Hx(at) (5.22)

OR

x(t/a) = a−Hx(t) (5.23)

for a > 0

R
A random process X(t), is self-similar if the mean (zeroth moment) MX (t) and autocorrelation
RX (t,s)

MX (t)≡ E[X(t)] = a−HMX (at) (5.24)

and

RX (t,s)≡ E[X(t)X(s)] = a−2HRX (at,as) (5.25)

for a > 0

In the MRA framework we have already seen the scaling of the wavelet kernel through dilation
equation. Through the wavelet dilation equation the wavelet function gets connected with father
equation, which is also called as scaling equation.

This leads to many hidden structures in every wavelet and its scaling function which are scaled
down versions of the bigger signal and make the complete structure self similar. This is illustrated in
figure (5.2) below.

Because of this very unique property, scaling and wavelet functions can be used to detect self-
similarity in signals. Interested readers can explore this further as this has started gaining importance
in research community.
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Figure 5.2: Daub-4 scaling function with hidden self-similarity.

5.3.3 Transistors and three deities
It will be a potential area of research to explore remarkable similarity between the three ports of a
transistor (in electronic circuitry) and the three deities namely ‘Brahmā’ (b}�A), ‘Vis.n. ū’ (Ev	Z� ) and
‘Maheśa’ (mh�f).

Base

(Ev	Z� )

(b}�A)

Emmiter Collector

(mh�f)

The ‘emitter’ emits the electronics and this is similar to ‘Brahmā’ (b}�d�v) starting the operations
of the Universe. The ‘base’ controls the rate of flow of the electrons, which is similar to the
functioning of ‘Vis.n. ū’ (Ev	Z� ). The ‘collector’ essentially collects the electrons, which is similar
to the function of ‘Maheśa’ (mh�f) which is responsible for the ‘Pralaya’ (þly). The similarity is
astounding and needs further probing.
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